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Officials disagree on
Social Security talks

Reagan keeps up
negotiations
with Soviets
Saying
WASHINGTON Al'
arms control is the world's "most
important" problem. President
Reagan has vowed that the United
States will keep nfrotiating with .
the Soviets as long as there is a
chance to reduce weapons
"We're ready." the president
said Friday at a news conference.
••We'll consider every serious proposal And we're determined to
succeed in this
• Reagan; who -reaffirmed hiscornmitment to arms control, also
denied that removal of U.S. arms
control director Eugene V.
Rostow reflects confusion within
the administration.
"We're simply streamlining the
management." Reagan said when
asked why Rostow was dismissed,
The White Hods'e also withdrew
the nomination of Rustow'S deputy. Robert Grey, who was opposed
by some conservatives in the
Senate.
"Our allies should not be, from
the things that they read, concerned about whether we are lacking in determination or' whether we
are indeed in disarray." Reagan
said. "We're not."
At the same time. Reagan expressed confidence in his principal negotiators. Paul Nitze and
convinced Edward Rowny.
that with them we can succeed,"
the president said. Kenneth
Adelman, deputy to U.N. ambassador Jeane Kirkpatrick, has
been named to succeed Rostow.
Reagan said the prospects of an
arms control agreement are much
better today than they were two
Years ago when he took office.
Until he 'ordered a defense
buildup, Reagan said, the Soviets
"had all the marbles."
But now, he went on. 'We're in a
position to get somewhere and I'm
determined we shall."
He added: "We will stay at a
table negotiating as long as there
is any chance at all of securing
arms reduction because it is the
most important problem facing
the world."
Intermediate-range Nuclear
Forces talks are scheduled to
resume in Geneva on Jan. 27.
Nitze heads the U.S. delegation to
those talks that deal with nuclear
missiles in Europe.
Rowny, meanwhile, leads the
U.S. team at the Strategic Arms
Reduction Talks START,, which
re-open Feb 3. The negotiations
concern efforts to cut back U.S.
and Soviet long-range bombers,
intercontinental ballistic missiles
and nuclear submarines.
Reagan said he would meet next
week with Nitze and Rowny, and
that Vice President George Bush
would confer with them in
Geneva. The vice president will be
on a 10-day trip to Western Europe
seeking accord from allied
leaders on recent Soviet proposals
to reduce nuclear weapons and
ease tensions.
The U.S. administration tends to
view the Soviet moves as propaganda, but they were received
with considerable interest in
Western Europe.
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LATIN LEARNERS — For a group attending a 7:30 a.m. class, Murray High School's Latin students have
wide-awake smiles. (From left) they are: (front row) Ann Harcourt, Bekah Brock, Ramona Burnley.
Suzanne Meeks, Vonnie Hays, Beth Hegel; ( middle row) Jenny Kurz, Shelley Howell, Amy Roos. Lillian
Olazabal, teacher Debbie Burgess;(back row ) Jeremy White, Mike Wilkins. Robert Lyons, Kyle Evans. and
David Randolph. Not pictured is Bill Welch.
Photo by Charles Honey
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Friends of Head Start to meet
Monday; new members sought
In keeping with Head Start
guidelines of wanting outside participation to strengthen its effectiveness. a group of concerned
citizens also is seeking outside
assistance in supporting the program
Anyone interested in ioining the
Friends of the Head Start is asked
to attend an organizational
meeting at 7 p m Monday in the
meeting room of the Calloway
County Public Library
During the meeting, the purpose
of the organization, to assist the
Head Start program, will be
disc wised Head Start is a

preschool for 120 children from
low-to-middle income families in
the Murray Independent.
Calloway County and Marshall
County school districts. The Murray Board of Education is the program's grantee.
Election of an advisory board
and of officers also is scheduled A
dues structure also will be forted
In the near future, the Friends
will sponsor an open house of the
Head Start facility. Plans for that
event also will be discussed.
Head Start runs on 80 percent
funds from the federal I>epart-

ment of Health and Human Services. The remaining 30 percent is
covered by local support — such
as free use of classrooms at Murray State University and administrative offices donated by
the Murray Board of Education.
One of the program's main
goals is to educate parents as well
as children — to help mom and
dad in certain areas and to play an
active role in their child's education.
Other components of the program include education, health
and social services.

CBS to appeal'60 Minutes'decision
CBS
NEW ORLEANS'Al'
vowed to quickly appeal an order
by a federal judge who blocked the
broadcast of a -GO Minutc;;dsegvets
ment this Sunday' after
For polo e accused of brutelits said
it would -seriously prejudice"
their defense
U S District Judge Adrian
Nplantier on Friday issued Ow
handwritten order barring broallcast of the report after CKS refused to show him it script of the program segment
There was no Wearing in open
court Duplantier conferred with
the law yers in his olio e before is-

•

suing his order
Robert F. Barkley Jr *CBS attorney in New Orleans, said the
judge's order amounted to a nationwide blackout of the program
Geraldine Sharp-Newton, a
spokeswoman for ('KS News in
New York. said in a prepared
statement that ('KS would appeal
the rbling today to the 5th U S env
cult Court of Appeals here
lawyers for seven New Orleans
police offu ers a/waiting trial for
alleged civil rights violations in
their investigation of the Nov 8.
1980. murder of Officer greg
Neupert had asked to have the
segment banned
"Hie lawyers said the '60

Heart association
sets second meeting Local man arrested
Murray-C4Iloway County Heart
on Tennessee charge
Association will have its second

•

meeting on Tuesday, Jan 18, 4 4
p in in the Community Room of
the North Branch of the Peoples
Bank
Hill Sharpe, a pied prt”odent of
another Amended Hearts Group.
will be the guest speaker
An attempt will be made to form
an NTiendoi Hearts Group in
Murray and Calloway I'ounty
All interested persons are invited to attend and for infltrnialwn
call Irma I i Follette. president.
or Bill Bosd. yice president

A 24-year-old. Murray man was
arrested by city police Thursday
afternoon in connection with a
grand larceny charge in Milan.
Tenn
Andrea Perry. a resident of
Pine. Street, is charged With
allegedly stealing jewelry from p
Milan jewelry' store on Tuesday.
Police I'elective Charles Peeler
reports that Perry was arrested
on a warrant from Milan and lodged in Calloway. County Jail with no
bond set for his release

Minutes" report was based on interviews with people listed as
• victims" in the indictment.
The "Algiers Seven" were
charged with threatening and
physically abusing people questioned in the Neupert killing.
violating their civil rights.
"Among other things, the officera handcuffed or fled
in their custody to a chair, struck
them over the head with a large
book, struck them in the \chest
with their fists, and 'bagged'
placed a bag over their iead
and sealed it Off at the botton to
cut off the person's air supply," a
grand jury indictment said.
The seven are scheduled to go
on trial Feb. 7 in U.S. District
Court in Dallas. The trial was
moved a' to Texas because the
defense successfully argued that
pre-trial publicity made a fair
trial impossible in New Orleans.
Neupert, who was white, was
killed with a 38-caliber pistol
while sitting in his patrol car near
a black housing proiect in the
Algiers section of New Orleans.
Police then conducted a sweep of
the neighborhood, a tough area
where authorities seldom venture
without a backup force.
Four blacks were shot to death
. by police in the city in less than a
month during the police investigation into Neuport's death.
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It's the printed pages
It's advgthsers and readers
Streaming from the press
Answering a need,
Serving up the latest,
From births to neighbors' deaths It's government's watchdog.
It's a market trend:
It's the whistling boy
It's the voice of freedom.
Hurrying through the gales
It's the people's friend
Delivering the bundle
Of features, news and sales
As old as history. .
New as today's news.
It's the publisher
It's liberty's tradition
Giving current views.
Who cares about his town
And guards its rights to know
From being beateb down
So when you lift your paper
Give a little thought
It's the editor
To all the things it stands for-Reporter, ad man. too.
This bargain that you bought
Photographer and pressman-All vital tp the crew.
Consider all it is
Besides what you've been told
aid
housewife's
It's the
Consider what it's worth-The merchant's tool of sales
This magic that you hold.
The businessman's informant
On what the day entails.
More than any one thing.
The sum of all its strife,
It's all of these.and more,
The newspaper tbat you read
.
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typuyead;
newspaper
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Auto brake defect warning issued
By H. JOSEF HEBERT
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON. 0AP I - The
government is warning owners of
at least 320.000 General Motors
Corp front-wheel drive cars that
the vehicles may have a brake
defect that could send them into a
dangt*rous spin.
The National Highway Traffic
Safety Administration announced
Friday it has scheduled a meeting
for Feb 14 to hear from General
Motors before deciding whether it
should order the 1980 model XBody ears recalled for repairs.
The cars involved are 1980
models in the X-body series with
manual trsiumissions, as well
about 100,000 from the same
model year with automatic
transmissions but similar brake
shoes, officials said

Internal Revenue
begins mailing
tax packages

••.....-••• • •

Kentue

COOL CAT — Fourteen-month-old Chastity K. Doering takes a bit of this snow cat's frosty fur. The sevenfoot Garfield was made by residents of Spokane after a recent snowfall. Freezing temperatures have kept the
cat intact.
AP Laserphoto
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The Internal Revenue Service
has begun mailing out 1.262,960
1040A and 1040 tax packages to
Kentucky taxpayers. About half of
those )656.739 will be 1040A tax
packages, and the balance
(606.221 ) will be 1040 tax
packages.
These tax packages contain
blank tax fonns and instructions
on how to prepare the forms. They
also explain what kind of
assistance is available for
preparation of the returns.
Taxpayers are urged to use the
peel-off address label Which is affixed to the tax package. If the address or name on the peel-off label
Is incorrect, change the label with
Ink. By using the peel-off label on
the tax return, it will help the IRS
speed up the processing of the
return, and assure correct return
identification.
The 1040A package also contains
the new Form 1040EZ that may be
used by many single taxpayers in
the state. The new form 1040EZ is
a simplified tax return that requires only 11 lines for completion.
If there are any questions about
the process, please contact the
IRS at 5114-1301 in Louisville. The
IRS toll-free number will be..
changed to 1-000-424-1040.

stems from the thickness of. the
brake lining.
Although NHTSA acknowledged
that complaints have come from
owners of all types of 1980 X-body
cars, the agency said the problem
segmed to be concentrated among
the 1980 -cars with manuals
transmissions and the X-body
cars with automatic transmit
sioni built before May 1979. G
started building the 1983 model
cars in early 1979 and continued to
make them through 1980.
Clarence Ditlow, director of the
Center for Auto Safety, an
organization founded by Ralph':
Nader. has argued that au 1.1
million 1980 X-body cars should be
recalled.
Ditlow cane(' NHTSA's announcement Friday as "too little
In August 1961. GM recalled and too late," saying the brake
47,000 of the cars because of the problem has been under study for
complaints. But NHTSA in- more than two years.
"There's no question that the
vestigators argue the correction,
which focused on a valve that rest of the 1980 cars with
distributes brake fluid, was inade- automatic transmissions ... are
quate and more cars are involved. equally defective" and should be
Agency officials say the problem recalled, Ditlow argued.

The cars, including' the
Chevrolet Citation, Pontiac
Phoenix, Oldsmobile Omega, and
Buick Skylark, were highly touted
when introduced in April 1979.
If -the highway safety agency's
initial finding, of a safety defect
stands up. the-agency can order
GM to recall the cars and fix
them. The manufacturer said in a
statement that it is continuing to
evaluate the cars in question and
is "prepared to make corrections
if necessary."
NHTSA said it has received at
least 364 complaints during the
past three years from motorists
who -said brakes on their 1980 Xbody cars have a tendency to lock
prematurely, causing the vehicles
to go into a spin.

Melts...
(Continued From Page I
The Transportation Cabinet increased the limit of the contract to
$100,000 on Nov. 23 with a work
order change signed by Steve
Reeder, the cabinet's deputy
secretary for legal affairs.
Reeder said the legal fees were
not too high considering they were
to a Louisville firm. "The fees
paid to a firm are always going to
be a little higher." he said.
"The federal court proceedings
were a great deal more lengthy
than originally estimated,
therefore the original amount
established was underestimated,"
cabinet spokesman Jim Clarke
said Friday.
On Dec. 29, a check for
$80.006.36 was made out lathe law
firm for "professional services."
The payment does not include services for the Personnel Board appeal or a circuit court appeal.
The contract for Melts encountered resistance last'fall by
legislators who said the rates for
lawyers, paralegals and clerks
were too high.
The Personal Service Contract

Review Committee turned down
the contract but it was later -approved by George Fischer, then
secretary for the Finance and Administration Cabinet. The committee can voice opposition to personal service contracts but has no
power to stop one.
A transportation cabinet
representative told the committee
last fall that the rate for the senior
partner had been negotiated down
to $125 an hour from $150 an hour.
But the senior partner under the
$00.000 payment received $150 an
hour.
The other fees are the same as
set forth in the $40.000 contract.
The senior partner was paid a
Zaire!,900 for 213.2 hours
two associates, the
partner and co-counsel were paid
from $50 to $100 an hour, depending upon their seniority.
The purchase order receiver
lists a paralegal-clerk receiving
$35 an hour and a clerk getting $30
an hour. The firm was also paid
81,906 for "reunburseable expenses."

235 university Centers on
Economic Education. All are independent, non-profit, nonpartisan education organizations
established to improve the quality
and to increase the quantity of
economic education in
kindergarten through collegelevel curriculums
Besides Dr. Maupin, others who
will be conducting seminars include these from Murray; Paul
Kiesow, plant manager of FisherPrice: Dr. Dan Harrison, director
of the Center for Economic
Education at Murray State: Dave
Severna, vice president and
branch manager of Home Federal
Savings and Loan of Paducah
Murray Branch; Robert
La/tastes, president. Credit
Bureau of Murray; Charles
Foster, vice-president and trust
•

cancer, Hank of Murray: and Betty Boston, account executive and
certified financial counselor, First
of Michigan Corp.
Others are: Barbaro Banks
Shields of Nashville, Tenn., consumer affairs officer. U.S. Food
and Drug Administration; Jack
Morgan of Louisville, director of
the Kentucky Council on
Economic Education: Dana Alien
of Frankfort, education specialist
In the Division of Consumer Protection; and Michele Reilly Milne
nI LonisvWs. rfort•Ii`or education
specialist.-General Electric Company.
Anyone wishing to obtain further information may contact the
of Home Economics
Departmentailiilludiss„ Mon*
University. telepheas 783,13117 or
7113411111.
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Seminars...
( Continued From Page 1
and $30 per semester hour for
undergraduate credit for Kentucky residents.
The Consumer Economics
'Forum is offered by the Departof Home Economics and
Clild Studies at Murray State in
cooperation with the Center for
Economic education an the camKentucky ,Council an
pus.
'c Education and theloint
Council on Economic Education
(JCEE i.
. It is sponsored through a grant
from The Quaker Oats Company,
Fisher-Price Toys of Murray and
Home Federal Savings and Loan
Association of Paducah — Murray
Branch.
Both the Center and the Council
are part of the JCEE's network of
50 state councils and more than
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southern seen

by lorry mcgehee
•

Congress urged
to restore schools'
lunch programs

Looking ahead to the new year: 1984,that is
Tennessee was fourth in 1860. Strom
Thurmond was third in 1948 and SO
was George Wallace in 1968
Yet. seven of the first eleven
presidents, and five of the first seven.
were southerners In the 72 years
from Washington to Lincoln,
southerners held the presidency fifty
years In the same tee r rod .
southerners were chief justices of the
Supreme Court for sixty years Over Also, it is noted, at least two of the
half the Speakers of the House and
possible candidates - Hollings and
over half the Supreme Court justices
Askew -- are southerners Probably
and nearly half of all cabinet officers
they are remembering how easji:Aun:._ in that 72 years were southerners
my Carter made victory for a
Things changed rather drastically
southerner seem in 1976:
after the Civil War Actually, things
were changing long before the War.
A little longer memory might make
which is one reason there was a
them more cautious. Except for
War The southerners of recent vinCarter, the only southern - president
tince Polk or Taylor I 1844 or 18481
tage and national aspiration
elected without first succeeding a
Kefauver. Russell, Clement. Garner.
Rayburn
Were born either a cendeceased President was Woodrow
Wilson, whose real base was• his
tury too lab* or else in the wrong
adopted New Jersey rather than his
region.
.
native Virginia. Henry Clay wanted
On the other hand, southerners
it badly, but lost all three times he
weren't exactly. shoo-ins in those'
ran.-.John . Calhoun w amid, it. 'but
earlier years_
never got farther than the vice
hinters K Polk. the prqlotype
presidency. William 11. Crawford of
"Dark Horse Candidate," for exam-,
Georgia ran third in 1824: John Floyd
ple. barely beat out Henry Clay in
of Virginia came m fourth in 1832,
1844. He had only 38,000 more votes
Hugh I.. White of Tennessee was
He only won because James G
third in 1836, John Cc Breckinridge of
heading the -Liberty Party Kentucky was third and John Bell of
slate, siphoned away enough votes
Teddy Kennedy's decision not to
run for President in 1964 was overshadOwed by speculations about who
would run.
.Two of the prospects
Mondale
and Hollings - - have the same
nickname: Fritz. They could cut
their campaign costs if they would
agree to share bumper stickers and
lapel pins.

The moat shortsighted budget cut by the Reagan
administration is in the school lunch program It
has had a far more senous impact than had been
predicted. and it will have grave consequences for
America's future.
According to the Department of Agriculture, the
number of students participating in the school lunch
program has declined by more than 1.2 million.
This has been caused by cuts in federal funding, increased prices, reduced eligibility and complex
new forms for parents to fill out.
A department study reveals that one-third of the
children who no longer get school lunches come
from low-income families. These youngsters have
lost up to half-of their nutritional intake.- according
to the study.
Hungry students to not concentrate well, and thus
learn less than well-fed children. Those who are
malnourished do not develop their mental or
physical capaCities, and they do not reach their
potentials for contributing to our nation's wellbeing. The reduction in well-nourished children who can
learn to their potential capacities will diminish the
pool of America's future scientists, teachers, civic
leaders and professional people.
The administration has saved roughly 81 billion In
the school lunch program.' This is a fraction of the
billins to be spent in new defense programs.
Officials should remember that the program was
started 36 years ago because many American
draftees in World War II suffered from ill-health
*because they had been malnourished as children.
If we are- to compete in world markets and have
an adequate defense, we must have a healthy and
well-educated population. We believe that Congress
should restore school lunch and other nutritional
'programs as a matter of national interest. Healthy
minds and bodies are a far better investment than
are bombs and missiles.
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from Clay to give Polk the New Yorkelectoral y tile's • Haney.. a northern
abolitionist. ironically. had once been
an Alabama and K entuck
slaveholder
In 1824, Andrew Jackson had 53,000
more votes and 15 more electoral
votes than John Quincy Adams The
election had to go to the House of
Representatives to be tesolved. and
-Henry Clay threw • his three states'
votes to Adams Ile was then made
Secretary of State, perhaps as a
reward finial% costing hun the 1844
election may have been a delayed
poetic Justice I
Even James Madison % victory in
1808 was no easy matter. He first had
to squash an internal rebellion in tits
own party among a strong group of
%tours le supporters
But the southerner with the hardest
row to hoe to the plesidency was, of
all people. Thomas Jefferson
161796, Jefferson was defeated by .
John Adams, to succeed George
Washington, 1)) Ithly three ejecloral
..vutes. 711o.68. .
But • 1800. when he was finally
elected, al:most turned out as badly
for Jefferson Under the old rules
prior to the' 1004 passage of the
Twelfth Amendment the candidate
with the most Ow-tor:II votes won No
distuu.tion 1.4:i!) made between i-an-

'ClIddteS for

President and Vice
esi
dent Jefferson was runione
President with Aaron -fforr runiont.
for Vice Presn.en.t 1 fl•
,in,I
Burr defeated Adams anti
e•
Pinckney, but both Jefferson and
Burr had 73 electoral votes I h.went to the House In Fehruar%
1801, and there voting lastoi tot
week Each state cast one yob- and
rune votes were requited to a in
After 35 ballots, some of Buils 'nit
porters cast blank ballot, alloy% o n.
Jefferson to win
Ironically. the person who perstia,1
rd the Buff supporters In swriig
Jefferson was none other than Alexander Hamilton. Jefferson's greatest
rIIe'pns in Washington's cannirt and
in national 'politics Perhaps
Hamilton hated Burr more than he
feared .Jefferson He had little time
left to explain his reasons. for, Burr
killed hint in a duel three y cars later,
while Burr was closing out his term
as Vice President ,That's ptpetic iii -

justice'

Anti mot. , here it is the loegirmint:
1983. and Millie Sectither is
already looking ahead to the nea
year of 1984 'George ora ell not
withstanding. it might just turn oat',
be! 41 good year for onc of thein But
history tea,- hes- them. it aool"
•
easy

*Ian

thoughts in season
By Ken Wolf
that • eilsorship eel urading
material in the public schools ha,
mtg. an issue in some places,
these. words on censorship. a citten iii
1964 by a New York City teacher.
Spencer Ilroan, may In. 1.•111- VI
pertirleirrt.
'Surely it is absurd to suppress
—everything likely to offend
some ethnic, cultural, or
religious group Yet to follow a
simple and lofty principle
to
oppme censorship of all kinds
is not to avoid difficulties It
is, in fact, to invite the greatest
difficulty, the necessity of
teaching controversial matter
so wiely, front so humane a
point of view, as to make the
student it wiser and metrehumane person
We cannot avoid Ii tar flog
somebody," Brown noted lit las a irk
Teaching and Learning, but if we'
continuously
,we' 111.1% !.
forgiven the hurt.,•

qi.

Null,
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Government rules
limit free market
cost cutting
When President Reagan, in one of his first acts of
office, removed price controls on oil and gasoline,
there were those who predicted catastrophic
results.
Sen. Howard M. Metzenbaum. D-Ohio, called the
president's decontrol action "hasty and illadvised." He said it would cost U.S. consumers $10
billion.
Metzenbaum forced a vote on the subject in Congress so that every Republican member must put a
"stamp ef approval" on Reagan's decontrol
measure. Thus, voters -would know the senators
who "approve of higher gasoline prices and higher
fuel oil prices.. that add to the inflationary spiral."
Gasoline prices did go up for a short time, just as
they had been doing, steeply, under the price controls. ,P,:at it wasn't long before there was an abrupt
chap& in the price trend.
/row, and in the long rim, the consumer is much
better off without the controls. Mr. Reagan was
right in.taking the action against price controls on
Jan. 28, 1981. Wherever they are used, controls tend
to hold up prices artificially by eliminating competition. Maximum prices tend to become the going
rate and the public foots the bill.
What has happened in the two years since
presidential deregulation of gasoline and oil? A lot.
There has been a worldwide oil glut and a recession
that reduced the US. demand for gasoline. And we
have not seen the $10 billion price spiral predicted
by Mettenbaum.
Competition has forced gasoline prices down.
There is more sell-service. There are discounts for
cash customers. AU this demonstrates the proposition that a free market cuts costs in productive
ways that are unlikely or impossible under the rigid
hand of government regulation,
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looking bock into murray's past'
Ten years ago
An average price of $61.15 per hundred weight was reported for opening
day sales of dark fired tobacco on the
Murray Market.
Deaths reported include Boyce K.
Johnny Key, 54, Mrs. Rachel A.
Cole, 96, Jesse Patterson, 61, Mrs
Fannie Morgan Young, 84, Salomon
Dobson, 82, George Parker, 77, and
Mary Celina Vandyke. infant girl
Ottis I. Valentine has sold his
business, Valentine Printing Co to
Joe Pat Winchester. Valentine had
been in the printing business -since
1936.
Sarah Sams, Ellen Querterrnous.
Jimmy Pasco and Scott Willis of
Murray High School have been named to the 1973 Kentucky All-State
Band.
'Mary Angela Ripperdan Burkeen
and Gary Dean Wilkins were married Dec. 36 at St. Leo's Catholic
Church, Murray.
Twenty years ago
Over 100 business men met last
night at Southside Restaurant to kick
off what was described as one of the
most important meetings ever held
In Murray. The purpose was to
prepare for the $150,000 stock
subscription drive for MurrayCalloway County Industrial Foundation.
The Outland Loose Leaf Floor was
completely destroyed by fire miter. iafternixon.
An average of $40.41 per htaidgled
weight was recorded for opening day
salsa el dark fired tobacco in Murray
and Mayfield.
Mrs. Lila Valentine who Joinsil the
Woodmen Circle In 11117 and hai Wien
s an active member of Murray MO*
since that time was given special
recognition at the January meeting
at the Murray Woman's Club House.
Al Hewett, Roy Gordon and Jack
Johnson had high game averages
with handicapp in bowling in Tappan

ale

ara1111/11

League at Corvette lanes
Thirty years ago
Airman Second Class Billy A
Outland, son of Mr and Mrs N
Outland, is serving With Air F'orce at
Patrick Air Force Base. Cocoa, F'la
I iea ths reported include Mrs
Flora Rowland,37
Births reported include if girl to
Mr and Mrs Richard Latimer, Jan
6. a boy to Mr. and Mrs Thomas
Lawrence, Jan 7, a boy to Mr. and
Mrs Harvey Selwitz, Jan 7, and a
girl to Mr. and Mrs Johnny Orr,Jan
7
Mrs I. Wells Purdom gave as
review of the book, The President's
Lady, at meeting of the Captain
Wendell Oury Chapter of the .
l)aughters of the American Revolution at the home of Mrs HP Wear
Murray Slate College
Thoroughbreds beat Middle Tennessee 78 to 73 in a basketball game
Garrett Beshear was high scorer for
Murray and Sammy Smith for Middle
Forty years ago
Operating with a 20 per cent reduction in residential electne rates. (hi
Electric Plant Board of the city of
Murray has saved power consumers
approximately 811,000 in six months
of municipal ownership with TVA,
Charles Stewart, plant superintendent. said.
Deaths reported include B.C.
Wells,83, C.1.. Francis, 37, Mrs. B.H.
Johruion, 81; and Mrs. Buelah Stress,
the latter from injuries sustaine4 in a
car accident on Murray-Benton
Road.
•
The January call by Selective Service includes 73 Callaway men who
will leave Jan. 21 for maminationsat
Evansvfile.lad,
Work on raising Ewer's Ferry'
Bridge over the rename.River will
start on and will be complaied by
nest November,aecerg to mead
Ohms. •

Births reported include a girl to
Mr and Mrs Curtis tkverbey. Jan. 3,
a girl he, Mr and Mrs. Jack Omer
Dec 30, a girl to Mr and Mrs C.
Vladimir, Dec 29, a girl to Mr and
Mrs Morris Hart, Jan 5, a girl to Mr.
and Mrs Jack Clendenon, Dec. n, a
boy to Mr and Mrs Marvin Carrol.
30. a boy to Mr and Mrs Clyde
Willoughby, Jan 2, a girl to Mr and
Mrs Ralph Riley. Jan. 4.a girl to Mr
and Mrs. Boyd T Bradley. Jan I. a
girl to Lt. and Mrs. Edaard White,
Dec. 31, a girl to Mr and Mrs.
Everett W. Cowen, Jan. 4, a boy to
Mr and Mrs. George Bryant Humphries, a boy to Mr and Mrs. Cross
Spann. Jr , Jan. 5. a girl to LI and
Mrs. Wade Meredith, Jan. 10, and a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Robert I. Gass,
Jan. 8.
Assets at the Bank of Murray in
published report of lief . 31, 1942,
were listed ,al S3.134,289.50.
J. Hansford Doron, Rudy Hendon.
Marvin Hill and John T. Cochran are
Calloway County F'arrn Bureau
delegates at Kentucky State convention in Louisville.
Fifty years ago
George Hart has been elected as
cashier of the Bank of Murray by the
Board of Directors. Assets of the
bank in published report of Dec. 31.
1932, were $622,110.55.
Deaths reported include 11.B.
I fobi Whitnell, 53, E.E. Moffitt. 42,
Jefferson Davis Rowlett, 71, and
Mrs. Con Grogan.
Sales of dark fired tobacco on the
Murray Market for the past three
days were 113,425 pounds for $5,307.10
for an average of 1398 per hundred
weight.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe Beaman, Jan.
10, and a .boy to Mr. and Mrs. N.O.
Outland, Jan. 7.
Fortto Hopkins is head of the
Calloway . County Maintenance
Departniened the Kentucky Depart-

ment of !helm ,IS
e•r! unit Ingie•
Marriage's
Juanita Roberts -to tittini.Wells. .I.in
10. and Eula I AI' IC,We'r'• to Ralph
Grady Smith. lieu
Miss Virginia --Irvait- Isal4AIF big
.1;11)
duties as county health Ilia
1.
She succeeds - Mrs Mattel
Glasgow
'resigned the , last of
Novemberw.
The total rainfall in Murray in- 19.12
wa4,56 79 inches. according to II Il
Arnold, government weatherman
This was more than,12 int lies noirethan normal rainfall of 42
The amount of snow was 5 75 niches
The coldest day was five degrees oil
Dec 18 and the-next coldest clay
nine degrees on Mirth
•Garden.s, canning of foods, remak
mg of clothing, refinishing of fin
niture and making their own trpairs
are ways in which Calloway County
farmers .and farm women are pro
viding homemade relief ,
M 0 Wrather is supt4intendent of
Calloway County Schools
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DEAR PERPLEXED:anew you aesesased when you
ordered the refreshmente that they were on the
home*. I think you acted properly. (This ia • new
ono for nie. too.)
•••
DEAR ABBY My Rance is divorced and has two chit

—

By Abigail Van Buren

Baby Sitter Tur• ns On
Tunes In, Drops Out
DEAR ABBY I recently had an experience I hope you
will share with your readers Our daughter (141 was baby
sitting two children I S and "c'i on a military base about two
blocks from where we live We felt she was reasonably
safe, arid, of course, she had access to a telephone if she
wanted to contact us
She was supposed to have been through baby-sitting
around midnight. so when she wasn't home at 12 :10 we
called her No answer We called again and again and
nobody answered, so my wife and I became alarmed and
went to the horne where she was baby sitting
We kept ringing the doorbell No response By this time
we were frantic. so we railed the'police•Two officers were
sent to the house, and they started pounding on the doors
and windows until finally our daughter came to the door,
wondenng what alFthe commotion was about'
Vie were notified that out daughter was all right - the
reason she didn't hear the telephone or doorbell was 1:4,
cause she had been listening to music with headphones
on. which completely shut her off from everything around
her, including, of course, the two children for whom she
Wail responsible'
Abby. I sincerely hope this( you will print this letter
warning your readers that headphones should never be
worn when a person is alone in the house, and certainly
never by anyone who is responsible for the safety and
welfare of others
HEN C
DEAR BEN: Thank you for • very valuable message. •
• ••

DEAR ABBY Would you please tell mr if it's all nght
to cot lose money in a sympathy card'
I know people who have done it 1 think it's DK myself.
but I don't want the-people I send money to to thank that I
think they need it I'd Just rather send money than flowers
espertellh: when I know there noir going to he more than
_
ctuoigh flowers_
A nsw er oi tlo• paper if you thank its important enough
RATHER SEND('ASH

dren who live with lees" We've been engaged foe •
been living together for over six months In
year and havq,
- the last year ive seen his children only once His'awn&
does not want them near res. so I am not allowed to me
them My fiance does nothing to correct this He doesn't
realise hole hard it is for me to handle being treated like
I'm invisible
He doesn't let me answer the phone. and he won't let me
put my name on the mastbox. When I complain about the
situation, he either doesn't want to discuss it or he changes
the subject
don't think his es-wife and thildren know that I still
exist I *deli' like them to knoerthat I am still a part of
his life, love him very much and do everything in my
power to make him happy
Why does he keep me hidden" Is he sack, or am I jest•
fool'

Fool.IN THE CLOSET

DEAR FOOL He I. not sick, he's slick. He has all
the benefits of marriage and none of the responsibilities. You're a housekeeper, bed partner and
obedient servant who lives in the closet because
your "fiance" wanta it that way. Demand to be
acknowledged, recognised and treated like•fiasco.
If he refuses and you continue to live in the closet,
you are indeed•fool.
•••

DEAR ABBY Recently my son, Tony. got • speeding"
ticket while giving me• nde to• bingo game. He is angry
/about the ticket becatiee he didn't want to do this in the
first place He says that's the reason he was speeding and,
therefore, the reason he got the ticket He insists that I go
to comb and say that he wasn't really speeding
Abbcf71 don't want to be a liar, but with neither of us
working, we just don't have the money to pay for • ticket
Also, I'm afraid of losing my son's friendship if I don't.
WORRIED
DEAR WORRIED: Don't Ile for your son. What
you low in ?friendship," you will gain in respect.
You need to get your priorities in order. Mother.
Since you are unemployed, bingo is an extravagance
you can ill afford. Think about it.

Community calendar
Tuesday,Jan. 18
Monday,Jan. 17
Saturdey.Jan. 11
ay Public
Callow
at
Alcoholics Anonymous
Library.
rt
and Alamo will meet at 8 Friends of Heedsta
p.m. at western portion of will meet at 7 p.m. at
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Sports enthusiasts will have a
cafeteria of Calloway
special time.
County High School. Martin's Chapel United CANCER
Funds will be used for Methodist Church (June 21 toJuly 22)
trip to Austria by Women are scheduled to This a good day to acDEAR RATHER: If you think the family could use
DEAR WITHHOLD Although you are entitled to
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Calloway Chamber meet at 7 p.m.
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You're in a working mood
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DEAR ABBY Thirteen years ago, I underwent psychotherapy regularly for two years. Today I would like to
access to (and revieed my files, but I do not wish to
return to the same psycteherepist Whose files are they?
Mine or his'
What is the proper way to handle this?
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Nutrition program
lists week's menus
Menus for the Nutrition
Program for the Elderly
and Meals on Wheels for
the week a( Jan. 17 to 21
have been released by
Tripp Thurman, director
of Murray-Calloway
County Senior Citizens
Meals are served Monday through Friday at
Hazel and Douglas
Centers and each Tuesday and Thursday at Ellis
Center. Meals also are
sent out each day.
Menus are as follows:
Monday — spaghetti
and meatballs, one ounce
aiimmommummillm
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Horoscope

datebook
•

Mrs. Walker has surgery

cheese, whole carrots,
teased salad with Italia
dressing, garlic, roll, butter. sugar cookie, pineapple and sliced peaches,
milk,coffee or tea.
Tuesday — barbecue
pork, sweet potato patties. colt slaw. cornbread, butter, prune
cake, prunes, milk, coffee
or tea.
Wednesday — fried
chicken, green beans
with cream of mushroom
soup, whole baby carrots.
hot roll, butter, banana,
milk,coffee or tea
roast beef
Thursday
and gravy, mashed
potatoes. green Peas, hot
roll, butter, peach cobbier, peaches, milk, coffee or tea
/aFriday
Spanish
FUTURE DOCTORS AND NURSES — The third grade Brownie Troop 592 from Carter School visited the
omelet, vegetable sticks, Murray-Calloway CoUnty Hospital. donating "Snoopy" tray favors for the pediatric
floor. Pictured, left to
tossed salad with blue right, back row. Jim Middleton. food service manager, Dana Hotunan, Kelsey
Christopher, Janie Martin,
cheese dressing, biscuit..April Haneline, Penny White, Carrie(ermann, Sissy Warner, Roberta Ward, dietary
administrative emit
butter,cherry tart. apple. tant; center row, Sheila Holske”Christy Beane, Anne Marie Shapla, Lori Pennington,
front row, Kaylm
milk,coffee or tea
Haverstock, Molly McCrystal, Tonya Bogard and Mary Catherine Woolridge.

Honor rolls for Calloway elementary schools listed

ro
F
=
Ntra
Ay
ke
JANUARY 17,19
The honor rolls for the Mark Salim Travis Tor- Trio:). l)e:oath Farris.
What kisd ot day will tomor- third six weeks of school sak,
Willima Dunn,
Vickie Herndon and Kim
row be' To find out what the at the three Calloway
Hale. Elizabeth
Chris
stars say, read the forecast elementary centers have
McCiiiston, Kim Moore,
NORTH
given for your birth sign.
been released by Bob all A's. Lori Roberts, all"
Fifth grade
Allen, principal for East; A's, —Jason Spiceland.
Michelle Clayton, Lisa
ARIFS
I Mar. 21 to Apr. 19 enE-A James Feltner, principal Kathy Wilson and Julie Culver.- Andrea Crick,
1A•igh Anne FLurr. lrtdi
The day begins on a prunus- for North; and Ray Dunn, Minter.
Sixth grade
mg note, but others may not do principal for Southwest,
Graham. Melissa Green.
.
what is expected of them. as follows:
Tammy Angle. Kini Beth flaky ,
EAST
Don't believe idle gossip.
Brown, Teresa CunnMichael' Hopkins.
Fifth grade
TAURUS
ingham, Gina Harris, Angie Miller. Jennifer
Apr. 20 to May 20i t$4CT0
1. Randy Hansen, Robyn Heidi Hems. Patrick orr, Price, Kristy Starks,
Old friends are your best bet Meador, Robert Orr, Heather Williams. P
Julie Tucker and 1 oren
for company. Stay away from Michelle Stubblefield. Chadwick, Kim Darnell, Wisettart
superficial types who may Darby Futrell, Scottie Leah Frambrough. Gina
Sixth grade
waste your time. Safeguard Gray,Beth Hermiger.
Gooch, Cindy Kilgurv, .
Gharles Archer, Alan
assets.
Kina Hurt, Kim Mann. Shannon McCuiston. Bat-cell.. Scott -Balza.
GEMINI
Scott Mays, Ray Roberts, Kathy Musser: Angela Shane - 111a.ck
( May 21 to June 20)
Hard work - Is your only
guarantee for success. Don't
. fall for get-rich-quick
schemes. A partner's
behavior is erratic.
CANCER
(June 21 toJuly 22) GO(tiCi)
On the job you'll meet with
big talkers who promise much
but do little. Solidify a relationship by getting to know
each other better.
LET
(July 23to Aug. 22)
Today you're prone to take
financial risks. Listen to the
advice of a trusted elder. Conservative investments are
your best bet.
VIRGO
( Aug. 23 to Sept. 221
Let common sense be your
guide. Morning hours are good
for concentration. Later,
family haggling could get on
your nerves.
ATTEND CONFERENCE — Andy Jobs, left, and Charles Cella represented
LLSRA
Hi-1r Club of Murray High School at Go For It Conference at Camp Tecumseh
Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
nsar Fort Knox.
Morning how's are the best
for accomplishment. Distractions later may accentuate a
tendency to goof off. Others
are unpredictable.
SCORPIO
((kt. 23 to Nov.21)
You may renew a friendship
with someone from the Past, Andy Jobs and Charles
At-the cabinet meeting. same time 'Die boys apbut guard against ex_,- Cella of Hi-Y Club of Mur- the group received in- pealed to the public to
travaganee In the Purant "` ray High School attended formation about the up- write . letters to Gov.
pleasurabe times.
the Go For It Conference coming Kentucky Youth Brown not to(lathe sesSAGITTARIUS
4Ncia,22tapec.
)440at Camp Tecumseh near Assembly to be in March sion at that tune -so the
21)
Youth can - usa the
Peace and quiet is what you Fort Knox on Jan. 7,8 and at
chambers
Louisville.
need* to handle assignments.
but you may not get as much This conference. soon- Sessions in Frankfort
Both Jobs and Cella are
as you'd like today. Watch er- sored by Kentucky Young actually will take place in
Men's Christian Associa- the House and Senate juniors at Murray High
ratic moves.
lion, included seminars chambers at the state School. Jobs. son of Mr
CAPRICORN
and Mrs. Sid Jobs, is
(Dec.23 to Jut 19) 1p wic and discussions on values capitol building
Much misinformation clarification and setting Jobs and Cella said it is president; and Cella, son
abounds today, you'd be wise goals. Members from possible- Gov. John Y. of'Dr. Ail Mrs. Ronald
not to believe everything you YMCA clubs across the Brown, Jr. will call. a Cella, is secretary of the
special session for the Murray Ili-Y Club.
hear. Someone may not show state were present.
up for an appointment.
AQUARIUS
(Jan.30to Feb. 111)
Friends tempt you to spend
beyond your means. Avoid
distractions and concentrate
on immediate tasks for )ok

(lea cr, Yolanda 1:recii
field
Jenn.ifer Johnston,
Rhoda Jones, Valerie
-Jones, Alison Leslie.
Brian Mitchell, Debbie
Mott. Tammy Parker.
Jennifer 'Parrish.
Danielle liodrigui;J;
A's, Shari Steen, Heather
Wal.,Zton and Thema
Young
SOUTHWEST

Sixth grade
(Amy Ferguson, all A
Yasicey Hun',
Knoberlre

.i's.

()% erca.t.
e
Thsttatt, rereSa
Arm
sirting. .Ainwe Balk%
Stefani Ifarnett.
5 ii a in Chambei,

Karen Dale. Wen•I‘
Pieper. Rivido
anti Bets% Whitfield •

Royal yacht E3ritonnio will beescorted by fleet of bathtubs
NANAINIt, British 'ol
umbiaT , Al':
Wheii theroyal- yacht Britan'ma
sails into Nati:moo hartx)r Marai. 10. it %ill be
escorted tis a 45-foot
bathtub anti a-Reet of rating bathtubs
But it won't be the first
time Queen Elizabeth .11
has seen the massive tub

Mrs Willadene Walker of Kirksey is now
recuperating at her home after having undergone
has k surgers at Jackson:Madison County Hospital,
J..••kson

Sara Elaine Hobbs born
Mr and Mrs Robert Hobbs. RI I. Mayfield, are
the. parents sI a slaughter. Sara Elaine. born
Wednesday lie. '.!`). at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital
The paternol grandmother is Mrs Thelma Hobbs
cit Mayfte.td

Adam R. Weatherly born
Mr and Mrs James Rolwrt Weatherly. RI 2,
Sprowvtlle. Tenn . are the. parents of a son. Adam
If..hert,-%eightieg seven IN,l111(1S born Tuesday, Jan
11, at tlenrs Countsc :client I Hospital. Parts, Tenn
Fhe mother is the former '1 eresa Ann Hill. Grandparent. are Mr and 'fir. Rs A Hill and Mr and
Mrs
WKitlierf . all of Paris. Tenn

Recovery to meet Monday
Re, is'. er his . will meet Monda)..lan 17. at 7 30
p III at Or 1'0110%10 Counts Health Center. North
SeVelith .1f1.1 e hive' Street". This self-help therillp)
group is for ,inc person with .e nervous,emotional or
mental illness, problem a.nil for information call 7S3-

Retirees plan meeting
netiri•es..if I Oil Ines
clo-AR4 will have
regill.ic meeting on hiesda), Jan 18, at 5• 30
p in et the educational' building of First Christian
I har, h
All retirees of IAN al lorta anti any otherliwals are
liststest to •attend
.Frank Kavanaugh. a
f I he group •
spokesman-4,

MusiC group will meet
1.1w Mwo, I itli-artinelit of the Murra
'lob will meet '1
. Jan 18: at 7 301)111 at the
lob house Martha Critfttin. Joanne Cavitt, Barbara Las, Barbara Jewell. Glenda Roos and Pat
Klemm will present the program,"Capricorn.'•
_ Hostesses w ill. be Rette,-ea
Norriase
Aiiinter. Annie.\
1.1orotit1' Crouse. Louise
Weatherk . I OM% Hart an,1 Margaret Marsden °

ve as
hand w hen
Vail
ljtlee'll ISIted
eouVer lsl.srol,•it% in 1.1:1
During twt sta%..1 specialheili iii
bathtub race u
the harbor
'1'he annual N anaunt.
Free blood pressure tits "ks•w41-1 be given at the
Vancouver bathtub ta,
SlItirra
Seventh -1 ha ji Adventist ((hurt-h, South 15th
tscOt
each Jul attrat
petitors front a,far :ma% and St amore -Street. on Tuesday. Jan. 18. from
'noon to I! III
as Australia'
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Murray High School juniors
attend Go For It Conference
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Roberts begins 30th year in real estate
As 1913 begins so does Untied in the real estate ed
terms, was among the
the 30th year df .real business and began
Roberts was' in- first realtdrs in Murray to
estate business for Roberts Realty
stnanental in forming the obtain his G.R.I. designaRoberts Realty
- Shortly after Roberts' Murray-Calloway Board tion and was instrumenRoberts Realty was Realty was formed the of. Realtors and is one of tal in obtaining real
founded by Hoyt Roberts business was moved to the three charter estate education courses
and began its life in the 505 Main St
members still holding ac- at Murray State wherr he
basement of the Peoples
taught for approximately
During the time tive membership.
Bank Building Roberts Roberts Realty operated
119bertnIkkserved as seven years
started his real estate on Main Street many president. secretary.
On two occasions Ray
venture by working and changes were made in the treasurer and on the was named as realtor of
learning from T 0. real estate profession board of directors for the the year by the local
Billleatil who owned and Salesman were required Morro -Cailoway Board board. He was also given
operated Baurum Real to take tests for license. of Realtors He has been the coveted award for
Estate
education requirements- a Veterans administra- outstanding service in the
Hoyt was the only for tests began to in- tion Appraiser for field of real estate educasalesman Baucum had
crease, the Murray- Calloway and surroun- tion by the Kentucky
and real estate salesmen Calloway Board of ding counties fair the past Association of Realtors.
were few at this time
In 1910 Ray was offered
Realtors came into ex- 25 years
Upon the death of 'iStance and the Multiple
In 1970 the properly at a coaching position in a
Flaucurn, f(itherts conI Asting Service was form- .the corner of 12th and private school and left
Sycamore streets Murray to pursue; new
became the new home of career With his decision
HI...A1. ESTATE ANI)1 01'
Roberts Realty At that to leave the real estate
time the building was business. Roberts Realty
I)' Loretta Job.
renovated into a profes- was placed under the
HOME AS INVESTMENT
sional building with management of Anna
FACES BRIGHT FUTURE
modern equipinent and Reberts Requarth.
At least 55 million people already ore
ample parking
Requarth is the
reaping the lox advantages and appreciation
In 1975 Roberts semi- daughter of Hoyt Roberts
from another wise investment
home
retired and - left the and the late Minnie Marownership.
manayernent of the shall Adams Roberts. She
Home. equity accounts for about 40 per
business to his son. Ray. has been a licensed
Roberts
realtor for the past
cent of all recorded personal wealth, the
Ray. obtained his real twehm years and has
Jorge.st single ossest for millions of
estate license in 1963 and been involved in local and
Americ,ons The case for investing in a home
was active in local and r state activities. She servis soure\sover the long term, price appreciainvestmenf
state boards He was ed as president of the
tion hos utpoced nearly all other traditional
president of the local Murray-Calloway Board
s. Statistics from the National
for three seperate of -Realtors in 1961 and
board
Association of Realtors show mciny properiies
,
hove doubled in market value over the lost
10 years or less.
Home ownership will continue to be an attractive investment, not only because of
these financial considerations, but because it
r ;wain nati(inal such showrooms as the
is the only investment that provides o
iiimition has 411111* to World Trade Center in
necessity • o place to live, besides on op
Murr
'lticoijritrs fur. Dallas largest furniture
pealing lifestyle and tax advantages
future ;mil folk art of the show in the world), and
The low of supply and demand seems ,cer
Ind
ks Pioneer mi.rehandising marts in
tain to enhance ahe investment value of
Furniture Sliiippe 104 N Los Angeles. New York.
homes for years to come. About 2 million
Int) St are Attli.tIV the Boston, Atlanta and New
new households will be forming each year
hottest selling furniture Jersey
throughout the 1980s. Also the number: of
!trio, ri,s, the uniintr!,
Some of the furniture
people in the prime home buying age group
(.1).•r- I and Rd Reeves
25-44 years ,will increase to 31 percent of
began selling the fur- also will be listed in the
Neiman-Marcus catalog
-•••—•---"A —Ponutotion. Because of the. three-year
niture
myt astart
in May
long housing recession, pent-up demand
tune ago they also went
among potential buyers also is mounting
(*fiery! said -the furwholesale After a few
Experts now are predicting that because
phone calls inany of over niture is especially
housing-construction has been severely curthe too different pieces of popular along the west
tailed and some housing units ore destroyed
furniture were placed in coast where the people
each year due to deterioration or fire, a
critical housing shortage is developing. In
some ports of the country rental vacancies
are at historic lows of less than 5 percent
Rentals are getting hard to find at affordable
rates. Until *home construction increases.
prices will continue to rise.
Also unlike other investments, a horne con
be purchased with a relatively small
downpayment. but the increase in the tetal
(Former Jeer , Ey. Sepreeie Court)
value of the property is returned to the
owner. The home will continue to appreciate
whethcr it is owned mortgage free or it is
mortgoliged.
.
Due to this low downpayment levercar
the increasing demand and unmet supply, the
historical appreciation, equity accumulation,
and the dispersed decision making, which truly signifies a democratic society, owning a
home will contiaue to be a sound investment.
By taking advantage of the lowest interest
rotes in three years, and low interest people
to-people financing plans available, many
Benton, Ky. 42025
housing bargains con be found now.
(East Side Of Court

1112. She was named as
realtor of the year on two
occassions. Requarth
was recently app\ihied
as a- Veterans Administration Property
Management Broker for
Calloway and surroun- ding Counties.
Roberts Realty is the
oldest real estate
business in Calloway
County and is known as a
family business.
There are eight licensed sales persons at
Roberts Realty and they
are all experienced at
listings, sales, appraisals
and property management.
Roberts Realty also
works actively with auctioneers and out-of-town
realtors.
Even though he is semiretired, Hoyt Roberts is
still the principal broker
of Roberts Realty and is
eager to share his advice
and experiences with all
who call at the office.
Realtors- who are now
licensed with Roberts
Realty are: Amos McCarty. Jr
Theresa
Knight, Joyce Betswirth.
Guy Spann. -Marge Armbruster, Hoyt Roberts
and Anna Requarth.
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ACHIEVEMENTS HONORED-Local Avon representatives were honored
recently for outstanding sales achievements during an eight-week period. Faye
McClure and Jennifer Vaughn,second and third from left, were each awarded a
watch and a trip to Hawaii_ Us Taylor, district manager, second from right,
'presented the awards at a recent sales meeting at Golden Corral. Shirley Scott,
at right, was recognized as Vaughn's group sales lesder,Golden Corral Manager
Tommitoodwin,at left, looks on as presentations are made. Avon is the world's
Loading manidactimel distributor of cosmetics, fragrances and fashion
f
jewelry.

Slaughters return to west Kentucky
to work for Equitable Life company

Kenneth and Marlene
Slaughter have returned
to their native west Kentucky to live and work as
a husband-and-wife team
for The Equitable Me
Assurance Society of the
United States. ,
Ken, a Calloway County native, is a graduate of
Murray High School and
Murray State University.
have not seen the
He began his career with
primitive antique
The Equitable 21 years
replicas..
agarik an agent while livThe shoppe also makes
various types of folk
.art
many out of real barn
wood.
The Reeves stressed
that they wanted local
people to realize that'
something very popular
Fundamentals of
nationwide was being displays and
their role In
made in Murray.
the retail selling industry
Also employed at the was the topic
of discusshoppe are Preasley sion in retailing
.classes at
Scott and Connie Angle the „Murray Area. VocaThe shoppe's showroom tional Center Wednesday.
displays many of the
Carrie Beale, a resimakes of furniture
dent of 5th Street, 'was

Country furniture in demand

BOYCE G.
CLAYTON
ANNOUNCES

The opening of his
office for the general
practice of law

1 1 1 1 POPLAR STREET
Square)

Phone(502)527-8170

Beale leads
retail display
discussions

Tole Gate offers
paint supplies,
special lessons
Tole Gate, a business
owned and operated by
Paula Grimes and Janice
Canter, has recently
moved to U.S. 641 S. near
Uncle Jeff's.
Tole Gate sells tole and
decorative painting,
necessary supplies, wood
products and gifts.
Lessons are offered in
canvas painting, detailed
landscape painting,
reverse glass, pen and
Ink and rub-outs, according to the owners.
Grimes and Canter add
that they also make
special orders for those
needing something not in
Mock at Tole Gate.

Water down your energy costs
Hot water costs money In fact
in an all-electric home. about 16
cents of every dollar you spend
on electnctty goes for heating
water
To save money on electric bins,
reduce the thermostat setting on
your water heater Set it at 140
degrees if you have an electric
dishwasher, 110-120 degrees if
you do not And remember.
insulate your water heater, fix all
leaky-fakicets. and add a shower
flow restrictor
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The Slaughters moved
to the company's home
office in New York City in
1977 when Ken was named associate director of
disability income, training and procluct development. Prior to returning
to Murray, he served as
regional health representative 1'2 years in Pittsburgh
The former Marlene
English .is a native of
Mayfield and a graduate
of Mayfield High School.
'She also attended Murray

While in New York City , she was employed at
The Equitable as- -a
member of the vice presic
dent of corporate communications' sari. In Pittsburgh, she served as
administrative assistant
to the medical director,
health and legislative affairs, of Conoco la DuPont company 1.
They have three sons Kenneth Jr., manager of
the Ma•yfield
McDonald;s; I.en, a
'freshman theatre and
-music major at Murray
State; and John, a junior
at Murray High. They
live at 904 Vine_ St and
are members of the First
Cbristiais Church.
They invite anyone
with insurance needs to
contact them for further
information.

New year expected to
be better for business
Business will begin to Purchasing Manageimprove for Kentucky ment. While 75 percent of
manufacturers in the se- the Kentuckians see
cond half of 1963 and will gains in 1983, only 59 peradvance overall in the cent of the national samyear when compared ple hold that viewpoint.
with 1982, according to a The Ledger survey was
survey of industrial pur- conducted in late
chasing managers December, while the
statewide.
,associaton's figures were
Fifteen of 20 selected gathered in November as
purchasing agents said part of its 24th semithey anticipate a better annual economic
1963, while three expect a forecast
downturn and two said
The Kentucky sample
their firms will stay even consisted of 20 purchaswith current orders.
ing manages in various
That makes the par- manufacturing inticipants in a Kentucky dustries; the national poll
Business Ledger survey contained purchasing
more optimistic than manages of 250 industrial
their national counter- companies, diversified
parts who participated in geographically and by
a poll sponsored' by the SIC (standard industrial
National Association of classification)category.
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We at the

Bank of Murray

washing full loads of clothes in
the coolest water possible.
rinsing clothes in cold water,
and tale wig a quick. WafT
shower instead of a hot, deep
bath
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Congratulations
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Kenneth and Marlene Slaughter
Faye McClure Roberts Realty

11.
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You'll also save by running the
dishwasher only when its full.

IV4
Murray Electric Co.

guest speaker for the
classes. She has had 35
years experience in
retailing and display and
is presently employed by
Brights of Murray.
She has been active
with the Distributive
Education Clubs of
America IDECAI at the
center for the past 10
years.
Beale is currently advisor of the local retailing
program, regional judge
for DECA at Murray
State University and is a
member of the Murray
Business and Professional Women's Club
The centers, retailing
program consists of two
years of study in merchandising, marketing
and management. Don
Darden is coordinator of
the program.

mg, in Mayfield. He
became district manager
in 196-4 and then transferred to Cincinnati in 1966
as a member . of the
regional vice president's
nats marketing con.,
ssutafaf
lt

Jennifer Vaughn Tole Gate
AMID

Cords Beals

Shirley Scott
•

401 Olive St.
753-5312

OWKentu;ky
Pionetiv Furniture Sholipe
4Q9444.949WQ.940Z! IV
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THE BIGGEST SALE IN TWIN LAKES'01ST'RY IS COMING TUESDAY.
1 C TH
Znautk7nr"
411,

fins tt'feathers

ti•I . ,̀,sturda January IS 1963

l west kentucky outdoors

by wade bourne

and hen
TM fag hadnow.totally
given way to a high overcast, the forerunner to a
hard cold front predicted
by the weather man the
night before Our spirits
were suddenly soaring,
and we talked about new ducks, about all the work
being worth it. about old
hunts and famous hits
and nusses. That's what
duck hunting is all about.
. Three drake mallards
came down the lake and
committed to a landing.
They cupped around
Donis end of the. blind,
and Phil and I had no

Phil Suzziner (left) and Don Buck display the morning's yield of Barkley Lake
mallards and geese.
4.
(Photo by Wade Bourne)
know it's-not nice to decoy spreads when the the bank, watch for the
hate things: but I hate season came in cc.
big log washed up on the
fog. I don't know The anticipation level •rocks, then turn straight
anything that fog is good was high. Only trouble west and hope for the
for, and I know many was, hunting in 70-degree best'. Somehow we made
things it's bad for: driv- weather takes the wind It,. and when shooting
ing, flying, bad colds, out of your sails. You can time came, We were loadduck hunting...
control how your blind is ed and waiting.
The latter topic was on situated and What, your
And waiting. And
my mind recently at spread looks like. But you waiting. The fog hung in
Barkley Lake, but fog can't control the weather 'despite the wind. We
had covered the channel and whether or not the could see no further than
and islands like whipped birds are moving. I'll tell. our outside decoy, and
cream. And it's been our you. They don't fly.much the mist hung over us like
experience that while_ the until the temperature an umbrella. Maybe the
soup is thick, the birds dips below the half- ducks were flying above
don't fly. you just sit and century mark.
it, but that did us no good.
stare up into the white
But this particular
By 7:30 the fog started
silence and hope for a morning had held pro- clearing, and our hopes
breeze to push the veil mise as we roared toward lifted with it. Lake ducks
away.
Barkley in the dark. The are prone to take wing
The "we" in this case thermometer read 35 just after fog goes out.
were old-time partners degrees. A sliver of moon
"Shhh..." Phil Sumner
Phil Sumner and Don and a few bright stars in- whispered. "Don't.
Buck. We'd gone thr.oirgh dicated the morning move."
.
another season of would be clear. And a
I froze and looked at his
preparations — building stiff southwest wind when eyes to learn the direction
blinds, rigging decoys, we loaded up 45 minutes from which the birds
scouting, etc., etc. I'm earlier was a good duck- were coming. He was
sure each hour we hunt is working breeze. Maybe staring intently back over
matched by an hour of we'd get some action.
my shoulder and
getting ready prior to
That's why we weren't reaching slowly for his
opening day. And the ex- prepared for the fog. shotgun. Not without me,
pense Blind materials, When we got to the lake you don't, and I started
boat trailer repair, new we could see the thick reaching for mine too.
decoys to replace the layer, and the dejection
Philip crouched down
ones we lost last year. set in. Our light conversa- In the blind as the ducks
Shells, a new charcoal tion turned sour, and we swung past, and we
heater, decoy lines, silently launched the boat started close-calling
gasoline, ad infinitum. and started picking our together. The two
I'm glad none of us is an .„ way across the channel to mallards banked, made a
accountant. I'd hate to the blind.
broad circle and came
learn the true price of
And that was no small over us at 30 yards,Three
duck meat per pound.
chore! Fog confuses all shots sent a drake and a
But we were ready with senses of direction. The hen splashing in the
three separate blinds and best strategy was to hug drink.
Ten minutes later a
flight appeared from the
same direction. These
ducks wre also in a working mood, and 9,ur calling
broke them down into a
spiral. Around once,
twice, .three times. The
decoys were now still,
and ducks are spooky
when there's no breeze.
"Take'em if they're in
range on the next pass," I
advised. One more circle
brought them across at 40
yards, and our shooting
scratched another drake

shot Don bled one clean- inging in on my end and
I). then dusted another falling in a geyser of lead
which gimped on down It was 10-30 am, the
the slough
tune we'd agreed to head
-While Phil's dog was.- for home. Phil and I had
making that retrieve, we work to do, and Don had a
heard geese Four date with his couch
i;anadas were over the
What. had started out
channel, and they
responded to our calling
We traded the duck loads
in our shotguns for
while keeping up the
noise The geese leveled
out at 40 yards. sailed
over .and we came up fir(apt stet.e Owens of
ing _tine big birdsplashed
the Kentucky Water
down
. ed at MurA single black duck was Patrol, station
the day's final action. sw- ray, has submitted the
following release from
the Diviston of - Water
Patrol. Frankfort
With the New Year
..comes Ii_fresh_reruindPr
from the Division "of
Water Patrol Although
It's winter, we have a few
tips and renunders that
we think are worth mentioning that will hopefully
reduce this year's water
related accidents and
fatalities
1 We're at that time of
the year when ponds,
creeks, and streams are
freezing over Any frozen
body of water presents a
-great temptation for the
young ones to play on and
around Don't , let your
child heroine another
statistic in our file, keep
- your children- away•frotn
frozen streams and ponds

wrong had ended well
The fog had threatened
our efforts, but when it
blew out, we'd had the
best hunt of the young
season There'Ll be many
other early mornings between then and Jan 20.

when waterfow ling ends
for another year There'll
be other flights and fogs
and hits HMI misses The
duck hunter's time of
year as here, and when
the- birel are fl% in, it's
great to be alive'•

Tips offered on prevention
of water related accidents
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GETS TWO Pl.:Eit
Bill Adams of near Lynn
drove killed this 8 point buck, top photo. with a gun
in Calloway County. Adams got this button buck,
bottom photo, with bow and arrow in Calloway
County on Dec 19. The bottom photo was taken by
Jean Murdock

when out sleigh.tiding _
2 We still have sportsmen on-the waters of our
conimonwealth when a
warining trend passes
through the state If • von plan on fishing from a
boat • or - the bank. We.
wuuld like hi urge4uulu.
be prepared. cold air
and water add up tee
hypothernIla

kit (.Y.

,
Ct. k

ete
Ihd h
cur in a relativelcy- short
time depending an the
temperature, wind hill
fartor. eel
:I If someone should
fall into frigid Water -and
ga _under. cji.0 1.1.11112,,_uc _
squadl
c
Until wait If y_ecti are
able to get the a titli to
shore.. administer CI%
Dress warmly and
imineeliately
11.t
if
wear a life preserver.
qualified regardless of
even if you're fishing
the uncertailit‘ af how
front the bank if you are
long. the.. Octiiii 11.is twell
fishing from a boat. stay
under Thei e• ha% e. been
with drshould it become
eases
were.
iksabled If you have cap- . revived after
being under
sized. use the boat to keep water for Ai) ininuies
as much of your beech out
of the w a_ter FIS 14.kssthie
, _ inekireK.liett ou plan . .t
• Hypothermia occurs _winter fishing or boating
when the body care trip. advise a responsilele
temperature lowers If friend or relative tify out
YOU start to lose feeling in piallS anti heti) 111111 ,iely is
your extremities. or rd. 'of all'. possible
notice difficulty- 4n • body changes 40 ttlieNe. plans If
roorthirati , or become Sou are overdue. a search
can be. launched by •I'lie.
Iii'. isbn Of Water Patn.l.
and Well have. an idea
....4.1.
01. Y:lilere. to begin the
Melllati'ly.

Keep a rood rev on
the' rattle: . and stay
awar 4' 41 f
urr
t
fotecasts 111
the can the_ weather
heinge li-astit•ally within
few he airs ce If soil plan to take a
friend along. take a few
minutes tee tell him the
•'
rules that c.iri 5:1‘.0 his
life before. %tell take oh
T-he Div'shin of Walei
l'ettral has made same
New Year's resolutions
hir most important *env
is tti redllice' the number of
Water telated ae e icients
•and fatalities again this
tries and !haw Kong year tli an
4•11 itiV1
climbed mountains in nun its'r Safe bleating and
Chma. and 17 were suc- safety around the water
cessful Om of the unsuc- means .fet4 en :accidents
cessful ones, made up of -.We can't do it %Ithaca
climbers from !Intim
you're help and coopera
the Netherlands and le tian Thank -y mi. and
United States. failed to we'll see you on the.
conquer Everest
water
On Ledbetter Creek at Kenlake Stott Pork

Climbers will attempt
to conquer Mt. Everest
PEK I Nti
Al'
Twenty-six foreign teams
from II countries and.
Hong Kong will try to
climb the Chinese side of
Mount Everest and 10
other mountains in China
this year. the Chinese
Mountaineering ASS4X111 lion announced
It said the climbers will
conic from Australia
Britain. Canada, Chile
France. Japan, Italy
Nepal. Spain. West Germany, the United States
and . Hong Kong Zhi
Zhangchun, vice president of the association.
said six teams will try to
climb 211.028-foot Everest.
the world's highest moun
lain, from the Tibetan
side
last year, 25 foreign
teams from nine .cOun-

Bover's
Tree Service

Hooks Wheel
Alignment

Kenlake Marina
Complete Line of Fishing
and Sporting Equipment

Boat, Motor, Ski &

Pontoon Rentals
Guide Service, Covered
Storage, Launching Ramp,
Tackle, Bait
Ce 11.4.1.n(S0201174 2245 co 474 2211 F.. 171

Cain's
AMC-Jeep--Renault
Inc.

753-0338

Tire, Wheels & Accessories
Car, Truck, Tractor Tires
Rood and Field Service

Topping, Deodwooding, Hodge Trimming, Complete Removal, Pesticide
Treatment, Surgery, Seasoned
Firewood.

410 N.4th
753-8364-753-6779
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Whore "Service Is Our Besinoss

The Simko Center for every sportsman is now offering coolies
sswvkes for bows, Ions,!Nis
roolaridoptit

Why Poy More For Your Next Root?
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MSS Hawk Boat%
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$01 Chestwirt St.
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Panorama Shores on Kentucky Lake
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Night owl Racers clip Golden Eagles for 12th win
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
-cooKEVII.I.E. Tenn
In the wee hours of to'

day , when sanity and
slumber are usually part
of the norm. Murray
State's Racers were busy

GM'UP - Lamont Sleets towers over Tennessee
Tech's Danny Schultz (14) in Fridays late-night
Murray State victory, 92-88. Sleets had 24 points for
the night
Staff photo by Jim Rector

wrapping up • hardnight's work with a 92-U
victory over Tennessee
Tech.
Lamont Sleets and
Ricky Hood led the Midnight Murray Marauders
to their 12th, conserutive
victory, each contributing 24 points in the
regionally televised
game.
. With the tipoff delayed
for television, purposes
until 10:30 p.m., it wasn't
until after Friday night
had become early Saturday that the Racers were
able to salt the Eagles
away
The late hours didn't
deter many of the
Cookeville fans as 4.903
turned out to cheer their
Techsters who fell to 6-6
overall, 1-2 in Ohio Valley
Conference play.
Murray's victory didn't
come easy is the Racers,
down 39-35 at halftime,
rallied behind a staunch
man-to-man defense, to
keep their OVC record
unblemished at 5-0.
Coach Ron Greene's
travelling band overcame the loss of leading
scorer Glen Green who
failed to gain 20 points for
the first time in eight
games. Green added 17 ,
points in 27 minutes of
playing time although he
was sidelined permanently with 3 09 to play.
It was Green's layup
with 16 55 remaining that
put the Racers on top for
good at 43-41.. Murray
State went on to build a
78-64 edge with 4.,.57 left
and allowed Tech no
closer than the final
margin.
I onnie Boone paced

Tennessee Tech with 21 the floor the rest of the
points and Stephen Kite game
Although the Racers
and Jimmy Elliott finished with 19 apiece. Twelve were plastered on the
of Elliott's points came boards, 49-27, their
on four of five 3-point goal quickness produced 25
Tech turnovers and II
attempts.
Greene was pleased steals to upend the hosts.
Murray State returns to
with his team's effort,
regarding the strain ofr Racer Arena next week
playing on the road in for a two-game stay,
front of both television beginning with Southern
and the large partisan Illinois-Edwardsville on
crowd as major obstacles Tuesday 17.30 p.m.).
Then the Racers host the
overcome.
"Everyone is playing third late-night tv game
lights-out against us now of the OVC series on Friand there's no easy win day squaring off against
for us.- Greene said. Con- Middle- Tennessee at
cerning the late game 10- 30 p m
• • •
time Greene responded
In the women's- game
with humor and praise.
"I told someone to get Friday Tennessee Tech
us some No-Doze (pi stopped Murray 77-68 as
tonight but before the Lydia Savmey scored 27
game they told me they points Murray's Diane
forgot it. I wasn't worried Oakley had 35 points in a
because I've always said losing effort.
Tonight the Lady
our guys turn on after 10.
"It's really worth the Racers receive their tv
price — playing this opportunity when they
late," he added, "It's travel to Bowling Green
good for our OVC to get to play Western Kentucky
this kind of exposure and on Kentucky's educait's good for our players tional tv network KETi.
Tipoff is sitlor 7p.m.
too."
Greene wasn't totally
INUIMAY ST .11.
Gress 7137 Curran 3 14t, 3ined Ii
pleased with the first-half
34 Moots 1 14 DE 119.4rowl 3 34 S.
play as his team struggl- 4•7
Yemigtiond 4194• PresIon 4-4 A Lin.
disier
00411 Dams I I-1 I tAgrain•2-41
hitting
ed to jell early:
Tolais II Male
42.4 percent fr-oth the
TS11141.1141Z Mal'Ili
Ill 7 If Taylor II
beeme•/41 II
field to Tech's 51.9. But
1 4 narbiorim 1 3-4 4 Schmitz I Al 1
after switching to a man Phealse 141.
4 1-3 11 Mott 3 1
defense in the second 31 Ti4•14 13 INN
Halftime - Tonneame Tara N Mar
half, the Racers produced ray ft IS
numerous gimme stuffs Imbed awl iiara. MIMI, Plunder
Total kaki
Warn) 51
Teemeeme
and layups and carded a Tara
II Technical' Dam
A
4.192
70 percent accuracy from

Frontline show exposes
possible NFL gambling
By HAI.BOCK
za's charges at the time
AP Sports Writer
his segments were taped.
NEW YORK (API
-Mr. Piazza's allegeNational F'ootball League tion.s canie to our attenofficials were refused tion after we interviewed
permission to see an ad- the commissioner,"
vance screening of a con- Wiley said. We went
troversial public televi- back and asked if he had
sion show in %hitt) a yell- heard of Piazza and his
ed crime figure charges claims The commisthat he fixed a dozen sioner said he had not."
games between 1968 and
Wiley said Piazza was
1970
paid $10,000 and Jinuny
The show. "Frontline," "The Weasel" Frattiano,
will be presented On the another alleged crime
Publk Broadcasting figure, resceived "less
System Monda) night In than $3,000" for their
it, a gambler identified as disclosures on the show.
Jam Piazza says he fixed Both men passed lie
the games with bribes. to detector tests, according
an unnamed quarter- to the producers.
back, defensive captain
Wiley refused to conand (oath The names of firm that,: Piazza is the
the persons Piazza says same man who, under the
were involved are not name. John Charles Piazrt'Vrit led
za III, testified at a West
We are not prepared
Palm Beach, Ha., drug
to release the names, smuggling trial two years
games or dates until we ago. At the time, Federal
are prepared to ,publish Judge Norman Roettger,
them ourselves," said -describing Piazza's
ou Wiley, editor oi the testunony, said: "He has
Frontline. series "We are admitted just about
Continuing our investiga- everything under the sun.
tion and will continue it I think his testimony is
up to and after broad- impeached."
cast "
Asked if the man in
NH, Commissioner their show is the same
Pete Roadie was inter- man who testified in
viewed for the show but Roettger's court, Wiley
was not asked about Plaz--,, said, "We are identifying

KEEP THAT GREAT GM
FEELING WITH GENUINE
GP

him as John Piazza. That
is the name he was using
at the tune he fixed
games. He currently has
a different name."
• In September, Piazza,
using the alias John
Petracelli, was arrested
on a gun charge. He was
convicted Dec. 14- and is
awaiting sentencing
while in the custody of the
Federal Witness Protection Program, awaiting
sentencing.
Wiley said the $10,000
PBS had paid him was to
go to Piazza's wife for
moving expenses. "The
allegations he makes put
him and his family in
serious jepopardy," he
said.
The show also suggests
that the drowning death
of Los Angeles Rams
o wner Carroll
Rosenbloom in April 1979
may not have been accidental. Kenneth Hahn,
Los Angeles county
supervisor, called for a
federal investigation into
that allegation and is asking U.S. Attorney William
French Smith to convene
a special session of the
federal Grand Jury in
Florida to investigate the
charges.

SURE TWO — Calloway County senior Keith
Lovett canned a points to lead his Laken to a MO
trouncing of lAnres Friday.
Staff photo by Chris Evans

By The Associated Press
Running backs Marcus
Allen of the Los Angeles
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Calloway County teams
sweep Lowestin twinbill
By CHRIS EVANS
Sports Writer
The Calloway County
basketball squads shrugged their hostly dupes
Friday night and left the
boys and girls of Lowes
out in the cold, as if they
were unwelcome on the
Laker floor. The
Calloway ladies turned
back Lowes 48-39 and
Keith Lovett scored 28
points to pace the Laker
men in a 76-59 tromp on
the Devils.
Lady Lakers 48
Lady Devils 39
Poor shooting from the
foul line, said Calloway
County coach John Orr,
may have been the key
reason that his team did
not run away with the
ballgame against the
struggling, 3-9 Lady
Devils.
"Our kids gave a
physical effort," said
Orr, although he feels
they still need to progress
mentally. -Mentally
playing the ballgame is
what everybody strives
for."
The Lady Lakers free
throw handicap may
have kept the game close
10 for 32, 29 percent from
the line) but Terri
Malcolm's 15 points and
14 rebounds and Beth
Hooks' 11 points and 12
rebounds took up the

hosts' stack and played
co-star, roles in the victory.
Orr revealed his theory
on the difficulties at the
free throw line, "It's an
infectious type thing, it
catches and starts
spreading. One player
gets out there and loses
her confidence, then all of
a sudden everybody does.
"If we'd have shot 50
percent from the foul line
we'd have got another 10
points."
The Lady Lakers enjoyed a stable lead for the
most part of the contest,
taunting their guests with
a five-point deficit
throughout the first three
quarters, then icing the
cake in the final period.
Tammi Trees dropped in
a layup mid-way through
the fourth frame to compile the Lakers' largest
lead of the contest, 10
points.
Trees composed nine
points during the contest
while guard Sherri
Gallimore nipped at her
heels with eight.
The Lady Lakers will
enjoy a six day break
before returning to the
floor Thursday at home
against Paducah St.
Mary.
Laluirs 70
Devils 59 .
A one-point lead at the

end of the first period
snow-balled into a 17point victorious showing
for Jack Pack's pack, as
the Lakers strolled to
their eighth win in 12
outings.
"It's hard to blow
teams out early," said
Pack, explaining the
close first half. "But with
our running game we feel
like that if we keep plugging and plugging and
plugging at it, eventually
we're going to wear people down. At least that's
what we try to do.
"I thought we played
real aggressive."
Pack said he was pleased with his team's aggressive showing and the
fact that the Lakers found
a big 'assett in offensive
rebounding. -We had 14
offensive rebounds and
held those guys to six offensive rebounds, that's
something we haven't
done in a long time."
The Lakers, unlike the
Lady Lakers, experienced an outstanding night at
the charity stripe. Finding the bottoni df -the
bucket on 20 of 25 attempts (80 percent I
helped the "pack" unload
Its' heavy artillery in the
last half.
"I was a little disappointed in our defense,"
(Continued on Page 9)

California memories prodded by NFL playoffs
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VISIT YOU
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SLAP SHOT — Murray State's Ricky Hood cleanly rejects this Steve Taylor
shot, one of four blocked shots recorded by the Racers Friday night against Tennessee Tech. Hood played the entire game and tied for top scoring honors with
24.
Staff photo by Jim Rector
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Raiders and Freeman
McNeil of the New York
Jets will try to lead their
teams toward the Super
Bowl Saturday while stirring memories for
University of Southern
California and UCLA
fans.
But those old grads living in the Los Angeles
area who want a sad of
nostalgia will have ta pee
for it. The Raiders-Jets
clash will be the only one
of four National Football
League weekend playoff
games that will be blacked out in the originating
area because the Los
Angeles Coliseum had not
been sold out by Thursday.
The American Football
Conference playoff game
between the Jets and
Raiders is set for- 4 p.m
EST, and will follow the
National Football Conference game at
Washington between the
Minnesota Vikings and
U e Reciskina.

In Sunday's games,San
Diego will play at Miami
In the AFC and Green
Bay will be at Dallas in
the NFC.
The NFC championship
game will be played Jan.
22, and the AFC final will
be held Jan. 23. Super
Bowl XVII will be played
Jan. 30 in the Rose Bowl
at rassderiliX.4.111.
McNeil and Allen knew
many moments of collegiate, glory at the Colscum when McNeil
played for UCLA and
Allen starred for
Southern Cal. Alien, the

NFL's Offensive Rookie
of the Year, who ran for
607 yards, already has
made his mark as a pro in
the Coliseum. while
McNeil, the league's
leading rusher with 718
yards, will be playing
there for the first time as
a pro Saturday. In the
last meeting between the
two, in 1961, McNeil
scored on a 511-yard passrun play, giving UCLA a
20-17 victory.
In two previous playoff
meetings, Minnesota,
whose offense is geared
to the polka**Tommy
Kramer;.
--llsat
Washington MO hi 1973
and 35-30 in 1970. But this
season, the Vikings were
9-4 in the regular season
and a 30-24 winner
against Ai...i in a
playoff_ opener last
weekend, while
Washington had the but
regular-season NFC
record of and was a 317 winner over Detroit last
weeking as Joe

Thehunann passed for
three touchdowns.
Miami went into this
strike-shortened season
with \an incentive, according to Dolphins
Coach Don Shula —
avenging a 41-38 overtime
loss to San Diego in the
playoffs last season.
The game will match
the Dolphins' leagueleading pass defense
against the passing of the
Chargers' Dan Fouts,
who is even more
dangerous when Chuck
Muncie runs well, as he
did in a comeback 31-11
playoff victory over Pittsburgh last weekend.
Dallas, pinch has been
struggling, seemed to
have found its winning
stride in opening the
piayons with a 30-17 vietory over Tampa Bay last
weekend. Green Bay is in
the playoffs for the first
time since 1971 It also is
the first playoff apr.es coach for
geasi Starr
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Intensity, precision give Tigers first district win
By JOHN SALERNO
Sports Wnter
Murray High put intensity and precision
together Friday night and
the chemistry was too
much for visiting
Mayfield. as the Tigers
notched their first district
win. 57-54. in an emotional game before a
Large crowd
We looked so much
better," said Tiger coach
Cary Miller. "I said we
would improve and
tonight we showed it"
Musray High showed the
confidence of an improving team and handed
Mayfield its first distnct
loss and third loss of the
season The Tigers are
now 7-4 overall ark) 1-2 in
the district
The home team was led
in scoring by Jim West's
15 points
seven-forseven from the stripe
and Al Wells and David
Mct'inston, each with 10.
However, it was a total
team effort that was the
key factor
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CHARGE - Murray's Roger Dunn stands in for
the charge by bilayfield's Gerome Owens (a).
Heads-up play in crucial situations by Dunn and his
teammates led the Tigers to an upset victory over
the Cards, who were previously undefeated in
district play.
Stag photo by John Salerno

First quarter action
saw Mayfield take an 18
26 edge, which opened to
as much as 21-16 with 6:44
left in the half But a
switch on defense to manto-man slowed the Cards
down and Jamie Johnson
notted the score at 27 with
a nice three-point play at
3:23 to go in the second
quarter.
Then the Tigers took
the action to the visitors.
opening the halftime lead
to 3431Yoti-Jik-We1ls-Fadgoal. When West -ended
the half with a blocked
shot, Mayfield knew it
was in a ballgarne. In addition to finding a way to
stop Murray's quickness,
MaYTield coach Roger
Fields had to find a way
to keep starters.Frankte

drove for 'a score-tying Mayfield fans headed for -big basket." then happi- .e4c444.. 1S .4
La y up': the first of several thr doors.
ly added -they were all
cluttl, plays made by the
Ishrrt !
.7
4 .• .4.
"He's our spark plug," big baskets"
I'Art 1! I
• •
talented junior Miller (Zit'
of Dunn
Ile.' • ••
e
play maker in the final "He's doing a good job'
team,ateltana
lift-.re, -a 1.
lloplefit3
• running the -show' The laJWILAY it
4
seconds later with the coach added that Dunn's
t' tine tied at 51. Dunn last moment,layup was a
•-'
••
•
drew an offensive foul by
r
Sanderson, who fouled
Sanderson and I ierome out at 3, 02 • lie SanderOwens
game as son , is their leader and a
each foi hed the half (Me basketball player,"
The best person to see about
Coach Miller said "Whir?'
with three rsonals
fliALTII INSURANCE may be your
Murrayappeared to be he fooled out they were
under
pressure
because
.car, home and life agent!
taking control at the start
,, .
.
of the second half.jump= they wereiroking who to
go
to
"
ing to a 39-30 lead. but
1.ike a grind neighbor
Sanderson added three, From there, the Tigers
Slaw I arrn IN there
, -.... ..
field goalS and a three- went an increasingly effective
tactic the delay
point play to fuel a com•
eback and Mayfield was -offense Al Wells scored a
on top 42-41 at 2 41 in the back-door bucket at I 28
and Dunn sliced down the
half
The Tigers tied it middle. took a nice pass,
Lento Ay Pep 144akettal1
44••.,
.
again. twice, and the was hammered by a
IV nday Seams
ft..
.
score was-locked at 45 at large defender and sank
Hoy•
44,. ,
)4
!
4 •Cusl.
4
•
•
la - „
•
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Pro football

Pack explained that his
players have a lot on their
backs as they are
scheduled to .travel to
Paducah Tighlman
tonight and have Carlisle
and Marshall County
coming up next week.
Calloway boasted four

players in double figures
Friday with Lovelt
leading all. scorers.
followed by Craig Darnell
with 18 points and Jeff
Garrison and Jeff Butterworth with 12 and 10
points.
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Barkley, Auburn
return to Rupp Arena
By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky.
AP,- Auburn's Charles
Barkley returns tonight
to -Kentucky's Rupp
Arena, where a single
game last year established him as One of the
Southeastern Conference's top players.
Last year, as a burly,6foot4 freshman, Barkley
went on a rampage
against Kentucky's 6-11
Melvin Turptn. He scored
25 points and pulled down
17 rebounds, but Auburn
lost 83-71.
Despite his girth,
Barkley exhibited
remarkable quickness.
leaping ability and an instinct for rebounding
"He's deceiving in his
looks," Kentucky Coach
Joe B. Hall said this
week. "At 84 and 200 or
270 (pounds), you don't
expect that much to get
that high off the floor that
quick."
But. Hall added.'When
he gets that body in front
of you, you're lost."
When the teams met
lad year in Auburn. All,
the Tigers upset Kentucky 1341 and .Barkley
"intimidated us defensively." Hallsaid.
-They four-man-

;4 •
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Calloway...
(Continued ftom Page 8)
said Pack,"especially on
the press. We gave up
some easy buckets.
"To go out and play as
well as we did, though,
I'm pleased, especially
With what we've got
ahead of us."
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I ludoon 2 14
Wyatt 1 14
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ISII Team totals
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Team record.
Calloway Ita lames

The Tigers jumped to
victories in their first two
SEC games this year,
defeating MississiPpi
State 77-66 and Alabama
91-80et home.
In their last outing,
though, the Tigers were embarrassed 92-75 at
Florida.
"They're definitely an
up and down team," Hall
said.
-,Barkley, who is averaging 14 points and nine rebounds, has played two
strong games in a row.
He scored 27 points and
pulled down nine rebounds in the victOry over
Alabama and totaled 21
points p.nd 12 rebounds
the Gators.
Equally feared by Hall
is guard Odell Mosteller,
a long-range shooting
specialist whols averaging nearly 18 points while
hitting 54 percent from
the field.
Mosteller scored 21
points in the game here
last year, hitting to of 15
shots. Another productive
player for Auburn is forward Darrell Lockhart,
averaging 13 points and six rebounds while
shooting 57 percent.
Auburn brings a 11-3
record into tonight's
game, while the sixthranked Wildcats are 11-2.
Kentucky leads the SEC
a13-1 and Auburn is 3-1.
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A.P.R. Financing Available
On All 1982 & 1983
AMC & Renault Cars
Also On Jeep CJ-5, CJ-7,
Scramblers, Pickups
& Cherokees
b4

759- 9888l

.

BIG NIGHT -- Calloway County's Tern Malcolm
(24) pulls down one of her 14 game-leading rebounds and seconds later puts up a stickback for
two of her game-leading 15 points in the Lady
Lakers' victory over Lowes.
Staff photo by Chris Evans
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Kentucky's unified
court system is run
on the principle of
openness The
Supreme Goon of
this state has
declared this to be
Its wilicy, from the
highest appeal court
right down to the
district cound We
think that's
arriportant
The press, along
with the Supreme
Court. is pledged to
we that you know
how justice is
administered
Its oUr goal to
make certain you
have a ful report of
whist happens in
your courts.
INICIUdIng

Phosoarspne taken
In the courtroom
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Cancer Hopeline

HEALTH
Treating low potassium
Lawrence E. Lamb,

0.

This question aid
away& whims is provided as a public alnico by
the McDowell Cancer
Network. Questions are
answered by appropriste
specialisb with the Network. Napalm is a tentr.” consultative
service (1.11W
provided tree of
charge to any,Itentuddan
with a ..icifitc4c-related
problem.
Qualified couruielers
answer every call Monday through Friday. 9:OD5:00 p.m. Hopeline
counselors do not
diagnose cancer or
recommend treatment
for individual cues. nor
do they dispense money
to callers. Counselors do
provide consultations
with specialists as well as
support and understanding.
Because of its designs-

DEO DR LAME - I 1551. Radio City Station, response to your -own body
wouldVike some information New York. NY 10019
It may also have an inheritabout low potassium What DEAR DR LAMB ed
and may or may
I
are the symptoms. causes have been told that I have not be associated with
and results if left untreated' Siorgen's syndrome but I arthritis and some other disMy doctor put me in the hos- can't find out mach about it eases that may also be
pital and found my potassi- other than it causes
my dry autoimmune diseases
um was extremely low He eyes, dry ma= nose
Your diet has nothing to
got it built up then released and it is
with de with it But you probably
me and did not put me on artinius—
diet make have some problems swalpotassium
any difference'
lowing dry foods if you have
I feeisis if it is low again
DEAR READER - It is a a lot of dry mouth problems
Is it safe to take potassium
The treatment at this
tablets that can be pur strange disease and, as .you
chased at a health food know, its main features point is usually limited to
store' ran you take too include loss of ,.secretions trying to combat the
mikh'potassium' Is there causing the dry eyes and. dryness Artificial tears are
something else I can do to even causing hearing prob- used for dry eyes During
lems because of changes in sleep, some use diving gogbuild up my potassium'
DEAR READER
If the Eustachian tube in the gles or plastic wrap to try to
your potassium was low throat that equalizes ores prevent evaporation of
;moisture Steroid hormones
enough to cause you to be in sure in the middle ear
It is considered to be an and even immunosuppresthe hospital it would be
important to know why The autoimmune disease, mean- sive agents have been used
most usual ( ause of a low ins a type of an allergic in Severe CAWS
potassium level is from
some ef the diuretics used to
eliminate excess sodium and
water retention or to control
elevated blood pressure
Diarrhea poor absorption
from the digestive tract and
those convicted and jail- serve enough time to be
By Mike Ward
excesir-ose of some laxatives Commonwealth Attorney ed for such offenses as eligible for parole In the
may be a cause
drtink and county jail, berore'ever
Ask anyohi- tiOw most
When the cause can be
being picked up by state
disorderly conduct.
people
who
commit
determined as from diuret
ics. eliminating the cause. crimes should be treated
County Jails were never authorities to go to the
nitentiary.
such as
the medi- and they will tell you they ifitended to house se
cine, may be all that is should be incarcerated
for
criminal viola
A recent example from
necessary In that case the Ask those same people long periods of time
one of the counties in my
doctor would not ask you to if they are 'willing to pay
continue taking potassium
Additionally, when a district illustrates my
taxes uf order to buildLow potassium levels may more perutentiaries and defendant is sentenced to point. Four men were
tead to muscular weakness,
a term in the penitentiary awaiting transfer to the
dilated intestines (Heusi and the majority will tell you but is delayed in being State penitentiary, one
heart irregularities Potassi- -no " And therein lies a
for arken, one for selling
um is essential to normal very serious problem fac- transferred to one of this narcotics and two for sexpenitentiaries,
state's
ing our justice system tocellular function
that defendant still gets related crimes; the state
Yes, if a person has a low day
credit
. toward his prison authorities picked up two
potassium level or low
Visit any county jail or
intake, a salt substitute that the state penitentiaries at tern for all the time he of the inmates for
contains potassium can be Eddyville or LaGrange spends in county jail transfer but left -a conbeneficial Fruits and fruit and you will see over- waiting to be transferred victed narcotics dealer
juices are nature's best
and a convicted arsonist
crowed facilities. County to a state facility.
Vfrarte of potassium Three
behind, again due to a
Thus an additional proounce glasses of orange jailers are screaming for
lack
of space.
juice a day provide as much more room and state blem is created. .For inAn
additional problem
potassium as is commonly penitentiaries refuse to stance, a person sentencprescribed in various potas- Lake in convicted defen- ed to ..one year, who is created by this shortage
sium supplement medicines dants_ from the county-- __eligible for parole in -3- of space is it puts added
Bananas are also a good facilities simply due to a months, can stay in a pressure on our judges to
source
county jail for 90 days probate 'criminal defenProcessing foods tends to lask of space' For
waiting to be transported dants. because they know
example
a
recent
eliminate potassium and add
sodium The role of sodium defendant convicted of to the penitentiary and there is even very little
and potassium and what murder and given a life end up serving no actual space, if any,for the most
foods to use in this regard sentence remains in a time in the penitentiary serious of offenders.
are discussed in more detail local county jail almost short of being processed
Likewise it makes it
in The Health Letter 10 12 six weeks after his con- through the penitentiary difficult on prosecutors
Salt Your Vital Sodium and victions as a result of
a and released.
who have a strong desire
Potassium Balance, which I
Therefore, a "wise" to see appropriate
am sending you Others can jury trial Therefore, a
send 75 rents with a long. county jailer is faced with criminal may plead guil- punishment handed out
stamped, self addressed housing and caring for ty and simply play the when they see a defenenvelope for it to me in care potentially dangerous odds, which are heavily dant probated by the
of this newspaper Po Box criminals along With in his favor, that he will courts due to a lack of

=

tion by the National
Cancer leakage as Keetnekra*Casicer Warmslien Service. the Mashes
Ass rapid access to the
latest cancer information. All matters are
treated confidentially.
Nees write us at the
following address:
CANCER HOPELINE
Keetticity's Cancer InService
McDowell Cancer Network
915 South Limestone
Lexington, Ky.,4438
Q The 'doctor who
delivetkokmy son in 1942
and my daughter in 1947
is dead I had several
miscarriages, and he
gave me a drug to prevent them I think It wan
DES How can I find out.
and what should my
children and I do'
First, if your
A
children were born in a

Justice system has'serious problem'

•

RICH OR
POOR, US
KIID ARE
ALL THE
SAME

y you \
SAID
IT)

I'M
BUSHED
LET'S TAKE
A NAP

dAN

Aft4C'5 14 CI-IARGE $-4ERE

GOOD
IDEA

space.
Etejilly there is only one
solution - money! The
public is always-ready to
(-rack down o n
lawbreakers but reluc-tant to pay additional
taxes to support the
building of more and
larger penitentanes.

hospital, contact the
medical records department. Be sure to give
than the date of each
child's birth and the
name et the physician. If
your children were born
at home. it may be more
difficult. A good place to
begin is with the physician who took over your
physician's practice
when he died. Usually.
old records will be filed
away somewhere. Other
possibilities are the county medical association or
asking the *West physician in town or your
physician's rillatives if
they remember what was
done with his old records.
If you learn that you
were treated with DES, it
is vital that your current
phmcian and those of
your son and daughter be
aware of It.
diethy Isti1 bestrob is a
man-made estrogen hcq•mone that was developed
about 40 years ago. It was
widely prescribed for
women who had COM-,
plication -7d-u ring
pregnancy, especially
vaginal bleeding with a
risk for miscarriage or

when the mother bed
diabetes. Probably, the
mothers of several
million young min and
women took DE& Only in
11163 was it dstermieed
that DES may not have
been as effective as
originally believed.
In 1171.scientists determined a connection between maternal ingestion
of DES during pregnancy
and a rare form of cancer
of the cervix and vagina
in their daughters. Cas•rent data suggest that
this cancer will occur in
no more than one case
per 1.000 women exposed
to DES. This form of
cancet usually -eccurs
among women in their
late teens or early twenties. Even though your
daughter has passed the
high risk age, she should
inform her physician if
you took DES.
Sons of women who
took DES during
pregnancy may have certain reproductive and
Urinary tract changes
mote, frequently than
other men.It is not known
whethel‘ such 'abnormalities iiffcct the fertility of DES-Iksposed
sons. No increased risk of

Jail underbudgeted

canter hod been found
among DES-exposed
sons. Aseaming you did
take DES, your son and
his physician should
knew it.
A follow-op study of
DES-exposed mothers indicated that they had a
higher incidence of
breast, cervix, endomstrium lining of the
uterus), uterine, and
ovarian cancers than
unexposed women. It is
jmportant to note,
however, that not an
scientists agree that the
number of rancers is
significantly higher
among DES-exposed
mothers. Your physician
needs to know if you took
DES so that heshe can
keep a close check on
you.
For more information
about DES and a list of'
DES drugs that may have
been presqibed for pregnant women, contact the
Cancer Hopeline and ask
for the brochure "Questions and Answers About
DEX 'Exposure During
Pregnancy and before.
Birth." Call the Hopeline
1-800-432-9321 Monday
through Friday from 9
a.m. to 5 p.m. Write-for
this brochure or other
cancer information at 915
South Limestone St., Lexington, K y.,-406.14.

HARTFORD. Ky. I AP, the court nittiViers in OcLynell Funk liked her. tober they were violating
And me force our politiJob as a matron at the the law by failing to pay
cians to talk aout building
Ohio County Jail.
the back wages owed
new roads but to remain
Because she lived at Mrs. Funk.
qtuet -about new }ails
BOBBY WOLFF
-the jail with her husband, The magistrates,
because that is what we
Bobby, and two children, however, say they don't
A he in time SAVI'S nine"
the public, want to hear.
it kept her close to her have the $2,200 owed her
Addison Mizner
Public work programs family. But most imand don't know when it
and probation may slight- portantly, Mrs. Funk felt
will be available.
ly ease the problem but she was doing some good.
Mrs. Funk, who will
until we the people get
There are problems at return to her old job as a
The truth gains nothing in
serious enough about the the jail, mostly because
clerk at Riverview Coal the play of today's
problem to put more the financial resources Co. in February, says
she exasperated slam Tell a
money into our jails and are not there.
will give her back wages white lie and a vulnerable
prison -system we will
So when Mrs. Funk to the jail once they are slam bonus is only a small,
continue to force judges decided to- quit after 18 given to her.
- part of the gratification that
to pi-obate criminals they months, she said she "I don't have
any comes with, pulling off the
had rather not probate would give the money the regrets," Mrs. Funk said, swindle
and prosecutors who county still oweed her, even'though her husband
West leads the king of
want to get tough on $2,200. to the jail.
has been demoted from spades and when dummycriminals scurrying to
But first she has to col- chief,deputy jailer to just appears. declarer has good
explain why this person lect it.
another deputy. "I don't reason to regret the lead
or that person is not
At the jail, Mrs. Funk feel the jail would have Without a spade lead,
behind bars.
found herself in the mid- operated any cheaper if declarer could have drawn
dle of a controversy bet- the magistrates had been trumps, cashed his diamond
Michael D. Ward
Commonwealth's At- ween magistrates, whc in here running it ace and dummy's two high
diamonds would have elimisay the jail is wasting themselves."
torney
nated any losers in the club
money, and Jailer
42nd Judicial District
Tylenol
soles
up
suit
Wester"Frog"
Dwight
P.O. Box 395
field, who says the facili- RICHMOND, Ky. I AP) There is some chance for
Benton, KY 42025
ty is inadequately funded. — Begley Drug Co.sayka success by taking dummy's
"This is my way of say- market survey of its ace of spades. but not much
ing that I feel like the jail stores - shows sales of At trick two, a club is led to
is underbudgeted," Mrs. extra-strength Tylenol declarer's jack and West's
king and a spade return is
Funk said. "I was not in it are rebounding.
ruffed Now, regardless of
her position as matron) The popular pain
how many trumps declarer
for personal gain. I feel reliever was taken off runs. East
will know that he
good about leaving store shelves after a must hold clubs and the
because I believe I helped wave of deaths attributed slam goes down one trick
somebody."
to cyanide-tainted capDeclarer Improves his
She often worked over- stiles.
chances greatly is he blows
time at the direction of But Orlando Segneri, a some smoke at West SupWesterfield.
Begley senior vice presi- pose he ducks the opening
But the county dent, says consumers are spade lead' West will cermagistrates warned Mrs. showing confidence in tainly believe that South has
Funk to limit her hours to recently introduced at least one more spade and
keep jail expenses within tamper -resistant he will continue the suit
the budget. When she packages.
Surprise' Declarer discards
worked overtime, at the Sales of extra-strength his blocking diamond ace on
jailer's direction, the Tylenol in Kentucky are the ace of spades and
magistrates refused to back to 85 percent of their dummy's king and queen of
pay her salary.
previous level, compared diamonds provide for two
A complaint was lodged with a 75 percent.recoup club discords
with the Mate Depart- on the national level. Understandably. West is
left with good reason for
ment of Labor, which told Segneri said.
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Couple exchanges vows before woman dies

Mrs. Ellis's
funeral today
at church

LOUISVILLE, Ky. was finally growing, It
i AP, -Time was nam- back al ter the
ing out for Michelle chemotherapy"
Savage, so she and her
The couple met one
fiance, Carl Brady. gave summer night more than
up the idea of a big two years ago when
The funeral for Mrs
One
church wedding.
'of her softball coaches.
Hortie Ellis will be today
Instead, the couple ex- Butch Gruneisen, and his
at 2 p.m. at the South changed
vows 16 days ago wife, Pam, introduced
Pleasant Grove United
in the oncology unit at them
Methodist Church, Dr
Highlands Baptist
Paul Blankenship. the Hospital.
Brady remembers that
; Rev W T Call and Dr.
The 21-year-old bride Michelle would spend
Walter E. Nitschke, Jr.. died there last Sunday, a Friday and Saturday
' will Officiate
victim of leukemia Her nights at home or babyMrs. Anne Doran will bndal bouquet of pink sitting, waiting for him to
be soloist and Mrs and white silk flowers finish the late shift at the
Olivene Erwin will, be -,stdorned her casket.
supermarket so they
organist
The' vrom•n who could go out for a midActive pallbearers will became Mrs Brady was night pizza
be Holmes Ellis, Jr., Dan gentle and tenacious, an
McNutt, Joe Bohn. Greg all-round athlete who
McNutt, Brad McNutt kept on pitching dunng a
and Harvey Ellis
softball tournament last
LOUISVILLE. Ky.
Honorary pallbearers summer even after a
The state and
4 AP
will be Pat Paschall, For- painful line drive struck
federal divisions of „the
rest Paschall, Lyndelf her in the leg
Crop and Livestock
Taylor. Joe Ted Herndon,
The bruise from the inService
Richard Orr, Frank jury didn't heal, leading Reporting
farmers in
estimates
that
Nanre. Shannon Ellis, doctors to discover that
Kentucky and throughout
Ellis R Paschall and II she had leukemia
nation set production
the
Glenn Doran
Even during her il- records for most crops in
Burial will follow in the lness, Michelle would go
1982. church cemetery with ar- out-to cheer for a Hikes
The bilznper crops were
rangeinents by J H Point area girls' softball
due to record yields
Churchill Funeral Home
team.
spawned by exceptionally
Mrs Ellis, 94, 1009
Later, she sold candy good weather during the
Story Ave . died Thurs- bars and raffle tickets
growing season and
day at 9 50 p in at from her hospital bed to larger plantings, state
Murray -Calloway County raise money for the team and federal officials said
Hospital She was Ow to play In an out-of-town in a final report.
• widow of 1.eslw Ellis
tournament
Production of KenSurvivors fit• udn one
She stubbornly refused tucky's leading cash
ila.ughter. Mrs Stark Er• to wear a wig at her wed- crop, burley tobacco. was
win, Murray. three sons, ding. and she was buried ,estimated at a record
114.dine..s Ellis and Her- without one
801 4 million pounds in
man K Elli.s. Murray,
"Man, she hated that the U.S according to
and Frank R Ellis, Arl-. thing," said Brady She final figures. Two-thirds
, six grand- was proud of that inch of of that total was grown in
( hIldren. 12 great- hair She wanted Kentucky. and 99 percent
eranidchildren
everybody to see that she of it came from the eightstate "burley belt "
The final U.S. burley
estimate released Thursday was up about 2 perir:!< EA, K) r AP
gasoline to products in a cent from November and
December estimates of
• Nlotortsts can norm fill .-discount store
787 Million pOunds, and
'f.r up for less than $1 a
gallon if they make
"You're going to get the 1982 crop was 10 pertracks to Tom Fassas' in-' the same product.- cent larger than that prodependent Red Head ser- F'assas said, "but you're duced in 1981.
Of the total, Kentucky
vice station in Berea'
buying from somebody
Fassas dropped the who doesn't want to make raised about 539 million
pounds in 1982, up from
price of regular gasoline', as much money "
to 98 9 cents, although
Fassas' largesse isn't earlier estimates, by the
prices for other grades sttt4ng well with, Roger crop reporting service of
remain nearer .market Truett, who operates a 527 million pounds. That
levels
nearbY. Shell station and Provided for a 2.3 percent
-We're not making any says he'.can't afford to Increase, which was a
money on regular gas', drop his peices to the Red new state record.
Kentucky farmers
but we're making a lot of Head level
grew
the record crop on
cu.stoniers," Fassas said.
"It's roughA on us."
220.000 acres, an average
lie compared his Truett said
of 2,450 pounds per acre.

'I tried to tell her I'll
never be able to give her
everything," ,he said
"Butshewouldhavebeen
happy with nothing -- she
waa that kind of person
She would have been happy with 'list the air to
breathe. In the end, that's
all she wanted. I guess."
The Bradys had planned to be mamed at St
Barnabas Catholic
Church last October but
the disease was beginning to sap her strength
and the date was postponed
I knew she couldn't

beat it." said her brother,
Steve Savage.27.a doctor
in residency at so
Evansville, Ind.,
hospital. He had worked
with leukemia patients in
the past.
"She never aged me
much about it. I don't
thank that she wanted to
know," he said.
By late December, the
couple set a date for a
hospital wedding, the
first in the oncology unit.
The nurses -gave
Michelle a bridal shower.
"We gave her things
she could use 'today.'
such as perfume and

lingerie." said Sandi Ker.
pinky. a nurse in the
unit. "We couldn't give
her a crackpot or china or
sterling silver. You have
to learn to live for 'now.'

"You learned to go into
each visit with her knowing it might be the laid
one. It will help US now
for the next person who
comes in. We know we
can do it...We srill never
forget her."

Station drops gasoline price

See Yee...
lamtary 16...
From 2 to 4 p.m...

1532 Beckett - Canterbury
New on the Market!

average yield at 106
The previous record
bushels per acre in 1982, yield of 102 bushels an
up six bushels from the acre was se in 1976 and
1981 average
equaled in 1979.

'Lexington residents charged
LEXINGTON. Ky. on the dead men's bodies.
Three Lexington Police also found blood at.
1AP i
residents have been the house, WKYT said.
charged with murder in
161$ Oalthill Lana
Police said that the
the deaths of three people bodies of two men' were
Only
lived in 9 months!
whose bodies were found found late Thursday on
about 20 miles away from the U.S. 68 bridge over
the apparent murder site. the Kentucky River at the tz,
Police said they ar- Jessamine-Mercer counrested Leif - Halvorsen, ty line. Residents
28; Mitchell Willoughby, suspected the men were
24: and Susan Hutchins. victims of a traffic
acci-age unavailable., late dent, but police:responFriday'.. Each was charg- ding to the call found that
ed with three counts of the men had been shot
170$ Holiday Drive
murder and Halvorsen" and heavy rocks had been
and Ms. Hutchins, also tied to their bodiest.'Super Location!
face an additional count'
According to police,
of carrying a concealed
residents saw two cars
deadly weapon.
The three were lodged parked on the bridge and
in the Fayette County also reported hearing a
Detention Center penling splash as if something
arraignment Monday had been thrown into the
morning in Fayette river.
District Court.
Early Friday, rescue
Police said a crews dragged the river
preliminary investigation and located the body of a
Camelot Subdivision
indicated the shootings woman. The body was
Corner of Merlin and Knightsway
occurred at another loca- bound and was also
lion, perhaps at a house weighted with a concrete
Completely Equipped!
in Le ington. and the bl•ck.
.
11
esdtamped near the
The three bodies were
WE'LL BE THERE FOR YOU...
ercer-Jessamine Coun- transferred to Louisville 11
ty line.
for autopsies by state
WKYT-TV reported medical examiner 'Dr.
that police brought a George Nichols.
mobile crime lab to a twoAgain quoting police
story frame house in Lex- sources, WKYT said that
--r1
I I 21
ington Friday night. Ac- one man had been shot
LORETTA
JOBS
REALTORS
cording to the station, the five times in head and the
1 200 Srcomorr,
house was apparently be- other was shot three
(S027S 3 1492
ing renovated and polite times in head. The
sources said that freshly woman was. shot once in
OPEN- NOUSE* *OPEN NOUSE * OPEN NOUSE
OPEN
dried plaster was found the head.
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MEET OUR SERVICE STAFF AND SAVE

FORD

NEW IDEA'S
FROM MURRAY'S
OLDEST CAR
DEALER

WE WORK
ON ALL MAKES
OF AMERICAN
MADE CARS

JACKIE KUABRO

DON Nit SERDSONO

LARRY POYNER

tt Wel

OPEN HOUSE

-71t:

Michelle gave them a
gift, too, in the form of a
reminder. said Mrs. Karpinsliy

State, national farmers report bumper crops
Farmers. planted about
2,000 more acres of
burley' in 1982 than in
1981.
The state's 1981 _burley
crop produced 483 million
pounds, compared to 394
million in 1980 and 312
million in 1979.
The value of Kentucky's 1982 burley- crap
is expected to exceed $980
million. said Dave
Williamson, chief statistiClan with the Kentucky
Crop and Livestock
„
Reporting Service
"The value of last
year's crop is almost $1.1
million more than
farmers received'Irom
sale of burley produced in
1981. and more than double the $453 million they
received_ from the production grown in 1979,"
Williamsonsaid.
U.S. farmers also
harvested an estimated
record of 8.4 billon
bushels of corn in 1982,
for an average of 114.8
bushels per acre. Final
figures •show • that is
almost fiVe buihelii more
per acre than 1981. .
Kentucky farmers also
produced an estimated
record of 157.0 million
busheLs of corn in 1982.Corn covered nearly - 1.5
million acres in Kentucky
in 1982, up .slightly from
the previous year's plantings 0(1.49 million acres.
Production was up 6
percent over 1981's 149million-bushel crop. Kentucky's corn crop also
produced a record

NOOSE*OM 11111111*OPIN

[UNDO COLLOIS

JOHN DOWDY

RAFER NINNY

NADIR

EMI=4MHIIIIOGNIIM MI MI010111MINIPM•111101111MMI

RUT ENO ALIGNMENT SPECIAL
Check ond odiust caster, camber and toe-in.
Does not include vehicles equipped with
MacPherson Strut Suspensions. Domestic
passenger cars only.
TOTAL SPECIAL PIM
AS INSCRIBED

ENGINE TUNE-VP SPECIAL

Solid State rune-up includes installation of
Motorcrolt spork plugs inspection of
choke, throttle linkage, spok plug wires and
distributor cap; odiustrnent of carburetor and timing. Eights and econolines slightly

more
4 cylinder

PANTS ARO LAIN
•cyfierlw

cylinder

$2800 $33oo $3800
GOOD THRU FEB 15.1983

153-5273 11:IN

COUPON GOOD THRU FE8 15,1983

TIRE ROTATION

SPECIAL
We will rotofe your cor's tires for only

$550
COUPON GOOD THR1J FEB

15 1983

PARKER FORD C.

1

U1101 COST

IISCIONT
We will take off 10% of your lobor cost, not
to be used with any other coupon
1

%

Off

COUPO44000114111LFER 15.19$1

m: 153.5213

3uper LOCOTIOM

omelet Selodivision
0 Merlin and Knightsway
Impletely Equipped!

L BE MERE FOR YOU...
;:.

O
zntur_

r-ri
r=r
-

TTA JOBS REALTORS
200 Sycamore. murray
(S02)753 149?
* OPEN NOUSE * OPEN NOUSE
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The Weekly Entertainment Section of the Murray Ledger &

MOUE MARRO

NADU

•

MR COST
MOUNT

lOS,ot your labor cost, not
With any other coupon
HIGH CS — Anne Murray beams her Wednesday. Jan. 19 special ship to shore from
special. "Anne Murray's Caribbean Cruise," also
aboard the &S. Norway. The
features Richard Simmons and Eddie RabbItt.
R
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MONDR/
airily predicted the rise qf
Hitler and other nistuntai I.
VVelleis nag
(iptif es
)
,
S1.141
rates 1981 -Rated Pt,
- Phil Donehtaii

111 7/83
5 00 A M
M•ipsi ogle

Hout

!,

arai
1410,, •
t M.
'.4,

4.1'

•.

Donaptiur s pJrrsts sre eietir
-muses,
Y
10 00 A M
•
The Truth
MOVIE
CD

A111444444.44.

.4
I

4

V.

. Masters •Barefont

o

Spring*

A1.

A

• _1:30PAM.
1111V:44110 Roclr- Air**Pee
In Hawaii This Australian
pop rock grouplierforms all
ot thee top hits

2:30P.M.
- MOVIE 'Heartbeeps'

•

a repair
tailor', and rfisr over a world
of sensations Andy Kauf
man , Kernartene Peters
Randy Quaid 1981 Rated
Pt,

Robots wander hum

Travels

t)lc•

4.

5 34)A M
MOVIE

,.411••4

ar I a

44

`Outirver *
••••i. 441 •

iialey

7 00 A M
(3. MOVII Ilraitheeps

A'

it

.6 -

oe,04,
foat(o• flit.

A11414,

48 1

•:

e

k 4).,1
Rall•If

8:00A M

"'I ,laint/ItOrt
4 &len
0o,oalft Porno

t retire-id

ducted tweress meets a re
porter who mes to get her
beck to her husband June
Allyson. Jock teremon Jim
Backus 1956

8 30 A M
CD

Hesuemon

MO- 12:00P.M.
401,
--.--MOVIE- 'Vora Can't
Run Away From It' An ab-

0,11

o

HOViarel

DaYffb

MOVIE "711 Ocean,
44110
Drive A,
6.:4144.1,V.
4 1,
1414144. 1444 lis to
1.,

A

yearn.* to ot
the r °relines of a wherer-hiei
by teeirieig to II4401 an air
plane %ray (solaisop finite
route{ get

PVit•••

O

•

11:30N.M.
MOVIE 'Skyward

All/1410

Video Jukebox
Spider man

1:00P.M.
411 - MOVIE 'Gunpoint'

9 00 A M
Phil Ckinahuti Donahoe
,isses feminism in the
80 s with author Robin tioki
south and Ann Lewis piesr
dent of NOW.
11) 'The Men

The Sheriff of a small Color
*do town on the border of
the New Mexico territory put
sues a gang alter thiresob_the
train and ludnap•dance hall

4

Who , Saw Tomorrow'
tim de Nostrartainus

girt
•

Airtime tibirPhY, Joao

Stair),

War'.'.I

SleVrtS

1966

counting
your.
permits?
444,

e

AO t1;) !Nye. hvi•I y

penny

ernit'eh. Can eerie warms
Witt riur insurreice is n9
exception Call tat tora Quote
on 4 tio.41 An:4444n ikpio oi
huent.....svnets Doric r

I ,

4:30P.M
•0 St-arcade
5:00P.M.

Slabon,rEMNin. Mit Witt
to make 412111-/Melfia• Changes

O

Year That Was 1982
This show recaps the people
arid events that made the
news
0 21 Making It Count

6:00 P.M.
110 2 0 0 11/ News
el Eyewitness News
- Barney Miller
- Garner Pyle
•

- Scene at 6
113 0)- Business Report
O 21) - MacNeil Lehrer
Report
▪ - Charlie's Angels
eg it - CBS News
6:30 P.M.
Si) - Entertainment
Tonight
-, Fernier Feud
O
3
Tic Tat Dough
NBA Basketball
(1
Atlanta at New Jersey
Ci • Frew* Rock v,sit the
+1111 of Fraggle Rock under
neath the besenieni of an of

(*ram inventor
Meet4eil-Lehrtir
*sport
Kentucky Report
Hockey
M intimate at Boston
es 6- PA•A•S•H
7:00 P.M.

21) 7
•

111

-- NHL

01)

-

That's

gums Orson Wii nar
rates 1981 Rated PG..
51)- AS ornatmoseSam
•
and Small
521-- Frontline'AA thou

753-8355
901 Sycantors St.

kINGLANDOLT
4
,T•rstiool Servis,• polta_ms •
" batimiptillIkallotosisigreallimme

Music Awards
o - MOVIE: 'Air Foive'
Wring World War ft the
12 M•A•S•H A
5
crew of an'Air Force-bomber
visiting Army officer tries to
make a hero out of a North---battles against heavy odds as
they tiskis-Off ftietiii Pacc
Korean pilot fR)
John Garfield. Arthur Ken(-9) - MOVIE 'Wait
()
0

TM, Your Mother Gets
Horne' A football coach.

who switches sib- roles with
his wife, finds out her 'job' is
not as easy as he thought
Paul Micheal Glaser. Dee
Wallace. David Doyle 1982
(11)- Frontline An Unau
•
;homed History of the NFL
Jessica Savitch looks at the
close,ties between the Na
tional Football League and
the nations legal and illegal
-gambling inctustrets 480 herr

021 - Franklin in Memory
• NCAA Basketball
Auburn at Vanderbilt
8:30P.M.
Newhart
82 11,
o Not Necessarily The
News This show promises
ID

- Jaffersons
•

case of puppy love (R)
:4)0(I)- Uttie Homey A
New Beginning Mr Ed
wards has a run-on with the
Younger brothers 160 min
- MOVIE 'TM Man
•
Tomorrow'
Saw
Who
Whet 1. Nostradamus ac
citatory predicted the rise of
Hake and other historic* I.

Murrirmy. Ky.

)

5 30P M
o Bob Newham Show

I ncredible
- Cheri..
(I)
Brown lipeelel Life is•Cie
cue. Charlie Brown Snoopy
gets collared with his feet

DAVID KING &
UNDY SUITER

IAN

IVId.

14 -44

(I)

We believe we'll Vi
sive yea IS nem
peonies_
lee'N Imo caret

11

III,. !hi"We "

it

11
f',4101,

cai

0 Carol Burnett
0 21 - Powerhouse

4444,41,

tette

Travels' A shipwrecked
tor Qouf a Lantj of tin?.

Frontline
Center

Jessica Savitch, NBC
anchorwoman takes up a
new post, albeit temporarily.
as host of '•Frontline." the
limited-run PBS public affairs
documentary series that
premieres Monday. :Jan 17
-with an investigation of pro
football

MOVIE 'Gulliver.s

O

orn., i• •

• it
10 30A M
a Yrilif That Was 1982

•

_

4:00P.M.

Waterski Championship

o

H & TI MIES.Saturday.January IS..19113

thorized History of the NFL
JOSSocil Savitch looks et the
close hos between the N.
trona' Football league and

the nation s legal and dlegai
gisieblikl industries 460 nen.

1111 - Difference
7:30 P.M. sap GI is - Flay Rich
8:00P.M.
us JD ci)
- AM1141011104

to bit

12-

everything

the current

news is not

8:45 P.M.
' TBS Evening News
9:00P.V.
•Li)88(11 - Carley &
Lacey
- MOVIE: 'The
Esterminisear' A Vietnam
war veteran turns vigilante
after his buddy es victimized
by muggers Christopher

•

George Rated R

19 CID - Great Perionw

armies 'A Ring for Television
' Tonight's Program looks at
the making of Richard Wag
tiers The Ring of the Pate
longs RIO min

9:30P.M.

nedy. Gig Young 1943
Three's Company
- NCAA Basketball
Florida at Kentucky
(1) - PBS Late Night
•

This live talk show features
newsworthy guests from ar
ound the worlds of politics
entertainment, business and
sports with telephone coils
from viewers around the
country

21) - Sign Off
€11 - MOVIE 'Big Clock' A
Newspaper puhlisher kills his
girl hterel then searches for
man

he

saw

leaving

her

apartment Ray Milland Mau
ran
0 Sullivan
Charles
Laughton, George Macready
1948

at

- Trapper John IVI 0
10:45 P.M.
- MOVIE 'Sleeping
Dogs' A young man running

•

from his troubles becomes a
hero when he is caught an the
middle of revolutionary tur
mod Sam Neel, Warren

Oates. Nevin News

11:00P.M.
a(F- Trapper John. PA 0
Cl) - Last Word
(.4) - Barney Miller
- NCAA Basketball
Louisville at Tulane
11:30 P.M.
- Nightline
4) - Late Night with David
Letterman Deind joined by

•

Jerry Lewis and Paul Shaffer
(R) 100 min )
(11) - 619f1 Off

- Tourene
•
(12 - MOVIE 'Columba
Syndrome
Fashioned Murder'
Old10:00P.M.
Columba s investigation of
011 LGIA9(1)11110
uncovers
robbery•elerng
lIZ- News
tangied family secrets Peter
- erawaall•sa
0 3)
Falk. Joyce Van Penton CriNews
Hokn 1976
taste
•
ID- Al In the Pandly
12:00A.M.
ip CID•tit - amines.
Word
Report
lm- MOVIE 'Coiumbo
S
Boom
14111Sliews
O
Rersulem for•Fannin ow.
14""P"'"1- -11""- (TI Eyewitness News
.H
ss•A•s
•(F -;re Om
* Tow
Johnny is
Randall. Iliwbers
12:15A.M.
and Victors. Nampa
GB- MOVIE 'The Spy Who
mm)
Came In From the Cold' A
0)- Saitstased ters
•
British Intelligence agent in
Rifle, called to London al-

_

ter one of his contacts is
killed at the Berlin Wall RI
Chard Button. Claire Bloom
Oskar Werner 1966

12:30 A.M.
C3) - Sign Off
(4) 0 CiD - NBC WM*
Overnight- MOVIE: 'Heil Night'

•

Fraternity pledges spend the
night in a haunted mansion
Linda Blair, Vincent Van Pat
ien 1981 Rated R
-

114•A•S•H

- Jim Bakker

1:00A.M.
- NOWS
- News/Sign Off
NHL
Hockey
O Minnesota at Boston
it - CBS News

•

Nightevatch

1:3oA.m.
aD -.hoe to Face
•

ip ELI - CBS News
Prightwatch JIP
(4J - Romance Theater
03) - Sigh Off
2:00A.M.
(2)- MOVIE 'Fire Down
Below' Partners on a boat
decode to transport an adven
turess. without epassOorl 10
another island.- Comproce
Lions arise when they both
fall in love with her Rita Hay
worth. Robert Mitchum. Jack
Lemmon Herbert Lan 1957
(1)- CNN Headline News

2:15A.M.
- MOVIE 'Foie Mende'
Three young men and a free
spirited woman come of age
during the 1960k Craig
Wasson Rated it
3:45A.M.
- Mission Impossible
4:00A.M.
s
Here's Lucy
- NCAA Sashambem
Louisville at Tuba

•

4:1 5A.M.
- Vaal' That Wiaa 1111S2
4:45 A.M.
119 - Maid/Urge

•

KEE% ON WNAN -Please leg me saber, I as
erne te Keesaa Wyse.
Wynn, who can be Men
these days as Bert Reynolds
lather in Best Irrsesida." gets
mall in care of S G A . 12700
Ventura Blvd . Suite 102. Stir
dm City. CA 91604

•
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DAYTIME
5:00 A.M.

0- Movie

O CL - ABC's World
News/Morning

O (1)- Hour Magazine

o - TBS Morning News
(4)- (arty Today
•
(te - CBS Early Morning
News
5:30 A.M.
CL - Ralph Emery Show
•-Country Day
(ED

5:45A.M.
0

- Weather
6:00 A.M.
- CBS Morning
•
News
(1)- Morning Stretch
▪ SuperStation Funtime
- Early Today
•
- Jim Seedier
- C.arl Tipton Show
(12 - Breakfast Show
•
6:30 A.M.
- ABC's World News/
Morning
- I Dream of Jeannie
- News
• - Business Report
Jimmy Sweggert

Cable
Chsweels

10:30 A.M.

o

Richard Simmons
11:00 A.M.
• - Soap World
'0(4) - Midday
- Family Feud
- Mike Douglas Peopee
ta,

BB

USA

• KFVS

Norm Cablevision should
tiger to MN Muck wow
cliamosi mien in the accompanying listing.

•

• Et16:8101 1•1

211

WKMU

Nashville, TN
Harrisburg, IL
Nashville, TN
Nashville, TN
Paducah, KY
Nashville. TN
Cp Girardeisu, MO
Murray. KY

Viewers vibe receive
Ihá television Wrath vim

isthmian should refer to
the wimite screen chnowel
embers.
Listings ere provided by

cheeses
otter
tie
schedeies hove Woe sent
N the oewspoper.

the TV stetioes, who
sometimes nrehe program

o

5:00 P.M.
1;:live on 2
•
0(5) - Good Times
(1) - Barney MNier
- Carol Burnett
.Tic Tic Dough
0(4J- Pd.ws
0- Sanford and Son
- Sesame Street
O
O 21) - 321. Contact
(Closed Captioned'
•
•
($3 -Jefferson.
•
- Varied Programs
•

5:30P.M.
ei au op
•
- ABC News
• - CU,Nowa
•
- Soh NeWhert Show
eu
- NOC News
Varied Programs
21)-•
•
- News
• COLLINS° CONNECTION
- Ittistudier "Reeky Slag.
Inside Detective" 11t50-34)
Harris( Resew Karns' Did
they palters "Colombo- after
'Reeky" The basset. the
raiareet, the wife you sever
saw jest-ward. etc • were all
similar. Is there say 'Amite of
seeks -Reeky" again'
I'm a lesser person for it
but I was born during Spay s
last sezion .end wasn't
allowed to stay up late enough
to we it (although I remember
the late Holum. Karns as
Adm Shafer on Hennessey-I
And now Ill prob.ibly never
get another chance

SKETCH STRETCH — The original idea was nothing more than •sketch on the
old -Carol Burnett Show." Mow Vicki Lawrence and Ken Sorry are bock to see if
the tumultuous humor of those skits have enough Bezibility or a weekly *ones on
lilloons'e Placa," an MSC sitcom to bow Saturday, Jan. 22.
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(]) Love iota
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ap - Isweatiodorial
Ithisee

WNGE

WSIL
wSM
VVTVF
WPSD
WDCN
KFVS

413 - Varied Programs
(4)- Wheel of Fortune
(s) 0 dn) - Eiectric
Company
0- Muppet Show

•

9:30A.M.
500- Yew Ambled Per k

3

3
4

Viewers wile receive
television sigeels vie

o

-

Nashville, TN
Nashville. TN
Atlanta, GA
Horne Box Office
F'aducah, KY
Jackson, TN
Nashville, TN
Murray, KY ,
Nashville, TN
USA Network
Cp Girardeau, MO

0 VB0

12:00 P.M.
•up cio•_ All My

•

WTVF

• WPSD
• WBBJ
WDCN
• WKMU
• WZ'TV

C4)iews
- Just Men
- Your* arid
Roane,
11N,:30 A.M.
•(1)(1) - Ryan's Hope
- young and the
R•OdMill
- Noon
al GU -1-147011tch For
Tomorrow

•

WNGE

• WTBS
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Children
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_ mow.
•
cu so
- New*
co- Independent Networlt
News
12:30P.M.
- As tho
1111 a)
World Turns
6:45A.M.
- Search For Tomorrow
- News
is
(1) - Days of Our lives
O
7:00 A.M.
- Got Smart
CL (1) B-- Good
1:00P.M.
Morning America
- One life to
.3,
•
•
- My Three Sons
Live
ix0cu - Today
(I)- Another World
•C4)- Girton Tag
GO - Afternoon Movw
•
- Mr Rogers'
1:30 P.M.
Neighborhood
•
(12 - Capitol
- Groot Space Coaster
ID CID
ap - Another World
CBS Morning •
Nowa
2:00P.M.
7:15A.M.
swaps- General
Hawks'
•(1D - weather
- Guiding
ti)
7:30 A.M.
•
- That GM
SuperStation Punter/so
111, CID - Instructional
- Fantasy
Programs
2:30P.M.
• - Mother
Flintstones
•
- Sullwinkle
fis
- Fantasy
7:45A.M.
Varied Programs
21)II
Instructional
•61) 3:00P.M.
Programs
• - Rhode
8:00 A.M.
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- Walton*
1111
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Ili- Mamie - .
•
- Munatare
•
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CL- Days of Our Uwe
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0RED - Sesame Sweet
11:30A.M.
0- Woody Woodpecker
110 CI)( - Tatdosales
•
•
- Veiled Programa
3:30P.M.
9:00 A.M.
•
IP CL- awmwty
•
up - ItIchard Simmons
Ci - Addams Fornity
mew
• I ID
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•
Pwainvid
•
(]) - Sego Sunny
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TUESDAY
1/1 8183

hosts- this look at famous
missing peescins

5:00 A.M.
e 5 _ Hour Megazone
fairy
and Pat Mit4
talk torah Mark Hamill iawyar
Dorothy f rooks and In WI
liar, Rader

5:30 A.M.
e

MOVIE 'Dot and the
Kangaroo A tittle Australian
,i,r1 sets off on • faulty/long
totnney tn a kangaroo.*
pouch

5:45 A.M.

• News

7:00 A.M.
- MOVIE 13allipoif Iwo
Aubtiaiiiin mends come face
to face oath the brutality of
*sin Mel Gibson Mark Lee
1981 Rated Pt,

8:00 A.M.

12:00P.M.
a

MOVIE 'My Six'
Convicts' A prison doctor
psychology on am pn
soners to make them more
useful citirens Millard Mitch
nit Gaon Roland John Beal
1957
uses

8;30 A.M.
- Superheroes
•
9:00A.M.
- Phil Donahue Donahue
OfiSCuSSal • rotation SyllteM
of housecleaewig with Pam
Young and Peggy Jones au
thoes of Sidetracked Horne
E sect.eves
- MOVIE 'Across the
Greet Divide' Two orphans
travel west to claim their land
inhergance Heather Ramey
Marie H. Robert Logan
1976 Rated G
Donahue Dona
hue 'eves** Christian sex
menus.%

•

or-

-

10:00 A.M.
1 1:00 A.M.
• _ Missing Persons
Deed or Alive Patrick 0 Neai

6:30P.M.
- Entertainment

•(L
Tonight

1:00 P.M.
▪ - mows.
2:00P.M.
- MOVIE 'Gallipoli' Iwo

Osell
Fontes was an ea convict as
his new mechanic 'Closed
Captioned'
▪ cu (te - Wert Disney
O - MOVIE 'Sonnothing
Sig' A roguish bandit encoucnees • seines of complicatoons when he attempts a
daring robbery Dean Martin
Brian Keith. Honor Blackman
1971
- Return of the
Doberman Gang A private
detectrve uses trained Dobai men panschers in solving
crimes 01)160 mint
(1) - Children: World's
•
Most Valuable Resource
▪ - They Cry Alone
(I)- Word on Words
•
•)-Nova'Hems Crucible of Life • A special view of
Haws.is ptesemed (60 mon
I 'Closed Captioned'
- Starsky and Hutch
- NCAA Basketball.
Providence at St. John's

•

•

Austrakan friends come lace
to face with the brutality of
war Mel Gibson. Meek Lee
1981 Rated PG

4:00P.M.
_ MOVIE 'Doi end .the
•
kangaroo' A letie Austraken
girl sets off on a fascinating
tourney in • kangaroo s
pouch
4:30P.M.
a-'Bewitched
▪

5:00P.M.
- Carol Burnett
- Powerhouse

• 6:30P.M.
- Sob Newham Show
el- Al Summer In A boy A

•

young girt becomes the roc
we of a prank
•(21)- Making It Count

6:00P.M.
CDS (11) - NOW*

lip (I)- Eyrivlbeess News
DID -

Miller

a- Gomm-Pyle
CC 7 Scene at 41
- Making Love

Setter
Compare your vows with the
experts on this HBO special
- When Wet the Dying
Stop?
•4.)- Business Region

•

(SHELTER INSURANCE
(
)MI I D
Of
SfifITIR

-

•

•

0.Movie

- MacNiMI•Lehrer
Report
• Charlie's-Angels
012 - CBS News

MOVIE 'Force of
Amns' An Army officer and•
young WAC meet and fel in
love in the reeds; of WWII
William Hoiden Nancy 01
son Frank LOniaJOl 1951
- MOVIE 'Liar's Moon'
Taro teenage.s try to run
away from their parents
Matt Dillon Yvonne DeCado
Broderick Crawford Rated
PG

-

•

•21)

Shelter Junior
Life Policy

if you never considered
lifelpsurance as a gift
for Our children,
read on. With one premium payment of S180. you
can buy•13.000 Shalt,, 'tiniest Life In
surrince Pole y for your children IS or under
There are no more premium payments until
they reach age 76 when the polky
autornatkally increases to 515.000 and
nesulas premium payments begin And there
ate a number of options they may esefclie
beginning at age 254 they choose
Great for grandchadren too Other face
amounts and premiums available Ill be Oad
to (nommen the details to you

DAN McNUTT
522 W.fUAIN
753-0445
ALL THE WILD YOU'LL EVER NEED

Family Fad
- Tic Tac Dough
a_ Andy Griffith
a_ History of Pro Football
- Jefferson.
- Mocked.Lehrer
Report
it - Kentucky Journal
012 - PA•A•S•H

Not-so-funny
Valentine

(Ii 0(L)

When her husband disappears in a plane accident, a
young woman (Karen Vahantkne) finds herself enmeshed
a network of International
Intrigue in "illusions,- a CBS
television movie to air Tuesday. Jan 18.
Mations reeerie erre'vat
to make Mer-ertewea ~psi /

•

o

7:00P.M.
(i) - HoPPY

IP

•

•

7:30P.M.
•CID (1) - taverns
Shirley Laverne poem as a
pregnant woman to enter a
contest 'Closed Captioned)
•(11) - Metro Councd
Mooting

8:00P.M.

e

CID au a - Threo's
Company Jack and Janet are
angered when Tern passes
along some neighborhood
gossap 'Closed Captioned)
•CL 0 (121 -- MOVIE:
'Illustoris' An American desagner becomes entangled in
international intrigue after her
husband is reported dead
Karen Valentine. Brian Murray Bon Mister 1962
cc
(1) - Hill Street
Slues The HO Sueel cops
play a team of gang members
in a chanty beaked:WI gems
fRI 160 mini
- MOVIE: 'Liar's Moen'
Two wormiests try to mean
away from thew parents
Matt Dillon. Yvonne DeCarlo,
Broderick Crawford- Rated
PG
O fp - Assierlesn
Phieltesse 'The Skin of Otr
Teeth' A bre performance of
Thornton W's play is
presemet 42 bra)
- MOVIE: T. Si
Answeirtood

•

with Or Plumy+ 160 men)

NSA Seskethell:
Dales at Golden State
9:15P.M.
TU Evening News
0:00P.M.
•
CIDII9
CD CiD
•
(11) -News
•

-

•-

•CU (I) - Eyewitness
News
a-MOVIE:
Two
Australian friends come face
to face with the brutality of
war Mel Gibson, Mark Lee
1981 Rated-POSWABS - Business
napail
- Sonny Hill Show
10:15P.M.
a- Al In the Fernily
10:30P.M.
scram- Tonight
Show Johnny as paned by
Roy Clark. Dick Covet! and
Margot Kidder 1R1160 min
aim- Sanford and Son
- NightSne
- Three's Company
111•A•S•H
tate Night
This love talk show features
newsworthy guests from al ound the worlds of politics.
• entertainment, business anti
sports with telephone cells
from viewers around the
country

• - Wen Off
41. - MOVIE:
Announced
- Grimy

To

Se

10:45P.M.
0.- MOVIE: 'Passage to
Iiiterselltee* Frye Frenchmen
escape from Mits Med to
hoin the Fres French forces
beherig we Nen-occupied
France Nurapteey Sown.
Oeude R.Sydney Greenmail. 11144

•

8:30P.M.
•CLI
- Id•
t00P.M.
ID MCP.- Heft se Hen
The Herta' dog'cornea to
their aid we sniffing out an
-amnions! &tag
ring 140 min

T)OCLmewl!

-

St. eseuidtere A
tete night poker game is inter
noted by some emergency
patients and Or Semusts
Inee to revive•peso rentenee

act- isst Wad
- fismisy Ms,

O - siriorI4
11:30P.M.
•
CI)
- Pastan*

Go•aD - taw rapt with

David Lellemsma Detrid as
loaned by lAchaeUteston and
F-n* Preget Woo min I
(ID - MOP 00
O IP- MOVIE: ligeleillen
•b Ressition in TOWN?
The Commissioner's 20th
toothed reunion ends in ere-

r
"V"'

gedy when•former player as
found slain Rock Hudson.
Susan Saint James. Buddy
Hackett 1973

11:45P.M.
le- MOVIE: Vice Some

1:30A.M.
- Ann Holt

Large
- CBS News
Nightwetch JIP
(4)- Romance Theses!
MOVIE: *The F . A
young men terrorizes the chic
circle surrounding his favorite
stage star Lauren BacaN,
James Gamer, Maureen Stepiston Rated R
IBMS- &On Off
- NSA Basketball
Doles at Golden State

-

•

A Hollywood cop enters the
sleazy underworld of prose
union to hunt down • MK'''.
derous pimp Season Hubley.
Gary Swanson. Rated R
12:00 A.M.
axe- Last word
MOVIE:'PAcIAINen
& Wife: Love. Honor end
2:00 A.M.
Swindle' McMillen runs a
sap-*OWE:'Made in
check on his intended
HMV Nelsen morels end manbrother-in-4w and hods he's
ners. as wee as the eountryconnected with • company
side, are explored we•Bents
suspected of dealing m
of vignettes Anna Magnate,
Phony stocks Rock Hudson,
Vima Liss, Sylva Koscsna
Susan Sent James. Cievid
1967
Berney 1975
(4)- CNN Headline News
(1)- Eyewitness News
3:00 A.M.
12:30A.M.
- MOVIE: 'Liar's Moon'
CI) - SIP OW.
Two teenagers- try to run
GO al (ID - NSC News
away from their parents
Overnight
Men Delon. Yvonne DeCarlo.
•
- Jim Seither
Broderick Crawford Rated
PG
1:00 A.M.
•

CL-•

•

ap - %ow.
•- News/Sign Off

3 - CII News
1:15A.M.
a- MOVIE: 'A Cowmen
WWI Meth' A young ludo,
11111

is involved in•dilemma concerning the innocence or pile
of we seamed murderer
George Wheels Lours De
von. Katy Juredo• 1967.

3:15A.M.
- MOVIf: "The War of the Worlds' An unexpected
and surprising event saves
the world from an invasion by
Mars Gene Barry. Ann Robnoon. Les Trwneyne 1953

4:00A.M.
▪ (1)- Here's Lucy
- 'CAA IlasketbeN.
Provident,at It. John's

•

SOAPSCOOP
By Nosey ht. Reichardt
La a story liae created espeWalker's (Lisa Colby cially for her by Ago.. Nines,
141111r
OtelT My C1uldreo") life 'Ms songeiriter. singer Lesley
drastically after the Gore has been appearing on
firMal west to Southern 1111- -All My Children' as music
June Gordon Ms
no6 University to revster as
a fmimeo drama student On rea
iamhr
aid composer Sid Ramn
that day a professor at the is wrote a special wig talinivezelli
pot a=call lied "Easy to Say. Hard to
to a
sad Do- for the show sod it will be
the call roo=t Is Marty. =tied by stager Melba
the role el
Meet Arnold (Gavle Wylie)
ii Marl Twele's -LW tie the
M''-'pp).' SU never did and Lori Loughlin (Jody
Travis) of "Use of Night,•
attend almost SW

—"' to festered modelria all
Prior to her -AMC' rote. the print advIwtiMg for taskthe sy tall. r•••-eyed. Mar- sas 6seheme Rae Otereskie's
cy amused is sisnerses sprites line Aid epasking of
commercials mil had roles le Lori. she was SeCiorted to the
the cable television films anneal -UN- °rheaes per"Chrieties and Katherine" ty by her Needy bees. Chris
(tie Lagoon', Aida"
mid Nsflister's Room"

• el

PAGES

THE Mt RR Al • hi.. LEDGER & TIME',%martial,. Januar)13.1913

WEDNESDAY
11191133
5:00 A.M.
How Magazine
Gary Collins and Pat Mitchell
talk with Toni Tenn.'s, Dr
Allen Seiner and Dr Isadore
4Rosenfeld
S- Big Cats This documen
tarry captures vanishing
beasts defending themseNes
against-human hunters
5:45 A.M.
- News
•
6:00 A.M.
- Clown Whits A young
deaf boy fonds new hope
through mime
7:00 A.M.
•
- Reggie Rock Visit the
world of Fraggie Rock under
neath the basement of an ec
centric inventor
7:30 A.M.
- Video Jukebox
8:00 A.M.
MOVIE:
In the
Rain' This love story concerns two lonesome people
who meet in the rain during
WVVN and budd a love that
tests forever Jane Wyman.
Van Johnson. Eileen Heckert
1954
a - HBO Rodt: Air Supply
In Havihil This Australian
pop rock group performs of
of their top Ms
8:30A.M.
•(1) -

•

•

-

dB -Sian

3:00 P.M. 81- HBO Rock. Air Supply

In Hawaii This Australian'
pop rock group performs all
of their top hits
3:30 P.M.
ge
- ABC Afterschod
Special 'Please Don t Hit Me
Mom A troubled parent is
caught up in one of today s
most distressing social
problems-child abuse 04)
(80 min )(Closed Captioned!
4:00P.M.
- Fraught Rook Visit the
world of Reggie Rock under
neath the basement of an ec
centric inventor
4:30P.M.
e - BevAtched
op- amen White A young
deaf boy fonds new hope
through nwni
5:00P.M.
- Carol Burnett
ti) - Powerhouse
5:30 P.M.
e- Bob Newhan Show
le- Video Jukebox
le 21) -Another P•••
6:00P.M.
eat)- Newswetch
am- Eyewitness News
CL- BOIVey Miller
5- Gansu Pyle
(1)- Scene at 6
•- MOVIE.'The Magic of
Lassie' Lassies young
owner loses her to a visahhy
landowner James Stewart.
Mickey Rooney. Alice Faye
1978 Rated G
(j) - News
•
cp- Business Report
•
MacNeil Lehrer
•clu
•

9:00 A.M.
- PM Donohue Donahue
discusses male prostitution
- MOVIE:'The Meeks of
Lassie' Lassa's young
owner loses her to•wealthy
landowner James Stewart.
Report
Mickey Rooney. Mace Fay*
Angels
- Charlie's
-•
1978 Rated G
CBS News
Phil Dienshin Dono6:30P.M.
hue discusses older women
(.2j - Entertainment
married to younger men with
Kathertna Helmond and her
husband
lip
Telire CID - Farah Ford
QD - Tic Tat Dough
10:00A.M.
- Saeluithell Game
- MOVIE: 'The Easy
di- Jefferson*
Way' The wile of•city *nipneer adds homilies* youngs- • - MotiNeil-larnrer
Report
ters to her brood. Cary Grant.
Kanewity Jesuits'
listay Drake. L.ureno Tunis
1982
e-vommstairs Tennis
Coverage of the mans early
11:00 A.M.
rounds is presented from Medi - MONK: liondle with chem
Squire Gorden. New
Cam A baseman trucker
York. NY 14 his
romances both Ns wives and
▪
- 1111411•S•14
a prostitute Paul LeMet
Candy Chit. Charles Nacos.
7:00P.M.
12:00P.M.
ID(El aD al- Takis of the
Gold Monkey
- MOVIE: 'The Virginia
KW Nay' A woman flees a
103)00- &M.
Me of poverty in the South to
Muntres C.arlblioan Guise
make a new hie in Chicago
Anne'•guests we Eddie Rsband goes on to become the
bett. Richard Stanton. and
wrlfriend of the gangster
Jose Luse Rodriguez 00min
away Siegel Cryan Cannon
.1
Hervey Kenai, Alan Garfield
cueup- Reel People To1974
neghts program faellinia art
Al American Mole learty P.
1:00 P.M.
want. • look at hibernating
- MOVIE: Skirailt
e aps
A
beers and•men's 1100r1s mu
young girl yearns to
wan (80 min)
the confines of • wheelchair
- Amato of Man
by homing to pilot an
- Skating
plane Suzy Gestrap. Bette •
flooctacekr Card Fox and
Dews. Howord Hetwornan
Richard Dailey Wed an abater
- MOVIE: 'TM Weer
rens, en eve special ice aka'
and the Mbar' Not hewing
mg performerca 00 nwt I
tram floa. a 911I peees as a
0-Super Memories of the
twelve-year-old and gets
Super Mont
protection from. young
Minor Ray Wend.
8:00P.M.
Roger* Alta Johnson 79iri.
•mime- FM Guy
1:30P.M.
- MOVIE:
)
srall
di - lifAmmis Walsh
•Villamen's ChM'

•

-

€11
(
11)-

•

•

•

•

•

(I)--Facts of Ws The
gala decide to he when Mrs
Garrett's car is stolen
ap - HBO Rock Air Supply
In Hawaii This Australian
pop rock group performs all
of their top hits
0 I)0 211 - Kennedy
Center Tonight My f at her
Stravinsky ;got Straw()
sky tif son Soutane gives a
perfor mance/documentdr y
of Stravinsky s family life
(60 mon )
- NCAA Basketball
North Carolina St at North
Carolina
8:30P.M.
(4) CI (f) - Family Teas
Alex finds out that Elyse s
brother is wanted by the Fill
for embezzlement
411,
8:45 P.M.
e- TBS Evening News
9:00 P.M.
CI) CI) di - Dtinasiv
- Qu.ncy Ourncy
asks his psychologist gaff
nand to perform an autopsy
to determine a murderer (60- Last Word
min )
- Barney Miller
5-MOVIE.'Neighbors' A
dp - MOVIE 'Fort Apache.
conservative businessman
the Bronx' A veteran Lop
finds his life corning unglued
bottles crime and corruption
when a troublemaker moves
in one of Now Yak's tough
next door John Bolus's. Dan
eel precincts Paul Newman
Aykroyd. Cathy Moriarty
Ed Asnor. Rachel T Kota,
Rated R
Rated R
- Skating
•
ap
_ M•A•S•H
Spectacular Carol Fox and
1 1:30P.M.
Richard Daley lead an all star
419 (I) - PailfhWin•
revue,in this special ice *kat
in performance (80 mmn I
XS - Late Night with
e 21) - Constitution: That David Letterman David is
pined by Harrison Ford and
Delicate Selena •School
Ronald Roped (R)(60 mm)
Prayer and Gun Control'Pro
-lessor Arthur Meer looks at •
CID - seen cm
the controversial issues of
up - NHL Ann Wrestling
. school prayer and gun con
e (0 - MOVIE
trot (80 min)
•Promonition' A deranged
unleashes
woman
her
10:00P.M.
psychic powers on the adop
IIICI)GDOCIDOOD
live mother of her five year
(12 - mews
old child Sharon Farrel. Jeff
•(IDCID-EY•Mbises
Corey 1976
News
12:00 A.M.
- Al In the Fern*
a) - Last Word
(I)
di) - mushass.
•
• - MOVIE- 'Shame.
Report
Shame on the Bixby Boys'
ID • Benny KIN Show
A cattle rusting fern/hi chat
10:30P.M.
lenges the local deputy to •
le (1) e cc- Tonight
shootout at the old corral
Show Johnny is paned by
Monte Markham 1979
Ann-Mergret, Pete Fountain
CID
- Eyewitness News
and David Horowitz 01 ISO
- NCAA Basketball
min
Doubleheader Ione vs.
- Sanford and Son
Arbons State and/ Villan.
(1)- Nightline
ova vs Sewn Hall
, MOVIE: 'Edge of
•
12:30 A.M.
Darkness' The townspeople
CID - Oen On
of Norway rebel against Neal
donenetion Errol Flynn. Ann (4)5(1) - ROC News
Overnight
Sheridan. Walter Huston
-Jmlakliar
•
(I)- Throe's Company
1:00 A.M.
•- Not Neoseserly The
News The show promises •(I)- News
- News/Sign Off
to be everything ifs current
news is not
- CBS News
III
Nightwottei
di - IllrA•S•H
-•
1:15A.M.
MIS Leis Night
This live talk show features
up -.MOVIE: 'My Blood
newsworthy guests horn wRune Coif Yelling girl masts
ound the worlds of politics.
boy who calls her by name of
...lissetorimenk business and •long-deed ancestor and re
sports wish telephone cells
calls a love tryst of genera
from wowed Pound the
none before- She plins on
country.
sipping with him but dam"
ars he's• fraud When he
- SIP Oft
um*to kill her eh**erred by
'9~ For A
ID Sedition' A Toms ranger, her huhu and her loom,
turned bandit. Wives Ns wee am* - Trcrf Dogshiss, Joey
Hoelhanow. Gerry Sullkeen.
but mews revenge on a
Jeanette Nolan. 19119
former pal who TOMOS her
-.MOVIE:'sena) with
nod* Ikturphy. Darren
vet /Ma
Rota Lee. 1984
Care' A bigamous trucker
rontiowee both toe %ewes and
0 - Hort Is Hort
• prosems. Poi lahlet.
111)0P.M.
CM* Op& Chertas Repose.
▪ aD Is Hart
1177. PO. (
4)
0

Torn between
two loves
inda L avin

and

Tonv 1 o

Another
Woman s Child it LASS te1evision movie about a woman
confronting both her hus
band arid his illegitimate
child the movie airs
Wednesday Jan 19
iivnf
star

Bianco

•

afeei.

in

I,' ',̀441• am,"truth.,f

1:30 A.M.

'Wye@

300AM
2 MOVIE Fury at
Smugglers Ray A •1.11,t1

de r.2) - MOVIE

Dark
Journey' An mvii man (ta,
troys aft who come in contact
with horn including those who
love him l ouls Jourdan III
Palmer mmie,ro(wet Made
kerne Robinson 1961
CBS News
•'5
Nightwatch JIP
4; Romance Theater
' •
)
- Sion Ott
2:00 AM
4 CNN Headline News
2:45 AM,
- MOVIE 'Neighbors' A
conservative businessman
fonds his life coming unglued
when • troublemaker moves
next door John Belush Dan
Aykroyd Cathy Moriarty

til

thioats lures

the ruck S

411(itetrortitsvi

t

1.01,11 it WI 1

101 CUIINC.li Joiw
. 04S/(1 I SO

•114p% twit.

until 161(

••••,!.
Pr

Fraser

1963

3:15 AM
o MOVIE •Montana A
Sharp are hag ,Selfvvvvv WI I ti,
move tv% Netts into aloe
i 00011V
meets
Opp.)%altif
6(011 wealthy raflt110111 I Mid
Alexis ST.16
lames
Brown S / S.èaIi 19')

•

M

di Video Jukebox
4:45 AM
0 World/Large

•

1)01 91.F. JF.STEll'S
%here Vida I *rite to
heisahoe. sod who iaof the
theme toss se ',Asa ludir
elfin-n-'. arr at 630
North McClurg Court rho a
go III 60611 As for
-Rawhide- (written by Ned
Washington and the legendary
Hollywood composer Ihmitri
Tiompkini, that was Frankic
I..orw in between whip snaps

•

ism-

PM Donahoe

SOFTSHELL
SUNDAY
SOF TSHIli
TACOS

Olin./ Good

$1
"

All Do,

Ho limo

TACO JOHN'S.

•

A •
tN,

• J^.

753-9697

THURSDAY
500 A M
HOW Magazine
(iary Collins and Pat Mitchek
talk sydri V. ki I awn:rice her
husband Al Schultz and pay;
Dr Doris Wook.toci
- MOVIE "Gullever's
Trayels• A shown', kn., bat
lie and •land of hIll. (wool«
.5, orhe to life thorough the an,
rTaatws ol oy44. I k... 1w.,
1939

•

News

6 30A M

Missing Persons
o
Deed or Alive Pato, k 0 New
hosts this l.roe at farnims
missing persons

7:30A M

6:30 P.M.
• cri - Entertainment

3:00 P.M.

800 A.M.

O -

Missing Parsons
Dead or Alive Patrick 0 Neal
hosts this look at famous
missing P' 5°°5
021 - Sesame Street

MOVIE 'Loves of
Hercules lrw muscletiound
hero undergoes • myriad o1.
ordeals for the woman he
Mansfield
_Jayne
loves
Mickey Hargitay 1964

CD

4:00P.M.
-

MOVIE 'Oulliver's
Travels' A shipwrecked sat
lot and •lend of little people
cpcne to life through the ens
motion of May "-Fleischer
1939
0 21 1409efe.
Neighborhood

8:30 A.M.

•

- Sullerheroes
' 9:00A.M.

•

4 - PIWIDonahue Guests
18 A
• MOVIE Convoy It s
the truckers versus the cops
in a war or. wheels Kris Kris
tofferson Ale MacGraw
nest Borgnine 1978 Rated
PG
•k•,- Phil Donahue Di ola
NO 5 guests WO Wiet:
who discuss their work

4:30 P.M.
fl -Bewitched
0 21, - Electric Company
5:00 P.M.
O - Carol Burnett
021- Powerhouse
5:30P.M.
•
o - Bob Nowhere Show
- Year That Was: 1962

10:00 A.M.
•

•

This show recaps the people
and events that mads the
news

-

e

11:00 AM.
-

Year That YVes 19112
This show recaps the people
and events that made the
news

12:00 P.M.
- MOVIE mi. Woman

•

Is Dangerous' A woman
high mettle social (pester of
the underworld. finds true

•

Dealing In

SILL I4wi.IrT a 11111.

ark

es .2) (37, -

Greatest
American Hero Ralph be
comes involved on a scheme
in which • news anchorman
If va to 10 takeover • nuclear
power plant 160 men )
Simon II
•3)
Simon
- MOVIE 'Last Train
From Gun Hill' A marshal.
seetiong mance in his vole s
murder discovers the killer s
lather was once his best
frond Kona Douglas, Anthony Ousnn. Carolyn Jones
.1959

is (12 -

o

WSCi)-FameBrunoss
embarrassed by his father's
attempts to recapture his
youth and Dons dreads her
grandmother coming to Ws
with her (80 miti )
- Jerry Falwell
4110 4)- Butterflies
- snook Previews
Co hosts Neal Gabes, and
Jeffrey Lyons take a look at
what's happening at the
movies
0- !Hanky and Hutch

7:30P.M.
MOVIE: 'The Men
Who Sew Tomorrow'

-

•

Michel de Noetrademus tic
curately predicted the rise 61
Halm and other historical
gums Orson Welles net
rates 1981 Rated PG

muilaav KY

MOM

aa
h1.7

Sheikh', Ise Si Insight. nose*add Plenssy
Costiows1141
ITOO SOON'kiteuessis Fer U
Ti.,TOIL loserssee bare
acCONIU.0 V
001Va

.00111111 IMMO

•111,801•At sersesnoss •
OS Liyainr olawed• CSIM OUT

111Ct

tail PAMILIWO
i$SSGICCV ilwahl MUNI.at

7111 tea

wwwws

Miele

pal Men larne el• 1011•01010 a SIOsa
••• Os ONO taVaaaas• 1.41011108.

•CL-S.wimrr,ulsws
C.o-hoets Neel Gabler and
Jeffrey Lyons take•look at
whets hepperwto as the
movie.

Stellassil Asap
%OW 04 iii•

(Stations reperre me right
to make lart-nwnirtit changes

e 12

bring up the gels

Ism WPM

Officer Bales (Betty Thomas) and Officer Coffey (Ed
Mannaro) find that their on.
duty love affair complicates
their work together on -Hill
Street Blues.- the NBC
Series airing Thursday. Jan
20

Family Feud
.3 - Tic Tim Dough
fit - Andy Griffith
- Inside the NFL Len
•
Dawson and Nock Buoniconti
itnelyr, this week s NFL SC
non and look *teed to nevi
wee* s games
- Jefferson.
0 S. - MacNeil Lehrer
Report
- Kentucky
0 21
Considered
- MASH
(5, -

Discipline
6:00P.M.
• (I) - Tennessee
CI) - Nom
•CID
Outdooremen
- Eyewitness News
- Med% 'White
- Berney Maier
tamed Captioned!
e Gomm Pres
S:00PM.
GD - Scone at 4
de au al)S- Tee Moe
•(ID - Iliseinese Nepal
For Comfort
O
Guam-Ointme•Omsk
Report
Carts sister-in-km decides
- Charlie's Angels
that she doesn't went Nee to

•

Bates' mate

Toneght

'
e
JO

7:00 P.M.

'Heartbeeps
MOVIEo
Robots wander from a repair
factory and discover • world
of sensations Andy Kalif
man , Bernadette Peters
Randy Mead 1981 Rated
PG

MOVIE • Heartbeeps
Robots wonder from a tether
factory and discover a world
rif sensations Andy Kau,
man
agir nadettr Peters
Randy 00111.11 1981 Rated
PG

- MOVIE 'My Sister
Eileen The misadventures
of two sisters from Ohio
seeking to further thee cat
eers in New York as actress
and writer Rosalind &resell
Brian Aherne Janet Mae
Jeff Donnell 1942

Coverage of the'men's sin
yles quarterfinals is pre
tinted from Modem:on Sprier*"
Garden. New York. NY 14
hr I
on (go - CBS News

1:30P.M.

_

•

-

•

5.45 A M
0

•

love after in operation to
save heir eyesight Joan
Crawford Deism Morgan
David Brian 1952
- MOVIE The Man
Tomorrow'
Saw
Who
iirliche1 de Nosuidaenus ac
comely predicted the rise of
Hitter and other historical I.
Jules Orson Welles nag
rates 1981 Rated PG
1:06 P.M.
MOVIE 'Wings of
Fire An •v•alha discovers
only her victory man upcorn
wig air race can save. the small
. runs
sir freight Wye:a She
with her hither and his asso
tat io Suzanne Pleshetie
Lloyd Nolen James r man
torso 1967

1120183

Saturday. Januar) IS. 1113

&
Tilt. Ill MIA 1.k,
- Volvo Masters Tennis

l'Af.t 6

arse ale mat

- Mystery, The Choir

That Wouldn I Sing The vll
lage knows of a men Ms° is
hunted to death, but no one
is willing to tel who the hunter was IGO non I Posed
CepodnedI
S.'MOVIE. lelederne X' A
"OM lawyer defends a

women accused of ~chi
not knowing thet she is hie
mother Lena Turner. Jolvs
Forsythe Ricardo Mantelben 1988

6:30P.M.
- ft Takes
•aci Cl)
Two Molly defends some
home
members
nursing
when thew pony is raided by

police
(1)- Cheers Carta re
(4.)
vests that she is pregnant
111 OD - Portfeho

9:00P.M.

e(2)(ID 5- 20/20

--.

- CBS News
Specisi
- IBS Evening News

(I)
•
•

(4)

(2) -

HiN Street
Blues Two underground red
ices from the f304 are at
rested on • murder charge
and a rookie officer helping
Balker is slain (SO min) •
- move:'Pennies frOM
Kenyon' A salesmen longs
for Ii to be kke the songs he
sells Steve Martin. Seined
ens Peters. Jessica Harper
1981 Rated R
CD- Pellyststyl The Chow
That Wouldn't Sing ' The veLege knows of a man who is
hunted to death, but no one
willing to tel who the -hun
ter was 180 mm)(Closed
CaptionedI
- KET Sobel.

al

Challenge
9:30P.M.
- NCAA Basketball: U

•

C.L.A. at California

- Appieerain
Writers
10:00P.M.

Robert Mitchum. PoMy Ben
gin 1962
•It - Quincy

-

10:45P.M.
MOVIE: 'Convoy' It s

the truckers versus the cops
in•war on wheels Kris Knstofferson, All Mottoes'& Ernest Borgne's. 1978 Rated
PG

•
11:00 P.M.
(I)- Last Word
- Barmy Mew
- M•A•S•H
11:30P.M.
aD
- Melltin•
411 (I)- Koisk
- MOVIE: 'White Hem'
A ruthless gangster Pies a
mother complex, but to all

•

•

others he's•heartless killer
James
Cooney. Virginia
Mayo. Edmond O'Brien
1949
- Late Night with
(1)

Devid Lattermen David is
Ironed by Paul Senon 011160
'Tin)
di CID 0“
MOVIE: %%Cloud:
•
Murder Anew' McCloud
tracks down e demented
men who Pies killed young
woman m Central Park at

(11 -

night end murdired•OtAco
decoy. Dennis Weever. J
Cannon. Susan St James
sacucutaaDatis
1970.
(15-News
12:00 A.M.
CD
- Flownflom
•
News
•we-Last We'd
(1)
- Business (I)- Ilyewlesese News
Repot
- WA.
Tee*
- Ben* NIS thaw
Coverage of the men's singles QUIllnlifinels is pre10:30P.M.
from Medeon Square
eartisid
OCESI(ID- UNION
Garden. New York. NY 14
Maw Jotany is pined by

1:30 A.M.

()_ MOVIE: 'Next to
•
No Time' A shy factory employee tries to put his pion of
anomation into practice
Kenneth More. Betsy Drake.
Roland Culver 19511

(I)- Montana Theater
0CD
- Sign Off
2:00 A.M.
- MOVIE: 'Three Steps

•

North' An es-GI returning
to Italy to clam hidden loot is
betrayed by • beautiful
woman Uoyd Bridges. Lea
Padovani 1951
(4) - CNN Hesilline News

2:30 A.M.
Inside the NFL
3:00 A.M.
- MOVIE: 'St.
Martin's Lane' A **derive&

•-

entertainer takes in • homeless waif end helps her become•Imitate star Charles
Laughton. Vivien Leigh, flex
Hanson 1940

3:30A.M.
MOVIE: %mesh
Paine' After ho wife rune

•-

off with Pus best friend.•men
decides to abduct his adored
daughter Brim Lawrence.
Anna Ammon. Greer Robson. 1952

3:45 A.M.
ImpessIbli
4:40A.M.
•- Waddillirge
-

•

•

George Segal. Conrad Janis
and Elizabeth Ashley IR)(GO
rarl I
-

Wooktord Flee

CL - Nightline
Three's Calumny
- krAll•H
(I) - PBS LOW 14ight

C4) -

•

This live talk show Natures
newsworthy goats from around the vrOride of poetics.
entertainment. business and
sports with telephone calls
from viewers around the
coustry

OM
- MOVIE:'Ceps Fear' A
lawyer vdte meshed m•sea
awe le hemmed*ale convicted man Om NS mimeo
from prison Gregory Peck

•

hrs.'

12:30A.M.•
CID - Ivevolosses arise
03- SON 011
Nave
000
Owswiekt
Seldser
12:45 A.M.
- MOVIE: Well Mike

•

Fraternity pledgee spend the
night in a harmed mansion
Unde Bier. Vincent Van Pat
ten 1941 Rated R

1:00 A.M.
5(2)- News
I/ (I) - CBS
Nightweteh

News

Neweiligit ON

•

slim

Novi
COSM

111,1111 GOT NUN= —
18WOO, Meow No..
Ness ammemslrelles
eallier el Whoa who Mrs
soS Sit Ibe a'Amerlawo
Minis Amide in be
Ilis per se
Am IT.

'
I 11.1 7

HIE %IL

Compare your views with Mir
experts on this 1440 spin .il

5:00 A.M.
- Hour Magazine
Gary Collins and Pat Mitchell
talk with actress Jean Marsh,
visit L'Ermstage Hatel andA,
discuss penile implants

gb

5:30 A.M.

-

_.0-11iirCafs This docurtien
vanisturni
captures
bey
'beasts defending themselves'
against human hunters

_

7:30 A.M.

- MOVIE 'King of the
Mountain A dare devil auto
mechanic races his '58
Porshe over the treacherous
roads of the Hollywood Hilts
Harry Herniel, Dennis Hopper,
Deborah Van Valkenburgh
Rated PG
8:00 A.M.
- MOVIE: 'Queen Bee'
An school girt goes to live
with relatives and is a wit
nice to a human triangle that
Joan
results in disaster
Crawford. Barry Sullivan
Betsy Palmer 1955

•

O-

mechanic races his • 58
Porshe nee& the treacheroUs
roads of the Hollywood Hats
Harry HdMIM Dennis H)pper.
Deborah - Van Vdtkrinterrriti
Ratert-PG
CI 21 - New Shapes in
Education

13

6:30 A.M.
• triode the NFL 1.1.11
Dawson and Nick Buornconti
analyze this week s NFL at
bon and look ahead to neat
week's games

8:30 A.M.
Spiderman

2:30 P.M.

- MOVIE 'King of the
o
Mountain' A dare devil auto

3:00 P.M

.5:45 A.M.
1111- News

-

21

Sesame Street

4:00 P M.
History of Pro Football
Royer%
21
Mr
Neighborhood

O

4:30 P.M.

O - Bewitched
113

Electric Company

21

5:00 P.M.
CD Carol Burnett
0 21 Powerhouse
5:30 P.M

o - Bob Newhart Show
a

Fraggle Rock Visit the
world of f raggle Hot It under.
neath the basement of an et
centric inventor
11) 2t) - Tony Brown's
Journal 'NAACP What DI
rectionr Tony Brown exam
tries the NAACP s search for
anew direction (R)
6:00P.M.

lb (I)0 0-News
• - Eyewitness News

- Barney Miller
Winners
- Scene at 6
- Inside tM NFL Len
•
Dawson and Nick Buoniconti
mews this weeks NFL ac
bon and look ahead to nest
week's games
Business Report
I
MacNeil Lehrer
0 21
Report
- C harlie's Angels
10:00 A.M.
•
t
iiiora
v MOVIE: 'If • Man • Volvo Masters Tennis
%The Young bride , Coverage of ffi Mons sin
gles quarterfinals, is- tire
01 a photographer resorts lo
%enter! trom MadisorrSquare
tastreme measures to keep
Garden. New York NY 14
fern in tine Sandra Dee.
hrs
• Bobby Dann Mua tletIlW Pre
ale 1962
410 12 - COS News

9:00 A.M.
QD - Phil Donahue Dona
hue's guest is Carol !Awls
author of Anger The Misun
. derstood Emotion
- History of Pro Football
•
• PhIl Donahue Donahue is joined by sewn,'
young couples who discuss
the high cost of starting out in
the regimes
(I

IrtMli.•.'
4aturilas . Januar% 11 191.3

a_ The Other Angel Dot II

FRIDAY
1/21183

kit tl .1%4.. LEDGER A

•_

a.

•
morilitry on the lite and work
of Mari Br_ rntain with spe• mat (isaest oppearanLe try.; world
famous Mother Teresa
0:11:113 21 - Washington
Week/Reverw Paul Duke 11.
10ICIOlt by Ulf) Wastefirpon
O...
if tor nalists
analy /it,.
week s news
gio ,Focus
.
7:30P.M.
2 3 - New Odd
Couple
0:S.'021 - Wall Street
Week Louis Mirk i•so sou and
ly/ris the 80s vital, vveekiv
revere, of eccesornic and in.
vestment matters
- Boy/ Couldn t Lose

Operating room

ea

8:00P.M.
MOVIE
3
€11 2
'Alligator' A baby alligator is
forgotten but not gone aftei
being flushed into a Lily
sewer where ti I pow.. intO
monstrous size and devours
people 1981 Hriticrl I prs
ter
5 0 12 - Knots
Landing Tensions moUlill as
Karen and Mack apprbach
their wedding day and Gary
explodes-over-Val s mantis
cript 160 rhin )
(4)0(11) - Knight Rider
(4)- Nova Hawaii Con •
ble of Life A special view of
Hawaii is presented (60 min
l ClOsed Ceptioned I
021)- Enterprise • IN,Die
mood Game Tonrght's pro
gram looks at the intensely
Secretive diamond Merkel
• - MOVIE 'Boeing
Boeing' An Arnerk an in
Paris has a hard time keeping
his airline stewardess gee
roods from bumping into.
ej4,796rh olehai
Tony C
sav
urtal
i
Lewis

a-

10:30 P.M
Tonight -Show.
Johnny is oir•••,I by II •
Steulberiri. JIM Stalf..H..si,-1
Sy Kramer (fh It'll uy,,ui
Rockford Files '
3Nightline
The
MOVIE
Searchers' A
••'
War velerdfl !POW',
111141 his brother and
law killed and his two fuss.,
t.4pIttred try 01/V1111dt hr...
JOh111 ‘Aiditiftlit „When,
Natalie Wood 1956
4
Three's Company
College
Basketball
MTSU
at
, Murray St
Solid Gold
5 ii - PBS Late Night
This Iree•tellt SIN,* to..II.,f o•-,
newsworthy•quest. 's
ound ttof worlds
urges tauutterit Liusstiess,-.
sports with 1i1/14•/.140,4,
trout 1/112Vdttil.
..Ouf‘Ov
-021. Sign Off
I
0 52
MOVIE
Plutonium Incident
strspareartui ter
4mit of 4 gr. 0. ,I.
on the part
, d 'd
formal,. pram
•
cahrdy rancerkeent are *nes
!ully ,n,yarguatis
;111 d
CHI CrifT1011141 INITIlitipl•ft.
MitgOiiii.
Co tsirstAsss%
iHui
Campanalia

.2..

as
o

a_

-

o

•

8 30 P M
CI

21
Kentucky General
Assembly

9:00PM
0 5 0 - alci:in CiOit

-

10:30 A.M.
Making Love Batter
ClOmpare your vrews with the
perts- on this HBO special

-

11:00A.M.

•

IBS Ebening News
• 011: • Remington
Steele florriaigion anti Laura
o undercover in a Sleep di
solder clew to locate *Me*
ire4 doctor 160 ma;
- On Location Carlin at
•
_
6:30P.M..
Carnegie This. larhous co
median shares his' ofVea-t
- Entertainment
•
perceptions of trw ateturCl•
Tonight
3)- Family Feud - ties of everyday 141,1*1
OLE - Enterprise TheDie
(1)
.
-Tti Tea Dough
mond
Ger*
Tor616)11t
Arith Griffith
program ionits at the,, in
Jeffs/sons
•tensely secretive alarmed
MacNeil lehrer
,viarliets
Flmbaft
- masterpeas.
CI
Comment on
0 21
Theo:, Wiristcri Churchill
Kentucky
Years
The. Wilderness
al 12 - M•A*11'44
Churchill at his height of
lame end power. seems as
7:00P.M
swan of Many years of were
- &won
cal power 160 min I (Closed
eta- I:mm*0f
Captioned]
Hazzard
413

axe

-

- 16110V1E: 'Llares Moon'

•

Two teenagers try to run
away from thew Orem%
Matt(Mon. V vonnii 0•Carto
Broderick Crawford Rated
PG
-12:00.P M.
-; MOVIE 'The Grass Is
ays Greener Over the
Septic Tank' A New vont
City couple decide to pack up
thaw three kids.and head for
whet they Monk is the easier
hle of the suburb* Carol &r
Mgt. 011111•41 Grader, Akre
Rocco 1978

.1,

•

• s•

2 304 M

NBC

News

1 304 M
ei

O
4

2
Madame s Piece
S
I yrnivitness News
RtintanCe Theater
News Sign Off

ea

MOVIE

•
0

-

•

3 00 A
Cip 2 MOVIE
the Moe lllll '

M
Wing• it

•

PERMANENT
, PRESS
\ CYCLES

Ti, It..

;u..
t

I tie 4.

.!.

M•A'S•H

- skpri

I

•

12:00 A M
- Lest Word
flr)-;1161141111i111
110101/1E: 'Siospm,
Osier A young man rOM'''
from has troubles becomes' .1
hero whin he is caught in tow
Muddle of revoluiroriery tut
mai. MUM Nook Women
Clews. Nevin Rowe 5.-.
12 30A M
NBC News Overnight
Program J)P
- Lot Word
Best of
•

op _
_

New,

2

OM TY HOIPOIN I
•; RICE r
SPEL
PAIR
AtINDRY
t

Announced
4. SCTV Netbirreli

lam

• IP.• •

2, -

%sir, Ott
5 0e
CNN Headline News

••1 I • •),

6
o
Overflight

M,.

2 00 A M
0

" /I

11 3O PM
Alfghtlene

so

1 45.4 M
M()V1/ I tat

0

4
1..

11 .00 P M
3 - 1.41141 Word
4 - Barney Miller

02

rocit

• •

News Sign ott

1 00 A M
At The MirlIfiell
2
3 ,'Sign O
House• miii
0
MOVIE
Greenappie Road I
.• • • ii• •.• tr. I
1
,
•1a.•

.!

9.30P M
'The
MOVIE
Profiles in
Incredible Rocky Mosantam
••
Races' Young •Mark Teton
Aresestests-Ast-it-lusno Law
and Mike Fink sin off on •
boned'.
madcap race frOn Moscow, to
1000P.M.1:00P.M.
Caakoma L zery Starch. Chris
4.).Q1)111141)411111
II
--'141110 Rock Alt Supply
•
Connelly. Forrest Tucker
-Nom
IR Hewed This Amtrak/In
Powers fai
(f)0 (F)
is Cl)
- Eyewitness
eop rock group performs ell
Metetew liter Capt 1/4bt
Now.
cf.thee top Nits
more asks Matthew to deo
Ste fernOy
llOVIE.'Never GO*•
a
in order to investigate a hoc , OP
an Even Break' A
41-MOVW7- vow.&times.
•
•Peal 160 ram)
promoter aspires for either a
Three young men and •free
- MOVIE 'Vice Squad'
•
wealthy woman's hand or her
Spurted woman owns of age
A Haywood cop enters the'
dieugMers WC Folds. Colo
during the 19604 Craig
sleazy underworld of post*
de Jean. Leon Errol 4941 Waslion Rood R
11/11011 to hunt down a mut
13)-linisinese Amon
2:00P.M.
derails per Salon Flubley.
- Bonny Hill Show
Gary Swanson Rated R

P*111174 LP!" lirs,91-.

12

nel6Olint

JUSTs599 IR PAIR
F1(71Lp.juriurtit.

1141.
STASITASytS4AvVittl0

753-447#
WEST KENTUCKY
APPLIANCE

641 N.

,

Acres; From Colonist Noose

•

"IS

Pabl.-11
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FUN 14T1

Ourtown

COMMERCE CENTRE

1

DAIMSTA
rvoloolo
9

ROY STEWART STADIUM

•••

Unique dining
Atmosphere
Stusisy Iheffet
Friday SitsfesI Men.
UNIVERSITY CIOTTI

Opm.I) AM plia,
awhile et lath a Five P•sats

MURRAY STATE
UNIVERSITY FIELDMOUSE
BOY SCOUT MUSEUM

CLARA EAGLE GALLERY

ROURT E. JOHNSON THEATRE
LOVETT AUDITORIUM

WEST MUM 8

2
Phis •%Ws

Sandwich*,
Lasagne

Wedaisday
Spaghetti Special
Fest Rat Delbery
Op,* II JIM Daly
Star*, Net. 28 We WE
P. Open Os Suudays
Fres 12 A.M. to IR P.M.

THE
BIG
DIPPER
Ow:tilts Hills

We're Mora
than Ice Cream
*Nachos
*Deli Sandwiches
*Hot Dogs
*Custom Mods
Ice Crow Coke
Your Ono Stop PAW

PAGE

PAGE II THE MARA% Ay..LEDGER

Simarday. Januign LS.IWO

N MURRAY

I

Our town

9

PtA HIOVSI IN TN PAIR

k
0
4
1.

Onir

I Ht. Mocrey NoNgley
NOW OPEN UNOU NEW MANAGEMENT

Breakfast Special Everyday
6 a.m.-11 au. $1.99
Wiese aid AIWIC111 Seeley Met $5.50 11*20•
Take Ort()rifts Weicems
mil kit
NI Chime sod An•ricwo M..•
CAW's pla.-12 I mit 12 ri
Nwy. 44 1 Soot
Mem"
1S3•44$$

8

071 S

I nf-,r4t(aiirdni.

le limp Mangy 1144.1 his

Daily Luncheon Special $2.95
11-2 P.N.Ilestay-Satunliy
Weiss Sup, Appetizer, lice, Male Course)
11pa• Om lbws. hail p... k4.1.6 i.e.,
'
I p•
holbasils Mom SW loved II 4.16. 111
641 14•11
7,3.4444
Mem,

ONE,

TACO
JOHNS.
EVERY TUESDAY IS
AA Nal* Stook Neese
.77 Leeches Serval
Mete.-iel. 11 cm.-4 p.m.

Mow Nighillp-Sue.-Tbers.5 p.m.-9 p.m.
hi. modS.5 p.m.-10p...

,
gialiimeistwaiLa tics

7334440S. 12tle Money

Taco Tuasday
2Tinos

•w••499

Glad Illeppliesd
eorr
iga
Amassfrom

%shorties Jarman 13.1963

till MI 118 SI.ks..1.1.1114.14

%I.1 l

5 30PM
6 OOPM
6 30PM

—SPECIALSMONDAY
1/17/83
8 30AM 0
10 30AM
1 30PM 0
5 30PM 0
6 30PM 0
1 OOPM 11Ik
- a OOPM
• 8 30PM 0
4 ISAM

DOAM0

o
0

a_

0 21 .Skating Spectacular
8.00PM a - HBO Rock. Air Supply In Hawaii
Skating Spectacular
9.00PNI -0
10 30PM a - -Not Necessarily The News
4 30A4110
Video Jukebox
*- •
THURSDAY
1/20%83

All Slimmer In A Day
Making Love Better
%Stow of Pro Foodisilt

-

WEDNESDAY
1/19/83

Year That Was 1982
HBO Rock. Air Supply In Hawaii
Yea, That Was 1982
aogIe Rock
Charlie Brown Special
12
American Music Awards
3
hint Net~unify The•Nirkii."
Year That.Was 1982
•
TUESDAY
:1 18 83

5 00AM 0 Big Cats
6 00AM
Clowo White
7 00AM 0 Fraught Rock
7 30AM
Video Jukebox
8 00AM
1180 Rock Au Supply In Hawaii
3 OOPM 0 HBO Rock Air Supply In Hirefin
3 30PM 61 2
ABC Afterselsool Spacial
4 OOPM
Fraggle Rock - 4 30PM 0 Clown White
30PM 0 Video Jukebox,
/ OOPM €10 5 0 12 - Anne Murray's Caribbean
Cruise

a _

a_

6 30AM
Missing Persons: Dead or Alive
11700AM
- Year That Was. 1982
3-00PM 0- Missing Persons Dead or Alive
5:30PM
Year That Was 1982
CBS News Special
900PM 01'0

•_

a

Missing Persons Dead or Alive

FRIDAY
1?21'83
5 30AM 0 _ Big Cats
9 00AM 0 History.of Pro Football
10 30AM0 - Making Love Better
1 OOPM 0_ HBO Rock Air Supply In Hawaii
2:00PM 0 - Making Love Better
2 30PM 0 21. - New Shapes in Education
4.00PM 0 History of Pro Football
5 30PM 0 - Fraggle Rock
6 OOPM Q - Winners
OOPM 0 - On Location Carlin at Carnegie
12 30AM0 - Best of Midnight Specials

Today's Young Families Are Price-Conscious

_

They check the grocery ads in
THE MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES AND
THE MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
THURSDAY SHOPPING GUIDE
every week where they'll find more
of Calloway County's top
grocery ads and
LOW PRICES

SATURDAY
1/22/83

a-

Video Jukebox
7 30AM
11 00AM a
Cr
- ABC Weekend Special
3,00PM •- Missing Persons. Dead or Alive

3
10
3°
DOP
PIVIM0
0° 221
-1'Ai
n E
GGven
2ing
Sen"reli
at
essthe Moulin Rogue
4.30AM 0- An Evening at the Moulin Rogue
/23/83
SUNDAY

Make it a habit - joke along your grocery ad from The Murray
Ledger 8. Times and The Murray Ledger & Times Thursday Shopping
Guide when you go shopping at your favorite store. It helps you find
the items you need at the prices you wont to pay.
THE MURRACY LEDGER & TIMES
and
THE MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
SHOPPING GUIDE

COUPONS
IN
MANY ADS

_

•—

tcII1C
Al E. trilET
LO
I IN LIPAICIE

takilde

.4001,0
1 mow,

kaf./ REARIUAGE Ti
LErreft5 You Fttao
SPett. 1o4E AINAC OF A
morels

•

-der.;'

.

SAMS SU.•-•-•VNIM 4101

7 "'b /01897 ',NW" AIM "PH - '1661119011

1*

FRIDAYcon

1 if1111'.'

.J.G.L 1931
3:p)A.M

I
110..-101

sow op/Hag&

CARTOON 9.010:

ji

lit

g-

H60 Nook: Ak SuPPht In 'Iowan
10:30alita - Fregglii Rock
11:00AM
Year That Was 1982
2:00PM S- HBO Rock Air Supply In Hawaii
Family Special 'Very Good Friends'
3:30rm
6:30PM S - Fraggle Rock
Standing Room Only Olivia Newton
7:00PM
John In Concert
10.30PM a - HBO Rock. Air Supply In Hawaii

-rme "Tv wown" seLow.

•

We're still your best reading
and,.advertising buy!

Nadi

9:30AM
•

FILL 1,..1 TUE MISS4NG LEI ttRs.

IT'S IN THE BAG!
AND DON'T
FORGET
THE
MONEY—
SAVING

42 -

1014 /

II s
Mit

Rat Patrol
- MOVIE "Vice Squad
A Hollywood cop enters-nhr
sleazy underworld of proof.
holm to hunt down a mug
deems pimp Season Nubia*/
Gary Swanson Rated R

4 00 A M
0 Mission Impossible
•4:30A.M.go 2 - MOVIE Anatomy
of Terror' A.man on version
with his wife develop* kw", conti personality and be.
that he is another man
with another woman Paul
Suite Polly Sargon. Roger
Hume 1973

0

1111. Mt RH%) K. I 1,1)44 H

l'14.1. II

Naturriax Januan 1'1 1•063

1

MASH to end CBS.run with two--hour episode
the 4077th Mobile Army
Surgical Hospital are being sent home in the final
two-hour episode to be
broadcast Feb. 28.
The last scene of the
last show was to be filmed today.
Actor-director-writer
Alan Aida, who played
Hawkeye, and the other
members of the show
decided last year to do
just oneurnore season.

By JERRY BUCK
AP Television Writer
LOS ANGELES API
- The Korean War is
finally over and "M-A-SH," which survived major cast changes in its 11
successful years on CBS,
is coming to an end - at
least until reruns.
Hawkeye Pierce, B.J.
Hunnicut, 'Hot Lips"
Houlihan and all the other
surgeons and nurses of
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said Mike Farrell, who
plays B.J.
"M-A-S-H- was not just
a series about military
cutups. The hijinks were
k means for the doctors
and nurses to preserve

of war From the beginning. Alda and others said

they would do the series
only if they could give the
show a soul and express a
viewpoint.
On

the,,surface,

Hawkeye was a womanizing, boozing prankster.
but more than any other'
character he was the soul
of -M-A-S-11 " It was he
who expressed the most

anguish over the bloodshed
The final show, which
cost slightly more than SI
million to produce, is expected to earn CBS $10
million. Each 30-second
advertising spot is selling
for $450.000, more than
even the Super Bowl commands,

The series will go into
reruns for the rest of the
season. Both CBS and
Fox are considering a

man Potter 1.m. Ole left
in 1977 and David
Slurs as Ma) Charles
Emerson Win. hestei
bei ame the comic hew.
Burghoff quit in 197.r
and Jaime Fur''. ('id
Max Klinger shed his
series
dresses and his desire fuil
'M-A -S-11'' spun off
.11N111611-gl•
from the Robert Altman - a Rs),
and became, the .on wails
film of the same name,
Father John
clerk
which was based on the
Mul‘catly . plase,f Iu
book by Richard Hooker,
William Christopher also
pseudonym for a former
The
emerged as a major
doctor
M A S 11
character
series made its debut
Sept 17,1972
For the first three
years llawkeye's buddy
was Trapper John,
played by Wayne Rogers
Henry Blake
Li Col
Mclean Stevenson was
in charge and Radar

post-Korea_ civilian • M.
A-S-11" show with some of
the same cast
would not be involved
because he is busy adapFour
ting his movie, '
Seasons.- ,into a TV

O'Reilly +Gary Burghoff +
was his shadow as company clerk The comic
heavies were Maj. Frank
Burns I Aim;

and Mai Margaret "Hot
Lips" Houlihan I AH-etta
Swit
Rogers and Stevenson

a „

g

left the show in 1975, Farbecame
BJ
rell, a
Hawkeye's pal, and
Harry Morgan became
the new Co as Col Sher-

ACROSS
30 Tony - Bianco
1,6 Shown. ways Bosco
10
It

doing is experiencing
some very intense and
very personal things,"

of
their sanity,in the face,
the butchery and futility

kallW

i
Iran

ill

Even though the series'
ratings hadn't slipped,
they said they were anxious to get on to other
things and felt they had
exhausted story
possibilities.
There was an atmosphere of anticipation
aU week on Stage 9 at 20th
Century-Fox Studios,
where the "M-A-S-H"
medicos engaged in highspirited tomfoolery to
drown out the heartbreak
of the steady stream of
wounded and dead from
the Korean frontlines.
"It's difficult bringing
it to an end. What we're

on The Dukes 01
Hazzard
One Life - Weitz on Hill Street
Blues
Mr Alpert's sign-off
Underpinning
12 Down on Hal Street
Blues .
0o,- . mi
Miss Bolin
Roes for Burghoft
Gazzara or Vereen

22 Mt Caesar
23 Myrna 24 Ending with Japan
25 Harper WOW SW
28 Shirley Kilos role

31
32
34
37
38
41
43
44
46
47
48
49
51
52
54

53
57

TimeMachine

2 Pacino or Molinaro
3 Part of uSSAA
• 4 - Since Eve
5 George or Vivienne
6 11J and the 7 Ron or Rick
S oar puoweis•i sign -off
9 Songstress Brewer
10 - Oki House
II Thom 12 - Enrique/
18 Total
20 Mr Osmond's insigne
21 Barbara - Geckle*
26 Valor,
27 - as a Stranger
•
"4S- Misa Utimilron
29 - LAM to Us*
32 ROfe for Simon Scott
33 - Out Wes*
35 Word of clkier
36 Singer Prank*
37 - Flintstone
•

•'4

•-•••••••..0

•

• ••

ov
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BIG-TOP BEAGLE Snoopy tries out life in
the three rings on "Life Is
•Circus, Charlie Brown,an animated special starring the Peanuts gang, to
be rebroadcast Monday,
Jan. 17

at home
Loretta of MASH
Bath Howiand role
Neighbor of Ala
West or Marsh
Miss Gardner
Acuff or Clark
Anchors 20120
ksolorook or Linden
Miss Corby s
sign-oft
Ed Asner role
Low You,
- Wanda Page
Plays WitIona
Played Sgt. Carter
-Python
Errol or tins

DOWN

1 Erin Moran role

_

38 Mickey XI Mt Wartiot's sign-off
40 Finishes
42 PlayS Hawkey,
41 - • yOureelf
45 -Played Hutch
48 -Chaney
50 Resident
53 Miss Derek
55 Leave It - Beaver
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• MID tesisallessee Spreurea int

Penn Speical
This Month
IE 00
OFF
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By Terns Byrne-Dodge
Bob Crane. an es-due petty who once starred an Dr
Dave Kelsey, the neighbor on 'The Donna Reed Shaw.
played the leader of t American resistance In a German
on -Hagan's HMO.' 11415-71

1) Who was the Neal officer *yea by Weimer Klemperer'
1) Whet member el the east bed been a reel-bh prisoner
hi a Games camp daring World Wart 11?
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SATURDAY
1122/83
5:00 A.M.
O
o

•

2
Movvi Coot'd
TBS Morning News

5:30 A.M.
4

Sign On

O movit

The Magic of
Lassie s
her to a wealthy
landuainei James Stewart
Rooney Alice f aye
1978 Rated G

young

Laiksiri'

ownt., ,oucb

5:45 A.M.
4

Agriculture U S A

6:00 A.M.
•2

Health Field
Mornings on 5
o
3: - Ag USA
oo • Between the Lines
0 12 - Perspective
r

6:15A.M.
4

ob.

LEDGER & TIMLS,Satorday. January IS. 1913

Till. MI KR Al?

I'M.' 12

Form Dsoirst

6:30 A.M.
•2 - ChAteen's Gospel
Hour
'3; - Latimi & Hardy
ag Vegetable Soup
'4: To Be Announced
•.12 U S. Farm Report

6:45 A.M.
CD
- Weather
- News
•

11:00 A.M.
•CL CI)
---

ABC
Weekend
Special
TheT!ouble with Miss Switch •
- Spiderrnan
Foist of 2 parts A boy who
loves science and on old
8:00 A.M.
fashioned watch loin forces to
Gillogari'•
•
discover what powers they
Planet
have (Il) 1Closed Captioned)
_ Fall of Eagles
•
(1) go fit - WA*
Smurfs
Basketball Teams to be
- MOVIE Convoy fta
Announced
the truckers versus the cops
(4) 5 (4) - NCAA
en I vo to on wheels Kris Kris
Basketball- Teams to be
tolleison Al. Ildleactiiaw
Announced/or
Memel*
fie st Borunine 1978 Rated
Programming At press time.
the teams and time had not
Sut Gun Heroes
0
been determined Should the
la Jimmy Houston
game not se at this time. then
8:30 A.M.
NCAA Basketball we we from
1 00 to 3 00 p m 1ESTI end
0 IL 0 it - Bugs
be followed by the Bob Hope
Bunny/Road Runner Show
Desert Classic
op Lone Bongo
- MOVIE 'Across die
9:00 A.M.
Divide' Two orphans
,3)
- ficbotrY. Great
travel west to claim thew land
Scrappy -Goo/ Puppy How
Heather Ramey.
0 - MOVIE 'Dial 'PA' for inheritance
Marie Hall. Robert Logan
Murder' A husband know
1976 Rated G
wig his wife is unfaithful
• 13.) - American
Plans her murder Ray PM
Government
land trace Kelly. Robert
2t; - Americas Gov't
•
Cummings 1954
Sway
0(I) - Why In the World •Wrestling
- Dania Boone
•

It

-

Penny Marshall gives crabby cabbie Louie (Danny De
Vito) a pointer on good man-'
nets On ;Taxi," the NBC
sitcom that moves to Saturday. starting Jan. 22.

•

(Staiter Anew NW VW
to maw ost-ininuis cremes /

•

9:30A.M.
t4 S w - Gary Coleman
Show

10:00 A.M.
gp
(1)
(3) a - Mork I.
7:00A.M.
Mindy/ LAV•111111 & Shirley/
Sun*
,
02:30
Fonz Hour
Intends
(4) - Big Blue Marble
•(1 61 '12 • Stead
_ Inside the NFL Len
Dawson and Nick Buoniconti
- Romper Room
analyze this week s NFL ac
Ci (
11.) - Flintstone
lion and look ahead to nest
Funnies
week s games
•- $uper Heroes
gp - Incredibie Hulk and
Spiderman
7:30 A.M.
po (.3)•_ Paw Man/ •CI) - GED Course
clu - Interaction
•
Little Rascals/Ric:hie Rich
- Wed. Wed West
• 4) 0 IS - •
Pandemonium
10:30 A.M.
- That Girl
•€4J.(12- Meatballs
(1)0(u -- Shin Tales
eallh•Tti
al - Video Jukebox
(i)- Don DeVo•
•

11:30A.M.
•
(2J (2J S - Americas

Bandstand
- MOVIE: 'Lord Jim' A
•
cfesener from the British mar
Ines looks for another Me in
the Malayan jungle Peter
0 Toole, James Meson.
Ann Margret 1965
in
- A/twit:an
Government

12:00P.M.
- America: &mooed
Century
- Everybody's
•
Suainees
•- Twilight Zone

12:30P.M.
•

MOVIE:'Plymouth
Adetwitwe' The drams of
women
ths
men
and
crowded aboard the smell
ship Mayflower. pittmg them-

Us'VM.

i),titii!Ofis

For Wedding
&loll°
Invitations To Fit
1111)toitil h:111 Your Personality
ilk 4
Look To Stylart.
i0
fel 'SttJI4l Come In And See
This Unique Album.
-1)t,
Photo Invitations

selves against the winter Atlantic to seek a' new Me
Spencer Tracy. Gene Tierney. Van Johnson, Lloyd
Bridges 1957
- Sig 10 BasketbeN
Preview
Ounsmoks
- America: Second
Century
1:00P.M.
po(- Masters
Grand Prix Tennis
(I)- Slue Print for Victory
I4C.AA
a)
Sesketbell: Teams to be
Announoodior
Ahninnoo

ap

aD

-

Programming
a-MOVIE:•Geletpor Two
/suasion friends come face
to face with the brutality of
wee Mel Gaon, Mark Les
1951 Read PG
CI)- Focus on Society
•
•
- Undersemodbig
Minim flohont.
- MOVIE: 'Illpistrat'
Stars Noel Noel and Denise
Grey
•

1:30P.PA.
(1)- Fitness kleavoliset
•- News
•
(1)- Focus en fleekaay
2:00P.M.
• - MOVIE:
for•ChinfigMer* A "meshter is mistaken for cud,* but
is soon recognised and denounced es an imposer. Rod
Cameron. Stephen fitaNsey.
Johnny Mick &own 1106
EL- SIN Ossise Outdoors
•Crs - Umionstendlng
14111111110 sariv.
• - Meling h Cowie

2:30P.M.
I3)
-cos spins
mardav
EL - Pee liewlers Tow
O -"Chinsinalse_
theirien SOM.
•

3A0P.M.
- NOV* - 1Ima

Strangers ik
An spunmint building etonitesedilM
is unwitnn0Y *Met Ma •
gangs Wane plain by a
young temptress who pecks
lam up in a bar Andy Griffith.
Mu Lupine. Michael Brandon
1972

PHOTOGRAPHER:bAVID CEUWA

LIZ STU

216£. NORTH ST. 247-1851 MAYFIELD, KY.
OPEN TUES.-FRI. 9-5
SAT.9:1230 CLOSED MON.

- sob Hope
(ID
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•

Coed or Alive Petrick O'Nsel
Met dm look at famous
•
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missing PrItiOrta
- Public Affairs
eg - Alpine Ski School
O 121) - GED Swim
Bud Shootout

S -Big

3:30P.M.
(12 - NFL Today

gp
al - liogsn's Heroes
gm cc - Lap Ouiltinp

GED Sense
- NCAA SaidtaballDuke at Moab Caroline

0

-

•

4:00P.M.
▪ (I)MO-Wide Wald
of Sports

•OD •

- NFL

Football: P4FC Divisionel
Photons
- MOVIE: 'Convoy' Ws
the truckers versus the cops
in a war on whoa Kns Keletofferson. All MacGratir. Ernest Borgnine 1979 Rated
PG
▪ (I) - This ON House
(Closed Captioned(
•11)- firing Une

•

4:30P.M.
Moterweak Illuserated
- Magic ef ON
go
Painting

500P.M.
•
- liVadd Championship
Wresting
GI)- That Midway Music
- Autoome
•
•- Melkuie at the
Illasti Diet Mountain'

5:30P.M.
gp co- Nose's flishard
CI) - At the Modes Cohosts Gene Stasi and Roger
Eben ievraw four new movies each week
gp cp)- MSC Mews
kINA•S
•14

•-

gp aD - Tow Ilteveee
Jamul 'Gimp Kirby Presents King %rein.' _Comedisn George Ki•by talks
about his MOP vs* dimes
- Palig OM*

and
. P41"
11:00
.1.11.1141.

(1)-niva
eaDs
ao

Mentedile With
Lawrence Vika
(I)- None st
- MOVIE: 'Acmes the
Groat Olvide' Tem
trek* west to claim their lend
inheritence Neether Ronny.
Mute
Robert Low
1117$ Rased
In- Nee New

•

•CP - lobby
World
Dime Fever

J0111/4.

6:30P.M.
gip CL - Teddy

Saris
Neshvilie
CL - Paint to Point
•(1)- Accent
- Tennessee,
Outtlearemen
o go - KIT Ikhol.
Clwilsitge
- Nashville on the Rood
•

7:00P.M.
O Mime- T.J. Noakes
Stacy volunteers to become
•decoy to solve a series of
murders 00 num)
•3)
'Ern
Sack Alke Buck is talked
into leading a U.S. business
men on a hunting trek. sinewas that the men is really
General MacArthur 00nun)
gp - MOVIE:'The MgMIng
Kentwesimp' After the War
of 11112. a Kentuckien.lights
•personal war between two
crinwiels trying to stop Nisi
from merryinn the French
in
general's diughter.
Wayne. Vera Ralston. John
Howard 11140,
Strokes Kimberty's boss
mimes play for her in order
togas a pOeitiOn In Mr. Drum
mends oompany.
gia)- Mug lbw
en lira "The
0
Infinite Variety.'OrAd Anonborough Mvestigsas the lectors behind the Not onion
different forme etas. 00
hen.)(Closed Calmed!

- Amide Clip Was
0 - - NOMA 1100•100:
Illestest COW at CenneeSaul

730P.M.
ag-MarSpam A
12-year-eld Oilagreesto use
her 'toy prodioloos"
14
word Ihronows compene on
oho emulsion Is Malty Mk
for liar.
-Pseilloos the Country
•1100P.m.

" IP CD CIDa ^Ara &we
ID CID• - mOvie:
•Urwsonwslen Vire
Me(Er- Meivere fondly
(PREMIERE) After thee
house is repossessed. Vire.
Bun and Scrip pay Moms as
emended vise
ID- MOVIE: *GeOpeir Two
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THE

1 00AM
00AA.

—SPORTS—
•
5:00AM

so --„NHL Hockey

Minnesota at Boston
Lowsvitle at Tulane

a- NCAA Basketball

,A0NOAV1117/93

TUESDAY
1/18/83

s- Masters Barefoot Waterski Champion ship

- NBA Basketball- Atlanta at New Jet
soy
- NHL Hockey. Minnesota at Boston
8 OOPM
NCAA Basketball: Auburn at Vender
bet
10 30PM0 011) - NCAA Basketball: Florida at
Kentucky
"11 OOPM
- NCAA Basketball: Louisville at Tuian•
6:30PM

Jantsar 13.1,13

KRA).sy..1.1.3.114.R

o

•

•-

7.00m •-

NCAA Basketball Providence at St
John's
9'00PM S NBA Basketball Dallas at Golden State
1 30ANI•
- NBA Basketball Dallas at Golden State
4 00AM 0 _ NCAA Basketball Providence at St
John's
-

WEDNESDAY
1 ,19/83
30PM

- Basketball Game
Volvo Masters Tennis
00"
4 0- NCAA Basketball North Carolina St at
North Carolina
11 30PM0 - NHL Arm Wrestling
12 00AM
_ NCAA Basketball Doubleheader Iona
vs Arizona State and/ Villanova vs Soton
Had

SATURN/con
Australian friends come face
to face with the brutality of
war Mel Gibson, Mark Lee
1981 Rated PG
▪
- Austin City Limits
O - Undersea World of
Jaoques Cousteau
- NCAA Basketball
Georgia at Auburn

•

8:30P.M.
ap CP - Taxi Lowe decodes to buy a co-op apert- merit in a fancy budding

S

21) - &On Off

11:15P.M.
so -

MOVIEAnnounced

To

-

Be
THURSDAY
1/20/83

11:30P.M.
•(1.)- Solid Gold
o
- Saturday Night
live

12:00 A.M.

al_ TS* Weekend News
GO - MOVIE: 'Thirty
Seconds Osw Tokyo'

6 OOPM
6 30PM
9 30PM

-

Volvo Masters Tennis
- Inside the NFL
NCAA Basketball UCLA at Celtic(
ni•
12.00AM• _ Volvo Masters Tennis
2:30AM •- Inside the NFL
•

•

o

FRIDAY
1/21/83

•(I) up
Island

▪ - Japan Sowl

•- Focus On the Family
al
- Family Tree A divorced man and a divorced
woman marry. merging the
man's one son and the wornan's ttvee children onto a fa
mdy (60 min
op
- MOVIE: 'Twelve
O'clock High' A young
general takes command of•
bomber group operating
from England in 1942 and
soon Iths the moral women
dously Gregory Peck. Dew
Jogger. Hugh
Marlowe
1950
loft- Mystery!
•- Pro Ski Internetkonsi
Tour

10:00P.M.
411 CID CID CID III CID ID
(to - Slows
111cii - Eyewitness News
- An Evening at the

•

Nissan Regime George Hem
bon hosts the variety show
from the French munritall
- AOC News
Ai/OW. City Unlit*
- MOVIE: 'They Came
le Cordwe'A U S Army mega/ as relieved of Ns combat
convnend. bellowing homed
•coward. Cierne Cooper. Rita
Hayworth. Vim Heflin 1959

es-

•

10:15P.M.
Ti- AOC News

(J)- Three Stooges
- MOVIE- 'Innocent
Bystanders' An aging secret
agent becomes a decoy in an
witernational scramble to lo
cate an escaped Russian
scientist. Geraldine Chaplin.
Donald Pleasance, Dana An
drews 1972
5- MOVIE: 'Rollover'
- Saturday Night
Live

•

•co_ NCAA liaeketbelk
at Vanderbilt

- Salordey Night Uve
Thst NeslovIlle
Meeks
ON
IP
- NCAA Saaketbell:
Catirel MIseetwi at S.E.
kMolesol

act au- siri

I

11:00P.M.
MOVIE:'Neighbors'
411 af) - Pep. Owes the
Ceteary
-

•

o
ao

It

111

---

•

SATURDAY

SUNDAY
1r23-83
1-1 30AM515
NFL '83
12 OOPM
I)go 12 NCAA Basketball Memphis
State at North Carolina State
(4)0(5) NFL Football AFC Champion
Ship Gems/or Alternate Programming
1 OOPM S(I) - Sports America
2 OOPM al(1)
•tt Grand Prui Masters Tennis
Finals
11-30PM 0- US Amateur Boxing Champ•onshop
OOPM (4)0(5) - NFL Football AFC Champion
ship Game/or Aitomata Programming
•OOPM• Sunkist Track and Field Meet
O _00PM up- MISL Soccer Teams lo be Announced
12.30AM S-- Sunkist Track and Field Meet
2.30AM It- MISL Soccer Teams lobe Announced
-

1/2243

- Inside the NFL

12:45 A.M.
Sign Off

111

1:00A.M.
e cu- Eyewitness News

411

Hey, Cablevision
Viewer!
Are You Watching...

(LI0(I)- Met Off
al- News/Sign Off

1:30 A.M.
MOVIE:'I Walk the
Line' A rural Tennessee she(
efts career is threatened by
his obsession for a young
mountain girl Gregory Peck,
Tuesday Weld 1970
0CID - sign on

CL-•

Four Friends
A powerful drama of four young
people coming of age in the 60's.

2:00 A.m.
- Movie Conrd
2:30A.M.

•

- MOVIE: 'Convoy' It •
the truckers versus the cops
in a war on wheels Kits Kristofferson. Ak MecGraw. Er•
nest Somme 1976 Rated
PG

•

.0

2:45 A.M.
•

-

- Mission Imposeible
3:45 A.M.
mow:'The None
(1)-•

tri

•

Mei A herd-heeded cop
tries to unravel an sieborate
plot to use Vietnam vOl•farts
to stage an underworld mas
same Charles Bronson, Mar'
tin Batsmen, Norman Fell
1175

4:16A.M.
- WorldAarge
•
4:30 A.M.
- Agrioubiar• U S.A.
- An Evening at ell

•

•

Moulin Rogue Georg,IOW
non hosts this
from the Frand=
"

Sleeping Dogs
Sam Neill tries to escape from a
society under seige in this drama
set in the future.

,

I

r.101.

Rat Patrol

3:15A.M.

•- Wrestling

10:30P.M.

6 30AM
Inside the NFL
8:00PM S - Inside the NFL
- Volvo Masters Tennis
10:30PM0 Lir
- College Basketball MTSU at
Murray St
12:00AM t 3) - Wrestling

10 00AM

o

-

12:30A.M.

9:00P.M.
(r)- Entertakrment This
•
- Fantasy
Week
am- America's Top Ten

11 00AM 0.$ e • tz NCAA Basketball 1 earns to
be Announced
4 0•- NCAA Basketball Teanzs"to be
Announcertor Alternate Programming
• Wrestling
12 30PM 3
Big 10 Basketball Preview
1 OOPM 5 $ 5 12
Masters Grand 'Prix Te ttttt•
4 0-0
NCAA Basketball Teams to he
Announced Of Alternate Priegramcning
2 30PM U 6 ,0 12
CBS Sports Saturday
Pro Bowlers Tour
3 OOPM :4 0:11
Bob Hope Desert Class.4
3 30PM 5 s 012
NFL Today.
a NC AA Basketball but,* at North Car*,
lma
4 OOPM 5 2- 3, In
Wide World ref Sports
12 Atli Football NI C
Playoffs
S OOPM
World Champe,nship Wrestling
7 OOPM • NCAA Basketball Boston College at
Connecticut
8 OOPM 611 - NCAA Basketball Georgia at Auburn
9 OOPM
- Japan Bowl
Pro Ski International Tour
10 15PM U
Wrestling
10 30PM eip
NCAA Basketball Kentucky at
Vanderbilt
NC AA Basketball emtrio muisows
at s E Missouii

ref"!

Se

Neighbors
John Belushi, in his last feature
role, stars in this wild comedy
about suburban living gone mod.

S

_Murray CA153VtS1i-E
. Television Worth Watching
COii 753-5005
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SUNDAY
1123183
5.00A.M.
0 TBS Morning News
5 30 A.M.
0 2 Its Your Business
MOVIE 'Superman II
s enemws are the
three LI Miff telS that hes father
Jo' El framthed from Kopp
ton Christopher Reeve Gene.
tiackrott Nod Beatty 1982
fisted PI,

Randy Owed 1981 . Rated
Pr,
0 -5 - Young at Heart
- Trinity Tabernacle
0 - Undersea World of
Jacques Cousteeu
0 21 - Sesame Street
0 - Show My People
8:30 A.M.
slimes Robeson
- Reborn
- Day of Discovery
(4)
0 - Paducah Devotion
- Garner Ted Armstrong
9:00 A.M.
•r:2 - Kenneth Copetand
▪
- Oral Roberts
3 Kingdom Laving
0 - lighter Side
4 - Silhouettes of The City
• Miracle Revrval.Hour
Cf)
- Mystery' The Chan
That Wouktn t Soly The vii
law knows of a man who is
hunted to death but no one
is willing to tell who the hurl
ter was 00 min ) Closed

pi.-

6:00 A.M.
2
:Today s Black
' Woman
Mornings on S
0 James Robison
615A.M.
3 Eyewitness Magazine
CO I hVeather _
6:30A M
O 2 - Face to Face
3 Cartoons
It Is Wntten
0 I Accent
•12 Perspective
Captioned
6.45 A.M
21 - Mr Rogers'
0
Farm Digest
Ninohbortiood
7:00 A.M.
_ Ernest Angley
al 2 - World Tomorrow
12 Jerry Falwell
5 • Jerry Falwell
9:15 A.M.
- Cartoon Carnival
0
I
Hamilton Bros
4 Community Worship
9:30 A.M.
0 I Montage
Spiritual Uplift
O 5 - Two Rivers Hour
3 - World Tomorrow
Sesarri•
0• 0 21
Street
MOVIE 'El Cid A le
Tindery Spanish knight leads
America's Black
•
the sirs/won of the Moslems
Forum
horn 13th century Span
181 • 12 Robert Schuller
Chariton Heston. Sophia
7:30 A.M.
Loran. Ral-ValIone 1061
Agnating
(4)
- To Be Announced
Grace
- HBO Rock. AN Supply
3 Day of Discovery
In Hawaii This Australian
Nashville
Gospel
4
pop rock group performs all
Show
of their top hits
- James Robison
0(I) - Herald of Truth
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Advertisers put money on 'good or boys'
By Frank Blodgett
I broke a longistanding
tradition last week. I watched an episode of '"The
Dukes of Hazzard." I did
it out of curiosity and, of
course, journalistic integrity After all, having
never seen the program,
how could I condemn it as
a mindless exercise
roughly at The Three
Stooges mental level.
Now I can
Actually, I had another
reason for watt-lung The
Dukes of Hazzard" t seen
at 7 p.m. Fridays on CBS,
in case anyone doesn't
know. I had been start'.• ed to read that Tom
Wopat and John
Schneider known to
every 4 and 5 year old in
America as 'The good ol'
boys" are returning to
the show after a bitter
contract dispute with
Warner Brothers which
included a $25 million law
suit. There were lots of
charges and countercharges about things like
the .money from merchandising "Dukes" toys
and other items. Would
you believe it, Schneider
even said, in a recent TV
Guide article, that his
main problem was with

the quality of the scripts.
The show's producer wa
quoted as responding
something like,"We ain't
doing 'King Lear." They
certainly ain't.
Well, anyway, the
show's ratings have dropped since Byron Cherry
and Christpher, Mayer
began running around in
The General Lee. It
seems that the kids can
tell the difference though,
for the life of me, I can't
see why it matters who's
driving in the car for this
week's chase and jump
sequence. (After all, it's
really stunt men
anyway). Apparently it
does matter, because in
addition to lower ratings,
the toy sales dropped
sharply this Christmas
selling season. With a
Saturday morning cartoon series called "The
Dukes" set to begin Feb.
5, clearly, something had
to be done. Some things
are more important than
orporate pride money,
for instance) so Warner
has patched things up
with the original Dukes..
As for my impressions
of the show, well, it was a
little better than The
Three Stooges. People

weren't hitting each other
all the time ( but there
was a lot of yelling and
running' around and
simulated violence). The
story was silly, of course,
and the acting was even
sillier. I guess kids like to
see characters like Boss
Hogg and Sheriff Roscoe
( who are stereotypes of
stereotypes) act like fools
before they get zapped.
This time they were
blown up and landed in a
tree and, like true cartoon characters, they
were dirty but otherwise
unharmed. It's hard to

believe that Sorrell
Brooke, who plays Boss
Hogg, is a product of the
Yale drama school. He's
made a living for years as
a little lOudmouth, this
time he's just a bit
louder.
, "The Dukes of Hazzard" is a shining example of what the severe
critics of television are
talking about. It is a "bottom line" show with no
holds barred in its attempt to attact an audience and it makes no
pretensions of being
anything else. The pro-

ducers are delivering a
large audience so that
CBS can offer them to
sponsors -for a lot of
money. Everyone gets
something- This would
not be true if "King
Lear" were being shown
in weekly installments.
Maybe, instead of
simply decrying the low
state of popular television, we ought to look at
the network's version of
television as what it is —
a business with very
large investments that
necessitate even larger
returns. With pay cable

services, direct satellite
to home telecasts coming
within the ntxt two years,
video tapes and discs —
not to mention public
television — there are
ways to get better quality
programs, for those who
want them. But as a
business venture "good"
programs are risky. Ask
the former operators of
the now defunct CBS
Cable, which offered only
"high class" shows. The
critics loved them, but
the advertisers put their
money on "The good ol' boys."
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First Lady Nancy Reagan
to appear on NBC comedy
NNWOWCPWW

WASHINGTON t AP
fice Thursday night and
First Lady Nancy
no one answered the
Reagin" who has camtelephone for the expaigned against drug
ecutive producer,
abuse, will appear in an
Howard Leeds.
anti-drug cameo role on
But The Washington
the NBC comedy
Post quoted Leeds in FriDill'rent Strokes." acday editions as describcording to her press
ing the*Uhl'way:
secretary.
The 14-year-old series
The show, to be broadstar. Gary Coleman,
cast March la will be
discovers drug use
Mrs. Reagan's first proamong his fellow-sixth
fessional role since
graders and when the
"lislIcata of the Navy"
school principal refuses
with her husband in 1167.
to believe him, takes his
Mrs Reapan's
story to a newspaper,
spokeswoman, Sheila
which prints it. Mn.
Tate,said Thursday night
Reagan happens to be in that the White House was
New York and takes a,
approached by the
copy of the paper to his
-Diffrent Strokes" proapartment. Coleman
ducers last November
takes her to school and inwith a request for a short
troduces her as his
anti-drug spot to be dropfriend, whereupon she
ped into one episode. This
delivers her anti-drug
was expanded to make
the first lady part of the
Mrs. Reagan will have
Nese funny lines — now
Plot
Mrs. Reagan has
.
kspaserat,Leeds said.
traVvive idinaid the MIDknow what
try talking tq yeas Say are," said Ms. Tate.
about drugs.
"Me haven't seen a final
The publicist for
ICAO Yat-"
"Ddrrent Strokes," BarThe show will tss taped
bara Brogliotti, was not — March i at Universal
in her Burbank. Calif.. of:
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